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Abstract 

The economical and industrial transition towards a circular economy is a main 

challenge over the next decades. One of the key technologies enabling the closure of 

the anthropogenic carbon cycle is the entrained flow gasification for chemical recycling 

of carbon-based materials (e.g. waste and biomass-based residues). In order to 

achieve complete carbon conversion in a high pressure entrained flow gasifier, the 

typically suspension based fuels are atomized into fine droplets, leading to high surface 

area for liquid evaporation and subsequent gasification. The required spray 

characteristics produced by the commonly applied gas-assisted coaxial atomizers, 

ranges from a defined spray angle over droplet size and velocity distributions up to 

integral Sauter mean diameter values. To fit these demands, atomizer geometry, flow 

configurations and conditions need to be adjusted to fit operating conditions and fuel 

specifications of the latter industrial process. The focus of this work is therefore set on 

the scale-up of such atomizers towards increased system pressure and liquid mass 

flow as well as the comparison of different liquid flow configurations.  

First, the effect of system pressure on the resulting spray characteristics was 

investigated over a wide range of system pressures, gas slit widths, gas velocities and 

corresponding gas mass flows. As a result, gas momentum flow was identified as a 

major influencing parameter of resulting droplet size and an empirical correlation for 

design of gas-assisted coaxial atomizers with central liquid jet towards increased 

system pressures was derived. 

In a second investigation, the effect of liquid mass flow on resulting droplet size was 

determined for central liquid jet atomizers. The experiments were conducted at 

constant Weber number, Gas-to-Liquid mass flow ratio and liquid velocity for 

increasing liquid mass flow. An increase in droplet size with higher liquid mass flow 

was detected, which was explained by a decrease in gas velocity to achieve the 

constant Weber number as well as a decrease in the ratio between shearing surface 

and volume of the liquid phase. 

Furthermore, the effect of a variation in the gas channel angle of central liquid jet 

atomizers was evaluated. It was shown, that a decrease in droplet size with increasing 

gas channel angle was only achieved for application of low gas velocities. Via 

measurement of the gas phase velocity, an acceleration of the gas phase and therefore 

increase in aerodynamic forces was detected for angled gas channels, caused by a 

reduction in the cross-sectional area of the gas flow after exiting the atomizer orifice. 
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For ideal comparison of different liquid flow configurations at constant gas momentum 

flow, velocity and mass flow, an atomizer with three identical (central and annular) 

orifices was designed. As a major result, the liquid sheet configuration with an outer 

annular gas stream produced a spray with small integral droplet size over a wide range 

of liquid viscosities as well as a wide spray angle, compared to the configurations with 

central liquid jet and annular gas stream or central gas stream and annular liquid sheet. 

Here, an ideal liquid flow configuration can be expected for the liquid mass flow scale-

up of gas-assisted coaxial atomizers towards industrial scale. 
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Kurzfassung 

Der wirtschaftliche und industrielle Übergang zu einer Kreislaufwirtschaft ist eine der 

größten Herausforderungen der nächsten Jahrzehnte. Eine der Schlüssel-

technologien, die die Schließung des anthropogenen Kohlenstoffkreislaufs 

ermöglichen, ist die Flugstromvergasung zum chemischen Recycling von kohlenstoff-

haltigen Materialen (zum Beispiel Abfälle und Rückstände aus Biomasse). Um eine 

vollständige Kohlenstoffumwandlung in einem Hochdruck-Flugstromvergaser zu 

erreichen, werden die typischerweise suspensionsbasierten Brennstoffe in feine 

Tropfen zerstäubt, um eine große Oberfläche für die Verdampfung der Flüssigkeit und 

anschließende Vergasung zu generieren. Die erforderlichen Sprayeigenschaften, 

welche üblicherweise eingesetzte, gasgestützte Zerstäuberdüsen erzeugen, reichen 

von definiertem Spraywinkel über Tropfengrößen- und Geschwindigkeitsverteilungen 

bis hin zu integralen Sauterdurchmessern. Um diese Anforderungen zu erfüllen, 

werden Zerstäubergeometrie, Strömungskonfiguration und –bedingungen an die 

Betriebsparameter und Brennstoffspezifikationen des jeweiligen industriellen 

Prozesses angepasst. Der Schwerpunkt dieser Arbeit liegt daher auf der Skalierung 

solcher Zerstäuberdüsen für erhöhte Systemdrücke und Flüssigkeitsmassenströme, 

sowie auf dem Vergleich unterschiedlicher Strömungskonfigurationen der Flüssigkeit. 

Zu Beginn wurde der Einfluss des Systemdrucks auf die resultierenden 

Sprayeigenschaften über eine weite Spanne an Systemdrücken, Gasspaltweiten, 

Gasgeschwindigkeiten und entsprechenden Gasmassenströmen untersucht. Als 

Ergebnis konnte der Gasimpulsstrom als ein wesentlicher Einflussparameter auf die 

resultierende Tropfengröße identifiziert und eine empirische Korrelation zur Auslegung 

gasgestützter Zerstäuberdüsen mit zentraler Strahlvorlage bei erhöhtem Systemdruck 

abgeleitet werden. 

In einer zweiten Untersuchung wurde der Einfluss des Flüssigkeitsmassenstroms auf 

die resultierende Tropfengröße beim Einsatz von Zerstäuberdüsen zentraler 

Strahlvorlage ermittelt. Die Experimente wurden bei konstanter Weber-Zahl, 

konstantem Massenstromverhältnis von Gas- zu Flüssigphase und konstanter 

Flüssigkeitsgeschwindigkeit bei steigendem Flüssigkeitsmassenstrom durchgeführt. 

Eine Zunahme der Tropfengröße mit steigendem Flüssigkeitsmassenstrom wurde 

detektiert, was durch eine Verringerung der Gasgeschwindigkeit zum Erreichen 

konstanter Weber-Zahlen, sowie durch eine Verringerung des Verhältnisses aus 

Scherfläche und Volumen der Flüssigphase erklärt werden konnte. 
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Weiterhin wurde die Auswirkung einer Variation des Gasanstellwinkels von 

Zerstäuberdüsen zentraler Strahlvorlage untersucht. Es konnte gezeigt werden, dass 

eine Abnahme der Tropfengröße mit steigendem Gasanstellwinkel nur bei Einsatz 

geringer Gasgeschwindigkeiten erreicht wird. Durch Messung der Gasgeschwindigkeit 

wurde eine Beschleunigung der Gasphase und damit eine Steigerung der 

aerodynamischen Kräfte bei angestelltem Gaskanal festgestellt, welche durch eine 

Verringerung der Querschnittsfläche des Gasstroms nach dem Austritt aus dem 

Zerstäuber verursacht wird. 

Zum idealen Vergleich unterschiedlicher Strömungskonfigurationen der Flüssigkeit bei 

konstantem Gasimpulsstrom, konstanter Gasgeschwindigkeit und konstantem 

Gasmassenstrom wurde eine Zerstäuberdüse mit drei identischen (zentralen und 

ringförmigen) Austrittsöffnungen entworfen. Ein wesentliches Ergebnis war, dass die 

Strömungskonfiguration mit Zugabe der flüssigen Phase über inneren Ringspalt und 

Gasstrom über äußeren Ringspalt ein Spray mit geringer integraler Tropfengröße und 

großem Spraywinkel erzeugte. Vor allem verglichen mit den Strömungs-

konfigurationen bei denen die Flüssigkeit als zentraler Strahl mit ringförmigem 

Gasstrom oder Flüssigkeit aus dem inneren Ringspalt und der Gasstrom zentral 

austritt. Dies lässt eine ideale Strömungskonfiguration der Flüssigkeit für die 

Skalierung des Flüssigkeitsmassenstroms gasgestützter Zerstäuberdüsen in den 

industriellen Maßstab erwarten. 
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1 Introduction and scope 

In order to achieve sustainable growth, the European Commission introduced the 

European Green Deal in 2020, in which one of the main tasks, besides the reduction of 

greenhouse gases, is the transition towards a carbon circular economy [1]. Therefore key 

technologies that enable the chemical recycling of carbon-based materials, e.g. into 

synthesis gas (CO/H2), must be identified. One of these technologies is the entrained flow 

gasification (EFG), which fits both biomass-based as well as anthropogenic waste and 

residue streams (see Figure 1) [2]. 

 

Figure 1: Feedstocks and process steps for carbon conversion from wastes and biomass-based residue 

streams to fuels and chemicals via entrained flow gasification ([3] image modified). 

For proof of concept and technology investigation from the lab to the demo scale, at the 

Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT) an EFG unit with system pressure of 40 bar is 

operated [4]. Here, the feedstocks are typically suspension fuels that feature viscosities 

of up to 1000 mPa·s and additional complex rheological flow behavior. In the gasifier, the 

fuel jet is atomized into droplets. The liquid phase of the droplets evaporates, whereas 

remaining solid particles are converted via heterogeneous gasification reactions. As latter 

process steps in the gasifier require a high surface area for fast evaporation and complete 

carbon conversion, the atomization of the introduced jet into a fine and homogeneous 

spray is one of the main challenges in EFG operation. For atomization of these liquids, 

external-mixing, gas-assisted burner nozzles with various flow configurations are 

commonly applied. Here, the slowly moving liquid is disintegrated by a high-velocity gas 

stream after exiting the atomizer orifice. As the atomization agent also serves as reactant, 

the operating conditions of the atomizers are typically limited in terms of gas-to-liquid 

mass flow ratio (GLR) to GLR < 1 [5,6]. External-mixing, gas-assisted atomizers are often 

utilized at significantly higher GLR, indicating that the disintegration of high-viscosity fuels 
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under increased system pressure conditions is a challenging task. The present 

dissertation aims for the design of an atomizer for EFG operation with technical fuels. As 

EFG is typically performed at elevated system pressures, research question 1 “How are 

spray characteristics affected by an increase in system pressure?” (paper I & II) is 

focused first. Additionally, these systems are utilized in the industrial scale at high liquid 

throughputs. Therefore, research question 2 “How are spray characteristics affected 

by an increase in liquid mass flow?” (paper IV) must be replied. In industrial 

application, typical external-mixing atomizers are constructed with an angle between 

liquid jet and surrounding gas channel. This arises research question 3 “How is the 

disintegration process of a liquid jet influenced by an angle between gas and liquid 

phase at the atomizer orifice?” (proceeding II). Beside the typical central liquid jet 

configuration of coaxial atomizers, also other liquid flow configurations via liquid sheet 

appear utilizable. Hence, research question 4 “Which atomizer flow configuration 

(liquid jet or liquid sheet) results in smaller droplet sizes?” (proceeding I & paper III) 

needs to be answered. 

In order to answer these research questions the following cumulative dissertation, which 

is based on four scientific journal articles and two conference proceedings was written. 

Chapter 2 gives a short literature review on the topics of the respective research question 

and an approach to achieve the corresponding answers. An overview on the atomizer 

design, applied test rigs and measurement techniques is shown in chapter 3. Major 

results from the journal articles and the proceedings are discussed in chapter 4, whereas 

the complete publications are attached to the thesis in the appendix. Chapter 5 gives a 

summary on the answers to the research questions and an outlook. 
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2 Literature review and approach 

2.1 System pressure 

The disintegration of a liquid jet into droplets via external-mixing gas-assisted atomizers 

is typically performed with an annular gas stream at high momentum flow. Here, the 

typically fast moving gas phase shears the exiting liquid near the atomizer orifice, which 

induces liquid instabilities, followed by primary and secondary breakup. For description 

of the atomization process and the resulting droplet size, commonly dimensionless 

numbers as aerodynamic Weber number Weaero or momentum flow ratio J are utilized. 

Regarding a solely increase in system pressure, which equals an increase in the 

aforementioned Weaero and J, a decrease in droplet size and an enhancement of the 

atomization process is expected. This effect was confirmed by many authors for various 

system pressure ranges, atomizer configurations and liquid viscosities [7–12]. As an 

additional boundary condition, an increase in GLR with increasing system pressure was 

required in order to keep exiting gas velocity constant. As against this, Risberg et al. [13] 

and Gullberg et al. [14] investigated the atomization process at various system pressures, 

but constant gas velocity and GLR (adjusting Ṁliq). This resulted in an increasing primary 

breakup length and droplet size for higher system pressures. Further experiments by 

Jakobs et al. [15] and Fong et al. [16] led to similar results for increasing system pressure 

while keeping Weaero constant, as therefore vgas needs to be reduced with every system 

pressure step. 

As can be seen from this literature summary, the effect of an increase in system pressure 

on the resulting spray characteristics is always dependent on the applied boundary 

conditions of gas velocity, gas mass flow, GLR and J. In order to keep these identified 

boundary conditions constant while increasing psys and to answer research question 1, 

two investigations were performed. In the first set of experiments, an increase in system 

pressure was realized, while keeping vgas, GLR and Ṁgas constant, as these parameters 

affect atomization and are of interest for the later process application (e.g. EFG). To 

achieve these constant parameters, for every system pressure step, one atomizer with 

corresponding gas orifice area (i.e. sgas) was utilized. In a second investigation, the effect 

of all parameters forming Jgas was investigated by varying vgas, psys, sgas and GLR with the 

objective of an empirical system pressure scaling approach. 
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2.2 Mass flow scale up 

While performing a literature review on gas-assisted coaxial atomizers, found studies are 

mostly investigated at low liquid or gas mass flows in order to see the influencing effect 

on primary jet breakup more clearly or to apply laser-based measuring systems for 

detection of droplet size at their optimum. A conversion of these results towards increased 

liquid mass flows is often necessary for industrial application, but challenging, as an 

increase in vliq or Ṁliq utilizing one atomizer leads to a significant higher droplet size [17]. 

Therefore, Leroux et al. [18,19] performed experiments in the atomizer near and far field 

(e.g. primary breakup and resulting droplet size) with three dliq and three dgas, which can 

be compared individually. As a scaling approach the authors kept Reliq and j constant, 

while changing dliq in a range of dliq = 0.4 – 2.0 mm. With increasing dliq, a change in 

primary breakup from prompt atomization to the formation of large droplets and ligaments 

occurred. 

Regarding this study, keeping Reliq and j constant, led to a significant decrease in J for 

higher dliq. As J represents the aerodynamic forces relevant for the atomization process, 

an increase in droplet size was detected. A scaling rule for keeping the resulting droplet 

size constant, while increasing liquid mass flow, was not specified. 

To answer research question 2 and start to fill the knowledge gap regarding the topic of 

liquid mass flow scale up of gas-assisted coaxial atomizers, an approach for derivation of 

scaling rules from the lab to the industrial scale was needed. In the present study, 

therefore atomizers according to the following design were investigated: (i) vliq was kept 

constant while increasing Ṁliq, which required an increase in dliq and one atomizer for 

every Ṁliq step. (ii) GLR was kept constant, which requires increasing Ṁgas for higher Ṁliq. 

(iii) Weaero was kept constant, which results in lower vgas, as dliq increases with higher Ṁliq. 

2.3 Gas channel angle 

Typically, research studies on gas-assisted coaxial atomization are performed with 

atomizers, consisting of a central, straight tube for liquid supply, surrounded by a straight, 

annular exit for the high velocity gas phase. As against this, for industrial application, 

often coaxial atomizers with a converging (straight inner wall, angled outer wall) or angled 

gas channel (angled inner and outer wall) are applied [6,20–23]. Hardalupas et al. [24] 

performed experiments, which compare the resulting droplet size of an atomizer with 

straight and converging (α = 28°) gas channel. As a result, a decrease in droplet size was 

detected for the converging atomizer. Above a gas-to-liquid velocity ratio of vgas/vliq = 50, 

no further changes in droplet size were measurable, without further explanation. Varga et 
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al. [25] also compared a straight and converged atomizer, determining a similar effect on 

droplet size over all measuring conditions. In this study, the decrease in droplet size was 

attributed to a decrease in the boundary layer thickness. Bieber et al. [26] compared two 

gas-assisted coaxial atomizers with straight gas channel and gas channel of α = 45°. For 

α = 45°, a smaller droplet size and corresponding higher vdr,z,mean was found. The results 

were explained by an increased shear rate at the atomizer orifice while applying an angled 

gas channel. 

As shown, previous investigations mainly focused on the comparison between straight 

and angled gas channel atomizers. Research on the increment effect of this angle leading 

to changes in primary breakup and resulting droplet size have not been performed yet. 

Additionally, the decrease in resulting droplet size for angled gas channel atomizers was 

explained by three different effects (i.e. ratio of gas-to-liquid velocity, change in boundary 

layer thickness, variation in the shear rate). 

In order to answer research question 3 and clarify the effect of gas channel angle on 

primary breakup as well as resulting droplet size, atomizers with different gas channel 

angles were used and investigated at a wide range of operating conditions (i.e. vgas (GLR), 

psys and ηliq). For explanation of the gas channel angle effects, the gas phase was seeded 

and gas velocity measured via particle image velocimetry. 

2.4 Comparison of atomizer configuration 

Regarding the liquid and gas flow concerning gas-assisted coaxial atomizers, a wide field 

of flow configurations is possible. Beside the aforementioned research on central liquid 

jet atomization, in the literature also configurations with an annular liquid sheet and central 

gas jet or additional gas sheet can be found. These sheet configurations allow among 

others for small liquid sheet thickness, also for significant increment in liquid mass flow. 

Investigations on liquid sheet atomization with one central gas jet were performed by 

Leboucher et al. [27] and Zhao et al. [28], presenting morphological classifications of the 

liquid sheet breakup via high-speed camera. Main difference between both regime 

diagrams is the application over Jgas and Jliq as against Weaero,sheet and sliq/dliq,sheet. First 

radial droplet size measurements were only recorded at vgas > 180 m·s-1 by Li et al. [29], 

showing a V-shaped profile and a slight dependence of droplet size on changes in vgas. 

Taking an additional angled outer gas sheet into account, Carvalho et al. [30] recorded 

high-speed camera images of the resulting spray at varying vliq, vgas,i, vgas,o, sliq as well as 

an outer gas swirl ratio. As vgas,i was changed up to vgas,i = 200 m·s-1 and vgas,o was only 

increased to vgas,o = 40 m·s-1, vgas,i was identified in this study to be more relevant for 

liquid sheet disintegration. Wahono et al. [31] used a high-speed camera in order to detect 
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primary breakup mechanisms of a liquid sheet in further detail, utilizing an atomizer with 

straight inner and outer gas exit channels. As a result, it was shown, that primary breakup 

of the sheet was mainly affected by Jgas,o, Jgas,i and Jgas. A dependency between a sheet 

rupturing Kelvin-Helmholtz surface wave and Jgas,o was found. An additional instability for 

liquid sheet breakup was found by Duke et al. [32,33], whereas the previously detected 

Kelvin-Helmholtz instability was only formed for sufficiently high relative velocity (Δv > 30 

m·s-1) between liquid sheet and outer gas stream. Further details on stability 

investigations can be found in Cao et al. [34], Ibrahim et al. [35] and Lee et al. [36]. 

Summarizing the results of these stability studies, a higher atomization efficiency was 

ascribed to the inner gas jet in contrast to the outer gas stream. Further scale up 

experiments for these atomizers were performed by Duke et al. [37], showing that sliq has 

a dominant effect on the resulting spray characteristics. Continuing the studies mentioned 

before, Leboucher et al. [38] conducted radial droplet size measurements of annular liquid 

sheet atomizers at varying gas swirl ratio. In this study, mainly the inner gas jet led to a 

reduction in droplet size, compared to the outer gas stream. While the vgas,i was set up to 

vgas,i = 180 m·s-1, vgas,o was only investigated up to vgas,o = 90 m·s-1. Zhao et al. [39] 

performed laser diffraction measurements, where a maximum in droplet size was found 

at vgas,o = 30 – 40 m·s-1, with no effect by vgas,i. By the authors, the assumption was made, 

that the liquid sheet is accelerated by the outer gas stream, leading to a decrease in 

relative velocity between liquid sheet and the dominant, inner gas jet. 

As described in the literature review, many studies were performed on the influence of 

the inner and outer gas stream, regarding the resulting spray characteristics. Most of the 

studies revealed, that the inner gas jet has a dominant effect on the resulting droplet size, 

compared to the outer gas stream. However, the outer gas stream velocity was kept at 

least a factor of two smaller in comparison with the inner gas jet velocity for all 

investigations [30,34–36,38]. The main reason for this gas velocity arrangement is the 

geometrical setup of annular liquid sheet atomizers, which are designed with a small 

central gas jet diameter, implying small gas mass flows lead to high vgas,i. Additionally, 

large outer gas orifice areas arise as a result of positioning, where comparable gas mass 

flows lead to small vgas,o. Taking a closer look from a geometrical point of view, the outer 

gas stream should have an increased influence on droplet size, as the impact area for 

shear forces on the liquid sheet is increased, as against the inner sheet surface area. 

In order to answer research question 4 and describe the effect of gas velocity 

arrangement on primary breakup and resulting droplet size more clearly, an atomizer 

design with annular liquid sheet, central gas jet and outer gas stream was designed with 

three identical exiting orifice areas. This allows in a first set of experiments for ideal 

comparison of gas velocity influence between inner and outer gas stream. Furthermore, 
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by changes in flow configuration, an optimal comparison between all three flow 

configurations is made possible, as atomization relevant parameters (i.e. vgas, vliq, GLR 

and J) remain constant. Additionally, liquid viscosity was increased for designated 

operating conditions in order to identify the dependency of droplet size on viscosity for 

liquid sheet atomizers. 
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3 Materials and methods 

Experimental investigations and measurements for this thesis were performed with three 

different atomizer configurations in three different test rigs, which are described in the 

chapters 3.1 - 3.4. In chapter 3.5, the measurement techniques, applied settings and 

extracted data are discussed. 

3.1 Atomizer concepts 

3 different external-mixing gas-assisted atomizer concepts were utilized for the 

experiments performed in this work. The following enumeration was chosen to 

differentiate between the applied atomizer concepts. Configuration (i) defines the central 

liquid jet (dliq) atomizer with annular gas stream (sgas). Configuration (ii) represents the 

annular liquid sheet (sliq) atomizer only using gas from the central gas tube (dgas). 

Configuration (iii) specifies the annular liquid sheet (sliq) atomizer while applying gas mass 

flows via both gas orifices (dgas and sgas). Figure 2 depicts the sectional drawings, as well 

as a front view of the atomizer flow configurations. 

 

Figure 2: Schematics of the applied atomizer flow configurations as side and front view. 

In order to reduce the influence of gas boundary layer and enable undisturbed gas flow 

avoiding vortex formation directly at the atomizer orifice, the tube thicknesses between 
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gas and liquid phase are reduced to b = 0.1 mm. In accordance to Tian et al. [40] this size 

guarantees for undisturbed flow. The depicted atomizers feature parallel channels for gas 

and liquid phase to enable optimal comparison with results presented already in literature 

[17,41,42]. An angle between gas and liquid phase, which is typically applied for industrial 

application, is defined with α (see Figure 3). 

 

Figure 3: Schematics of applied atomizers with straight (left) and angled (right) gas channel. 

3.2 Atmospheric spray test rig (ATMO) 

The measurements for papers III, IV and proceeding I, II were performed at the 

atmospheric spray test rig (ATMO), which is depicted in Figure 4 as schematic for 

operation of liquid sheet nozzles. 

 

Figure 4: Schematic of the atmospheric spray test rig with three-fluidic lance and the horizontal cross-

sectional view (A - A) in the measurement plane. 

The ATMO consists of a two- or three-fluidic lance, where the nozzle is mounted, a 

collection container with exhaust air system and separate liquid as well as gas supply 

system. The liquid or suspension is fed out of a stirred and tempered tank with an 
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eccentric screw pump, controlled by Coriolis density and mass flow meter (range: Ṁliq = 

5 – 100 kg·h-1). The atomizing air flow is delivered by the compressed air system, whereas 

two parallel hot wire anemometers with integrated valve measures and regulates the gas 

mass flow in a range of Ṁgas = 0.5 – 90 kg·h-1, respectively. The measurement techniques 

are mounted on a 2D traverse system with motion in x/y-plane, shown as horizontal cross-

sectional view (A – A). In order to reduce recirculation effects of droplets, a honeycomb 

structure was mounted in the container and utilized as a flow straightener and 

coalescence promoter. The exhaust air is removed by a suction system. 

3.3 Pressurized atomization test rig (PAT) 

The pressurized atomization test rig (PAT) enables for spray characterization at 

increased system pressures of psys = 1 – 21 bar. The test rig was used for data acquisition 

in papers I, II and proceeding II. A scheme of the test rig is shown in Figure 5. 

 

Figure 5: Scheme of the pressurized atomization test rig with horizontal cross-sectional view (A - A) of the 

pressure chamber. 

The test rig consists of a pressure chamber with a twin-fluid lance entering the chamber 

at the top, a tempered liquid circulation system, a pressurized air supply system as well 

as a filter system for exhaust air. In the pressure chamber with an internal diameter of 

300 mm and total height of 3000 mm, a honeycomb structure is mounted for reduction of 

droplet recirculation. In the circulation system, the liquid is pumped, while the eccentric 
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screw pumps P1 and P2 feature liquid towards the twin-fluid lance. Liquid mass flow is 

controlled by Coriolis flow meters in a range of Ṁliq,P1 = 10 – 60 kg·h-1 and Ṁliq,P2 = 60 – 

200 kg·h-1, respectively. In the pressurized air supply system, a turbine meter is used for 

volume flow detection in a range of V̇gas = 0.85 – 25 m3·h-1. Gas mass flow is calculated 

via the ideal gas law with the aid of temperature and pressure measurements directly 

behind the turbine. System pressure control is performed by three parallel valves after 

the exhaust air filtering system. The pressure chamber is equipped with three glass 

windows for spray characterization via optical or laser-based measurement techniques. 

Optical ports are located at the angles of Φ = 0, 70 and 180°, as shown in the horizontal 

cross-sectional view (A – A) of Figure 5. 

3.4 Burner test rig (BTR) 

The burner test rig (BTR) was applied for spray measurements at increased liquid and 

gas mass flows as investigated in paper IV. A scheme of the test rig is shown in Figure 

6. 

 

Figure 6: Scheme of the burner test rig with a mounted twin-fluid lance and high-speed camera. 

As the test rig is typically operated open-air, due to the increased liquid mass flows, a 

simple setup was chosen, which consists of a liquid and gas supply system, as well as a 

rack for the twin-fluid lance and measurement technique. Out of a 1 m3 liquid storage 

tank, the liquid is pumped towards the mounted lance via an eccentric screw pump within 

a mass flow range of Ṁliq = 400 - 1300 kg·h-1, which is measured by a Coriolis mass flow 

and density meter. The supply of pressurized gas is ensured by a screw compressor with 

a pressure vessel at pvessel = 11 bar. A hot wire anemometer with integrated valve allows 

for regulation of the gas mass flow in a range of Ṁgas = 50 - 400 kg·h-1. 
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3.5 Measurement techniques 

For the detailed investigation of primary breakup as well as to detect local droplet size 

and velocity distributions optical and laser-based measurement techniques were applied.  

The qualitative investigation of primary breakup and the detection of large droplets was 

performed by a Photron SA4 high-speed camera (HSC). This camera enables a frame 

rate of 3600 Hz at a resolution of 1024 x 1024 pixels as well as frame rates up to 500 kHz 

at reduced resolution. For image recording, a lens with focal length of fHSC = 105 mm was 

applied. The images were captured applying back-light illumination with a 9 x 4500 lm 

high-power LED array. To detect fast motion sequences at less motion blur, very short 

exposure times were required. Images used for illustration were processed with a 

background image in order to remove greyscale fluctuations caused by the back-light 

illumination. Each set of images included at least 1000 images, as all spray phenomena 

in different time scales should be recorded. The set frame rates ranged from 3.6 kHz up 

to 25 kHz, dependent on the time scale of the captured spray phenomena (e.g. primary 

breakup of liquid jets or instability formation and spread). Chosen frame rates were 

always in accordance with the Nyquist stability criterion [43,44]. For the analysis of 

following spray characteristics the high speed camera images were used: primary 

breakup morphology, primary ligament length, Kelvin-Helmholtz wave frequency, spray 

angle, sphericity check of droplets and droplet size detection in coarse sprays. 

For deeper insight into the spray, a far-field microscope with an adjustable focal-length in 

the range of 350 – 600 mm and a CCD-camera by Dantec Dynamics was used in 

combination with a pulse-laser (λlaser = 532 nm) flash light as back-light illumination (also 

called shadowsizer (SZ)). This laser-optical measurement technique allows for droplet 

size and sphericity measurement, due to a field of view of 2.8 x 2.8 mm² and a high 

resolution of 2048 x 2048 pixels. With a calibration target, the maximum measurement 

error was estimated to be < 10 μm. For the detection of the maximum droplet diameter, 

a set of 1000 images was taken with the SZ at each operating condition, to guarantee for 

a reliable number of droplets. The maximum droplet diameter was determined as a 

validation criterion for the quantitative results of the laser-based measurement 

techniques. 

Another laser-optical measurement technique, leading to a deeper insight in gas phase 

dynamics, is the particle image velocimetry (PIV). Here, a double-pulse laser is equipped 

with a sheet optic, while a CCD-camera is located in perpendicular direction and focused 

on the emitted laser sheet. As typically the air flow velocity is investigated, very small 

droplets or particles must be seeded into the gas phase. Particle seeding was generated 

via a seeding generator from LaVision, featuring di-ethyl-hexyl-sebacat (DEHS) droplets 
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of 1 – 5 μm size range in order to follow the gas phase perfectly [45]. When the laser 

sheet hits the seeded gas phase, the small droplets emit the laser light also in direction 

of the camera. The application of the double pulse laser with sufficient small time between 

pulses enables the calculation of gas phase velocity and detection of vortex structures. 

Laser Doppler anemometry (LDA) is a commonly applied laser–based technique for local 

droplet velocity distribution measurement. Here, a laser beam is first splitted up in two 

beams, whereas one is subsequently frequency shifted via a Bragg cell. Afterwards both 

beams pass a lens and are intersected in the measurement volume, where they form a 

spheroidal measurement volume, exhibiting interference fringes [46]. When a droplet 

passes the measurement volume, the laser light is refracted by the droplet. The refracted 

signal is detected via photo multipliers and shows the Doppler frequency. This enables 

for the calculation of the related droplet velocity.  

Beside the information on local droplet velocity, the radial droplet diameter distribution 

can be characterized via phase Doppler anemometry (PDA). For this purpose, the 

previously mentioned LDA-setup of laser beams is extended by a receiver optic with three 

detectors (photomultipliers), arranged in a specific off-axis angle ΦR alignment. 

Additionally, the receiver optic is equipped with different masks for detection error 

minimization as well as droplet size range adjustment and various slits for measurement 

volume reduction in horizontal direction. When a droplet passes the measurement 

volume, the respective scattering signal (intensity and signal dependent on the off-axis 

angle) is detected by each photomultiplier with a phase difference in-between the 

photomultipliers, which is a function of the geometric alignment, refractive index of the 

liquid phase and droplet diameter. As geometric properties and refractive index are user 

defined or measureable, the related droplet size can be calculated. As only one phase 

difference between two detectors is necessary to obtain the size information, the second 

phase difference information is used as validation criterion and to enlarge the measuring 

range in terms of droplet size. The alignment and the adjustment of PDA systems is of 

major importance for the accuracy of the latter achieved results. As a high amount of 

system parameters show increased sensitivity and can change the measurement results, 

typically a sensitivity study is performed before data acquisition of a new set of 

measurements. Details of a sensitivity study procedure are discussed in Kapulla et al. 

[47]. The following limitations of a PDA system can be enumerated: (i) trajectory effect or 

Gaussian beam effect (which leads to detection of large phantom droplets by increased 

scattered light) [48], (ii) shadowing due to high droplet number density (that results in an 

increase of calculated droplet size as detection of small droplets is inhibited) [49], (iii) slit 

effect (leading to unwanted measuring errors) [50] and (iv) aspherical droplets (resulting 

in a random shift of droplet size) [51–53]. Phase Doppler anemometry is often applied in 
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1st order refraction to achieve high signal intensity and low noise (typical ΦR = 70° off-axis 

angle). Therefore the measurements are limited to transparent liquids. In this thesis, two 

different phase Doppler analyzer were applied. For data curation in paper I, a fiber PDA 

system by Dantec Dynamics was utilized with λlaser = 514.5 nm. Measurements for papers 

II – IV and proceeding I, II were performed with a fiber PDA and SprayExplorer system 

by Dantec Dynamics at λlaser = 561 nm. For all measurements the asymmetrical mask B, 

as well as a slit of lslit = 200 μm were applied in order to (i) achieve a well-defined 

measurement volume, (ii) ensure for high data rates in dense sprays and (iii) enable for 

liquid mass flux calculation. Lenses with a focal length of 1000 mm were used for 

transmitter and receiver optics to enable droplet size measurements up to a maximum 

diameter range of D = 1330 - 1380 μm, dependent on refractive index of the utilized 

liquids. As position for droplet size and velocity measurement in papers I - III and 

proceeding I, II z = 200 mm was chosen. For paper IV, the measurement position was 

evaluated according to a method described in appendix section G. For all PDA 

measurements radial profiles in the whole spray cone with a radial increment of Δx = 2 – 

4 mm as well as a data basis of 50.000 droplets or duration of 60 s were set. At every 

radial measurement position, typically Sauter mean diameter D32 and axial mean droplet 

velocity vdr,z,mean was calculated [54]. 

𝐼𝐷32,𝑚 =
∑ 𝐷30,𝑖

3 ∙ �̇�𝑖 ∙ 𝐴𝑖
𝑁
𝑖=1

∑ 𝐷20,𝑖
2 ∙ �̇�𝑖 ∙ 𝐴𝑖

𝑁
𝑖=1

 (1) 

The global spray characterization was performed by calculation of a mass-weighted 

integral Sauter mean diameter (ID32,m) according to equation (1). Here, D30,i and D20,i 

represent the local volume and surface mean diameter, respectively. Ai is the annulus 

area and ṁi is the local mass flux at the corresponding measurement position i. The 

computation was performed by the toolbox SprayCAT. Further information on 

computation can be obtained by DIN SPEC 91325 [55] and Albrecht [50]. Each 

measurement was repeated at least three times, whereas one full profile was recorded 

for symmetry check and two half-profiles were taken and mirrored after symmetry was 

proven. Therefore all figures with radial profiles show mirrored data as open symbols. 
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4 Results and discussion 

4.1 System pressure 

4.1.1 Influence of system pressure for constant vgas, GLR and Jgas 

The results from this subsection are part of the master thesis Grossl [56] and paper I: 

“Experimental investigation on the influence of system pressure on resulting spray quality 

and jet breakup applying pressure adapted twin-fluid nozzles” by Wachter et al. [57]. 

Here, the effect of system pressure on primary jet breakup, resulting droplet velocity and 

size was analyzed during the application of atomizers with pressure adapted gas orifice 

areas. Reduction of gas orifice area with increasing system pressure allows for constant 

vgas, GLR and Jgas at every system pressure step without changing the gas mass flow. 

The operating conditions comprise five system pressure steps (psys = 1 / 2 / 6 / 11 / 16 

bar) with five adapted central liquid jet atomizers (flow configuration (i)), which were 

operated at three different gas velocities vgas = 60 / 80 / 100 m·s-1 (GLR = 0.6 / 0.8 / 1.0) 

and constant Ṁliq = 20 kg·h-1. Experiments were conducted in the test rig PAT with ηliq = 

1 mPa·s and 100 mPa·s, applying water and a glycerol/water – mixture. 

   

Figure 7: vdr,z,mean (left) and D32 (right) as function of radial position at varying psys. Configuration (i), dliq = 2 

mm, Ṁliq = 20 kg·h-1, vgas = 60 m·s-1 (GLR = 0.6), ηliq = 100 mPa·s. 

To discuss the influence of system pressure on resulting droplet velocity and size, the 

PDA measurements for vgas = 60 m·s-1 (GLR = 0.6) and ηliq = 100 mPa·s are shown in 

Figure 7. Corresponding measurements for other operating conditions are illustrated in 

the appendix section A. As Figure 7 (left) shows, for all droplet velocity measurements 

with the PDA system, the typical Gaussian shaped radial profile for gas-assisted central 
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liquid jet atomizers was detected, which is also in accordance with the free jet theory 

described in the appendix chapter F. Additionally, with increasing system pressure, a 

decrease in resulting droplet velocity was observed, although gas velocity at the atomizer 

exit remained constant. Against this, the droplet diameter showed a different behavior at 

increasing system pressure, as depicted in Figure 7 (right). Here, for psys = 1 - 6 bar a 

slight decrease in droplet size was measured, followed by a significant rise and change 

in radial profile shape from v-shape with a minimum on the spray axis to a pronounced 

peak in the spray center. This inverse effect on resulting Sauter mean diameter was 

detected for all investigated vgas (GLR), which is shown by the calculated ID32,m values in 

Figure 8 (left). In addition, Figure 8 (right) presents the corresponding HSC images at psys 

= 1 and 11 bar for vgas = 60 m·s-1 (GLR = 0.6) and ηliq = 100 mPa·s. 

 

Figure 8: ID32,m as function of psys for varying vgas (GLR) (left), HSC images of the primary breakup for vgas 

= 60 m·s-1 at a) psys = 1 bar and b) psys = 11 bar (right). Configuration (i), dliq = 2 mm, Ṁliq = 20 kg·h-1, ηliq = 

100 mPa·s. 

When comparing the primary jet breakup morphology for psys = 1 and 11 bar, it can be 

stated, that for higher system pressure, the primary ligament remained intact for a 

significantly longer distance after leaving the nozzle orifice. Furthermore, the radial 

displacement of ligaments and membrane formation is reduced at psys = 11 bar. 

In order to explain this effect of increased system pressure on droplet size, the local 

dynamic pressure of the gas jet jgas needs to be taken into account, which is influenced 

in an opposite way by two parameters: 

 An increase in system pressure, results in higher gas density and therefore in 

higher dynamic pressure of the gas jet jgas at constant vgas. The higher shear stress 

between gas and liquid phase leads to smaller droplet sizes as visible for an 

increase in psys between 1 – 6 bar. 
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 When the gas phase exits the atomizer, the gas velocity decreases with increasing 

atomizer distance due to gas phase entrainment, in accordance with the free jet 

theory (appendix chapter F). This effect is enhanced, due to deq reduction for every 

system pressure step and results in a decrease of local dynamic pressure of the 

gas jet jgas,local at fixed atomizer distance z = 200 mm, which leads to higher droplet 

sizes. 

To clarify those opposing effects at different system pressures, jgas,local was calculated 

locally in the measuring plane (z = 200 mm) by using the droplet velocity of all droplets in 

the size range 1 - 5 μm, as these represent the gas phase velocity [45]. Figure 9 depicts 

the influence of system pressure on jgas,local, while applying pressure adapted atomizers 

at psys = 1 / 6 / 16 bar for vgas = 100 m·s-1 (GLR = 1.0) and ηliq = 100 mPa·s. 

 

Figure 9: jgas,local as function of radial position at varying psys. Configuration (i), dliq = 2 mm, Ṁliq = 20 kg·h-1, 

ηliq = 100 mPa·s, vgas = 100 m·s-1 (GLR = 1.0). 

The maximum in jgas,local is clearly visible for psys = 6 bar, which results in a maximum in 

gas / liquid interaction and therefore a minimum in Sauter mean diameter. For a further 

increase towards psys = 16 bar, a significant decrease in local jgas was found, which is 

responsible for the high droplet size detected according to Figure 8 (left). A comparison 

of measurements for different liquid viscosities, revealed that an increase in viscosity led 

to higher droplet sizes but similar results concerning the effect of system pressure, as can 

be seen in the appendix section A. 

After gathering a deeper insight concerning the influence of Jgas at corresponding psys on 

resulting droplet size and primary breakup, an investigation of the three parameters (sgas, 

psys and vgas) affecting the aerodynamic forces (Jgas) and therefore the liquid disintegration 

was performed. 
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4.1.2 Influence of Jgas 

The results of this subsection are part of paper II: “Towards system pressure scaling of 

gas assisted coaxial burner nozzles – An empirical model” by Wachter et al. [58]. 

Following the conclusions of the previous subsection, in this chapter, the effect of gas 

momentum flow was studied in order to derive a scaling approach for gas-assisted 

atomizers with central liquid jet (configuration (i)). Three atomizers with different gas gap 

widths sgas = 0.6 / 1.2 / 2.0 mm were operated at vgas = 60 / 80 / 100 m·s-1 and psys = 1 / 

3 / 6 / 11 / 16 / 21 bar, leading to Jgas variation between 0.06 - 2.5 N. Water (ηliq = 1 mPa·s) 

was atomized in the PAT at constant Ṁliq = 20 kg·h-1. 

   

Figure 10: D32 as function of radial position for varying psys (left) and sgas (right). Configuration (i), dliq = 2 

mm, Ṁliq = 20 kg·h-1, ηliq = 1 mPa·s. 

For discussion of the results concerning the variation of psys and sgas, radial droplet size 

profiles are depicted in Figure 10. Corresponding measurements for other operating 

conditions are illustrated in the appendix section B. An increase in psys between 1 – 11 

bar, while also increasing GLR but constant vgas, led to a significant decrease in droplet 

size over the whole spray cone (see Figure 10 (left)). For psys > 6 bar, homogeneity of the 

radial droplet size distribution without larger droplet size deviations was obtained, which 

is attributable to the increased aerodynamic forces (i.e. Jgas). Especially an increment in 

psys over 11 bar showed, that the dependency on Sauter mean diameter levels off 

completely and nearly constant droplet size distributions are achieved. Similar effects on 

the measured droplet size distribution resulted from an increase in sgas for constant vgas 

and psys, illustrated in Figure 10 (right). All measured dependencies were also verified by 

HSC images of primary jet breakup, where a significant intensification of the disintegration 

process was identified between vgas = 60 to 100 m·s-1, psys = 1 to 21 bar and sgas = 0.6 to 

2.0 mm (see appendix section B). Nevertheless, all recorded breakup morphologies 
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represented the fiber type breakup, which is the common breakup mode for low-viscosity 

atomizer operation at sufficient gas momentum flow [12,59,60]. 

   

Figure 11: ID32,m as function of Jgas at varying psys (left). Parity plot of the calculated and measured ID32,m 

for varying psys (right). Configuration (i), dliq = 2 mm, Ṁliq = 20 kg·h-1, ηliq = 1 mPa·s. 

As the impact on and dependency of resulting droplet size regarding all parameters 

forming Jgas were similar, an empirical model for system pressure scaling of central liquid 

jet atomizers was derived out of the recorded data for psys = 3 / 11 / 21 bar. The residual 

system pressure steps were used for model validation. For model fitting of the 

experimental data, a potential fit was chosen, as shown in Figure 11 (left) and equation 

(2) with two pressure dependent parameters A and C from equations (3) and (4). B was 

set constant to 0.19 N. 

𝐼𝐷32,𝑚 = 𝐴(𝑝𝑠𝑦𝑠) ∙ 𝑒−
𝐽𝑔𝑎𝑠

𝐵 + 𝐶(𝑝𝑠𝑦𝑠) 

𝐴(𝑝𝑠𝑦𝑠) = 3.0 ∙ 𝑝𝑠𝑦𝑠
2 + 220 

𝐶(𝑝𝑠𝑦𝑠) = 1.1 ∙ 𝑝𝑠𝑦𝑠 + 67 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

The model accuracy is illustrated by a parity plot in Figure 11 (right), which compares 

measured versus calculated ID32,m values. As maximum percentage deviation 12.7 % at 

psys = 3 bar, vgas = 100 m·s-1 and sgas = 1.2 mm was found. The validation measurements 

showed lower variance than 12 % except for psys = 6 bar and Jgas = 0.69 N with ΔID32,m = 

18 μm, which equals 22 %. Model applicability was proven in a range of psys = 1 – 21 bar, 

Jgas = 0.07 – 2.5 N and Ṁliq = 20 kg·h-1. 

By applying Jgas as characteristic parameter for atomization performance, the 

understanding of the influence of system pressure on spray formation was deepened and 

an empirical model for system pressure scaling of central liquid jet atomizers was derived 

and validated. 
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4.2 Mass flow scale up 

The results in this chapter are part of the bachelor thesis Müller [61] and paper IV: ”Mass 

Flow Scaling of Gas-Assisted Coaxial Atomizers” by Wachter et al. [62]. Here, the effect 

of liquid mass flow on primary jet breakup and the resulting droplet size was analyzed at 

constant Weaero in order to derive a model for scale-up of central liquid jet atomizers (flow 

configuration (i)) at atmospheric pressure conditions. Four liquid mass flow steps (Ṁliq = 

20 / 50 / 100 / 500 kg·h-1) were investigated with similar atomizer setups in central tube 

diameter dliq = 2.0 / 3.2 / 4.5 / 10 mm, that allow for constant vliq = 1.77 m·s-1. As operating 

conditions, Weaero = 250 / 500 / 750 / 1000 (GLR = 0.36 / 0.50 / 0.61 / 0.70) were applied, 

which requires for constant Weaero and increasing Ṁliq, a decrease in vgas due to an 

increase in dliq. For the investigations, water (ηliq = 1 mPa·s) was atomized in the test rigs 

ATMO and BTR. At Ṁliq = 500 kg·h-1 droplet size was measured qualitatively via HSC 

images and an algorithm applying a global threshold according to Otsu et al. [63] and 

subsequent circle fitting. 

 

Figure 12: ID32,m as function of Ṁliq (dliq) at varying Weaero (GLR). Configuration (i), ηliq = 1 mPa·s, psys = 1 

bar. 

The resulting droplet size measurements for PDA and HSC are illustrated in Figure 12 for 

all utilized operating conditions. Corresponding radial measurements for all operating 

conditions are illustrated in the appendix section C. For an increase in Weaero (i.e. GLR) 

a decrease in droplet size was detected, which is related to an increase in vgas and 

aerodynamic forces, shearing the liquid jet. With higher aerodynamic forces, the influence 

of a further increase in vgas is decreasing, as already discussed in chapter 4.1 for an 

increase in Jgas. In contrast to this, for an increase in Ṁliq, significant higher droplet sizes 

were measured keeping Weaero constant. Beside this, also the primary ligament length 

was extended up to z = 130 mm for Ṁliq = 500 kg·h-1 (as depicted in the appendix Figure 
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G 1). The effects on droplet size and primary ligament length were generated by two 

changes in parameters, while increasing Ṁliq. At first, for increasing Ṁliq at constant 

Weaero, a decrease in vgas and therefore in jgas and Jgas is calculated. As vgas decreases, 

lower aerodynamic forces remain for disintegration of the liquid jet. Furthermore, 

increasing Ṁliq is related to an increase in dliq. For this condition, the ratio between 

shearing surface of the liquid jet and the volume of the jet decreases, which leads to a 

remaining intact liquid jet core over longer distance from the atomizer orifice. 

With the measured data plotted over Jgas, an empirical model for scaling of central liquid 

jet atomizers concerning the applied Ṁliq was derived. The influence of Jgas on the 

resulting droplet size as well as the derived model are shown in Figure 13 (left). Here, the 

effect of Jgas on resulting droplet size is also in accordance with the results from chapter 

4.1.2. Therefore, again a potential fit was used with 3 different parameters A, B and C, 

which were correlated via the least-square method. The model and the fitted parameters 

are presented in equations (5)-(8). 

   

Figure 13: ID32 as function of Jgas for varying Ṁliq (dliq) (left), Parity plot for comparison between measured 

and calculated ID32 values (right). Configuration (i), ηliq = 1 mPa·s, psys = 1 bar. 

𝐼𝐷32 = 𝐴(�̇�𝑙𝑖𝑞) ∙ 𝑒
−

𝐽𝑔𝑎𝑠

𝐵(�̇�𝑙𝑖𝑞) + 𝐶(�̇�𝑙𝑖𝑞) 

𝐴(�̇�𝑙𝑖𝑞) = 4.6 ∙ �̇�𝑙𝑖𝑞 + 91 

𝐵(�̇�𝑙𝑖𝑞) = 0.006 ∙ �̇�𝑙𝑖𝑞 + 0.03 

𝐶(�̇�𝑙𝑖𝑞) = 0.67 ∙ �̇�𝑙𝑖𝑞 + 45 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

In addition, the parity plot shown in Figure 13 (right) illustrates the model accuracy, 

comparing measured and calculated droplet sizes. The maximum deviation between 

measured data and the model approach was reached at Ṁliq = 100 kg·h-1 and Weaero = 
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250 with 13.2 % (ΔID32 = 17.6 μm). For Ṁliq = 500 kg·h-1 and Weaero = 250 the highest 

absolute deviation in droplet size between model and measured data occurred with ΔID32 

= 55.5 μm, which equals a percentage variance of only 3.3 %. The model was considered 

to be adequate in a range of Ṁliq = 20 – 500 kg·h-1 at vliq = 1.7 m·s-1. 

One of the main influencing parameters for an increase in droplet size, when applying 

increasing Ṁliq was the simultaneously rising dliq, which led to an unfavorable shift in the 

ratio between shear surface for the gas jet and liquid volume. In order to overcome this - 

in terms of mass flow scale up limiting effect - a variation in liquid flow configurations was 

tested. Here, especially the liquid sheet configurations provide the advantage of Ṁliq 

scaling at constant sheet thickness as against central liquid jet atomizers. The 

investigation was performed at constant conditions concerning atomization relevant 

parameters, which is described in detail in the following chapter 4.4. 

4.3 Gas channel angle 

The results in this subsection are part of the bachelor thesis Ritter [64] and proceeding 

II: “Effect of gas jet angle on primary breakup and droplet size applying coaxial gas-

assisted atomizers” by Wachter et al. [65]. In the following subsection, the effect of the 

gas jet angle on primary jet breakup and the resulting droplet size and velocity is 

discussed. For this investigation, 3 atomizers with different gas channel angles α = 0 / 15 

/ 30° were applied at system pressure of psys = 1 and 11 bar. The gas orifices of the 

central liquid jet atomizers were designed according to the pressure adapted nozzles 

approach (refer to chapter 4.1.1). As liquids, water (ηliq = 1 mPa·s) and a glycerol/water-

mixture (ηliq = 200 mPa·s) were atomized in the test rig PAT at constant Ṁliq = 20 kg·h-1 

and at vgas = 60 / 100 m·s-1 (GLR = 0.6 / 1.0). In order to analyze the gas flow velocity and 

behavior, the PIV system with gas phase seeding was applied at the test rig ATMO. A 

black colored pin was mounted in the central atomizer tubing, which represented the 

emerging liquid jet. 

In order to quantify the effect of gas channel angle on resulting droplet size and axial 

velocity, Figure 14 (left) illustrates the measured radial distributions for different angles α, 

at vgas = 60 m·s-1 (GLR = 0.6), ηliq = 200 mPa·s and psys = 1 bar. Corresponding 

measurements for other operating conditions are illustrated in the appendix section D. In 

accordance to the literature [24,25], for the utilization of atomizers with gas channel angle, 

a decrease in droplet size was detected compared to the parallel exiting gas channels. 

The impact on droplet size decrement is typically related to an increase in Jgas i.e. 

aerodynamic forces (as shown in chapter 4.1). Corresponding to this result, also an 

increase in droplet mean velocity vdr,z,mean was measured for higher α, especially in the 
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spray center (see Figure 14 (left)). As vgas at the nozzle orifice remained constant for 

varying α, double pulse PIV measurements of the seeded gas phase were performed in 

order to detect possible changes in the flow field, shown in Figure 14 (right) for α = 0 and 

30° with absolute gas phase velocity vabs (calculated via axial and radial velocity 

component). Applying an atomizer with α = 0°, the gas phase emerges from the atomizer 

orifice and shears the pin while gas velocity decreases. Against this, for α = 30°, the 

exiting gas phase hits the pin, leading to smaller cross-sectional area and therefore to an 

increase of Δvgas ≈ 20 m·s-1. As vgas remains increased after the impact, this effect causes 

higher aerodynamic forces and the changes in droplet size and velocity detected in the 

spray center. 

   

Figure 14: D32 and vdr,z,mean as function of radial position at varying α (left), vabs for varying α (right). 

Configuration (i), dliq = 2 mm, psys = 1 bar, vgas = 60 m·s-1. 

Investigating the effect of gas channel angle on the primary jet breakup via HSC, no 

changes in the breakup morphology were detected, as illustrated for vgas = 60 m·s-1 (GLR 

= 0.6), ηliq = 200 mPa·s and psys = 1 bar in Figure 15 (left). 

          

Figure 15: HSC images of the primary jet breakup applying atomizers with α = 0 / 15 / 30° at vgas = 60 m·s-

1 (GLR = 0.6), ηliq = 200 mPa·s and psys = 1 bar (left). Scheme of the emerging gas and liquid phase as well 

as the corresponding impact area for α = 15 / 30° (right). 
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The main difference in the HSC images is highlighted with a red mark and represents an 

area on the emerging liquid jet, where no typical disturbances or instabilities (as KHI) 

were formed. For an increase in α, from 0° to 15° a significant increase of the mentioned 

zone in axial direction was found. A further increment from 15° to 30° led to a decrease 

in impact area. This dependency leads to the conclusion, that the undisturbed area is 

related to the gas channel angle and the impacting radial forces of the gas phase, which 

lead to a stabilization of the liquid jet. The scheme in Figure 15 (right) depicts the 

decrement of the zone size with increasing gas channel angle. Furthermore, the increase 

in stabilizing radial force between α = 15° and 30° also led to an increase in necessary 

vgas (i.e. GLR) for KHI formation on the liquid jet surface. 

A general overview on the influence of gas channel angle on ID32,m at varying operating 

conditions as vgas (GLR), ηliq and psys is given by Figure 16 (left). In addition, related 

images of the primary jet breakup at different vgas (GLR) and psys are shown in Figure 16 

(right). For all investigated liquids and system pressures it can be stated, that an increase 

in α applying vgas = 60 m·s-1 (GLR = 0.6) resulted in a slight shift towards lower ID32,m 

values. The intensified primary jet breakup for an increased α was also recorded in the 

HSC images, especially for increased psys. Here, an increase in α led to a complete 

disintegration of the liquid jet, which remained intact for the atomizer with straight exit 

even after leaving the field of view in z-direction (see Figure 16 (right, a) and b)). As can 

be seen in Figure 16 (left) for increased vgas of 100 m·s-1 (GLR = 1.0) no further influence 

of α was detected, which is comparable to the literature [24]. Here, the effect of α was 

negligibly small for both atomized liquids, as an already high Jgas, leads to lower influence 

of an additional, angle-dependent increase of aerodynamic forces [17,21,66]. 

 

Figure 16: ID32,m as function of α for varying ηliq, vgas (GLR), psys (left), HSC images of the primary jet breakup 

at vgas = 60 m·s-1 (GLR = 0.6) and ηliq = 1 mPa·s for a) α = 0°, psys = 11 bar, b) α = 30°, psys = 11 bar, c) α = 

0°, psys = 1 bar and d) α = 30°, psys = 1 bar (right). Configuration (i), dliq = 2 mm, Ṁliq = 20 kg·h-1. 
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After the detailed investigation of all relevant gas phase and gas orifice parameters (vgas, 

psys, Agas (sgas), α), which affect the primary breakup and resulting droplet size, a deeper 

insight into parameters of the liquid phase (dliq, Ṁliq) was carried out in order to perform 

liquid mass flow scaling, as described in the following chapter. 

4.4 Liquid flow configuration 

The results in this chapter are part of the bachelor thesis Götz [67] and proceeding I: 

“Comparison of spray quality for two different flow configurations: Central liquid jet versus 

annular liquid sheet“ by Wachter et al. [68] as well as paper III: ”Comparison of Central 

Jet and Annular Sheet Atomizer at Identical Gas Momentum Flows“ by Wachter et al. 

[69]. Different liquid flow configurations were investigated at comparable operating 

conditions as Ṁliq, Ṁgas, vliq, vgas, GLR, Jgas and Jliq. To achieve this comparison, an 

annular liquid sheet atomizer design was applied with equal exiting orifice areas for gas 

and liquid phase (dgas = 5.4 mm, sliq = 1.09 mm, sgas = 0.83 mm), respectively. Here, 3 

flow configurations can be evaluated, according to Figure 2. For all experiments Ṁliq = 30 

kg·h-1 was kept constant, while atomizing water (ηliq = 1 mPa·s) and 3 glycerol/water – 

mixtures (ηliq = 100 / 200 / 400 mPa·s) in the test rig ATMO. 

 

Figure 17: ID32,m as function of vgas (GLR) at varying atomizer configuration (left), HSC images of the primary 

jet and sheet breakup for: a) configuration (i), vgas = 60 m·s-1 (GLR = 0.2), b) configuration (i), vgas = 150 

m·s-1 (GLR = 0.5), c) configuration (ii), vgas = 60 m·s-1 (GLR = 0.2) and d) configuration (ii), vgas = 150 m·s-1 

(GLR = 0.5) (right). Ṁliq = 30 kg·h-1, ηliq = 1 mPa·s, psys = 1 bar. 

As first set of experiments, a comparison of the flow configurations (i) and (ii) was 

performed at vgas = 60 / 90 / 120 / 150 m·s-1 (GLR = 0.2 / 0.3 / 0.4 / 0.5). Additionally, 
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measurements at different outer and inner Gas-to-Liquid mass flow ratios (GLO and GLI), 

but constant GLR = 0.3 / 0.5 / 0.7 were conducted. 

For comparison between flow configuration (i) and (ii), Figure 17 (left) shows the influence 

of resulting ID32,m for varying vgas (i.e. GLR). Corresponding radial measurements for all 

operating conditions are illustrated in the appendix section E. In addition, Figure 17 (right) 

depicts HSC images of the primary jet and sheet breakup at vgas = 60 m·s-1 (GLR = 0.2) 

and vgas = 150 m·s-1 (GLR = 0.5). With increasing vgas (i.e. GLR), for both investigated 

flow configurations a decrease in droplet size was detected. As can be seen for both 

configurations, the effect of vgas on resulting droplet size decreases with increasing vgas. 

For configuration (ii), the measured ID32,m was higher at low vgas < 120 m·s-1 (GLR < 0.4), 

compared to configuration (i). At higher vgas > 120 m·s-1 (GLR > 0.4), the decreasing effect 

on droplet size resulting from the liquid jet atomizer (i) leveled off. This effect can be 

explained via a comparison of the primary breakup of liquid jet and sheet. At low vgas, the 

liquid jet disintegrated into large droplets and liquid fragments. Here, droplet size is mainly 

dependent on the liquid jet diameter dliq. Resulting droplet size of the liquid sheet atomizer 

(ii) is influenced by the sheet thickness sliq, which is smaller than dliq and therefore liquid 

breakup at low GLR led to an intensified disintegration into smaller droplets. For increased 

vgas (i.e. GLR) the primary breakup of the liquid jet led to a lower ID32,m, as the liquid jet 

core is encased by fast shearing gas. As against this, utilizing configuration (ii) led to high 

aerodynamic force in the spray center, while large droplets at the spray boundary 

remained in size, due to a lack in aerodynamic forces. This breakup morphology was still 

observed for higher vgas (i.e. GLR), leading to low sensitivity of ID32,m towards a further 

increase in aerodynamic forces. 

In a second set of experiments, nozzle configuration (iii) was utilized at varying GLO / GLI 

and constant GLR values in order to detect the influence of the outer and inner gas stream 

on resulting droplet size and primary breakup. The detected droplet sizes are plotted over 

GLO and Jgas in Figure 18 (left) and (right), respectively. As shown in Figure 18 (left), the 

influence of GLO on droplet size is dependent on the absolute GLR value, whereas for 

increased GLR > 0.5, the sensitivity of GLO on resulting droplet size is reduced 

significantly. First, with increasing GLO, which results in a decrease in GLI, a higher 

droplet size was detected. The maximum in droplet size was typically found at GLO ≈ 

GLI. An increase of GLO beyond this point led to a decrease in droplet size. The observed 

maximum can be explained by two effects. At first, for GLO ≈ GLI the total value of Jgas 

applied for atomization is minimized. Furthermore, due to the equal orifice areas of the 

atomizer gas exits, the operating condition GLO ≈ GLI also implicates vgas,o ≈ vgas,i, which 

may lead to parallel formation of KHI waves on the liquid sheets’ inner and outer surface 

and therefore to a morphological change in primary sheet breakup. 
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Figure 18: ID32,m as function of GLO for varying GLR (left) and Jgas for varying GLR (right). Configuration 

(iii), Ṁliq = 30 kg·h-1, ηliq = 1 mPa·s, psys = 1 bar. 

Here, the typical sheet breakup is changed into a pulsation mode with low frequency (fKHI 

≈ 100 Hz, calculated from HSC imaging), resulting in large liquid fragments without further 

disintegration. With increasing GLR, also vgas,o and vgas,i increased, which led to smaller 

droplet sizes for all GLO settings and especially for GLO ≈ GLI due to a higher pulsation 

frequency and increased aerodynamic forces. At GLR = 0.7, no maximum in droplet size 

for GLO ≈ GLI was detectable. 

For comparison of the applied liquid flow configurations at GLR = 0.5, Figure 19 (left) 

represents the resulting ID32,m as a function of ηliq. Figure 19 (right) illustrates the primary 

jet or sheet breakup of configuration (i) at GLR = 0.5 and (iii) at GLO = 0.5 for ηliq = 1 and 

400 mPa·s. In accordance with previous measurements and the literature [12,59,70], for 

an increase in ηliq, a rising droplet size was detected for all liquid flow configurations. For 

every configuration a distinct dependence between an increase in ηliq and the 

corresponding increment in ID32,m was found. The highest droplet size for all atomized 

liquids was observed for flow configuration (iii) at GLO = GLI = 0.25, which was related to 

the comparably low total Jgas and the pulsation in primary breakup. For the atomization of 

water (ηliq = 1 mPa·s), the difference in resulting droplet size between GLO = 0 and GLO 

= GLI was comparably small with ΔID32,m = 21 μm. 
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Figure 19: ID32,m as function of ηliq at varying configurations and GLO (left). HSC images of the primary 

breakup for a) configuration (i) at GLR = 0.5 and ηliq = 1 mPa·s, b) configuration (iii) at GLO = 0.5 and ηliq = 

1 mPa·s, c) configuration (i) at GLR = 0.5 and ηliq = 400 mPa·s as well as d) configuration (iii) at GLO = 0.5 

and ηliq = 400 mPa·s. Ṁliq = 30 kg·h-1, psys = 1 bar, GLR = 0.5. 

As against this, for atomization of liquids with increased viscosity (ηliq = 400 mPa·s), the 

effect on droplet size was distinct with ΔID32,m = 272 μm. The smallest droplet size was 

achieved with configuration (i) at GLR = 0.5 and ηliq = 1 mPa·s. For increased viscosity, 

the resulting ID32,m was rising significantly towards the second highest value in the 

investigation, due to the formation of large ligaments and fibers after primary breakup 

(see also Figure 19 (right)). Smallest droplet sizes at high viscosity were found for the 

liquid sheet configurations (ii) and (iii) at GLR = 0.5 and GLO = 0.5, respectively. 

Comparing these configurations, the observed ID32,m was even smaller for configuration 

(iii) at GLO = 0.5. This effect was explained by two reasons, namely the primary breakup 

morphology and the available shear surface of the gas phase. The primary breakup for 

configuration (ii) at GLR = 0.5 typically produces small droplets in the spray center, while 

remaining sheet fragments at the spray boundary receive low aerodynamic forces, due 

to their distance to the gas jet core. As against this, for configuration (iii) at GLO = 0.5 the 

liquid sheet is surrounded by a fast annular gas stream, which leads to low local gas 

pressures and a radial force guiding the liquid fragments radially through the gas jet core 

(see Figure 19 (right)). The transition of the liquid ligaments through the high-velocity gas 

stream enables for complete disintegration into small droplets. Additionally, comparing 

the shear area between gas and liquid phase reveals, that for configuration (iii) at GLO = 

0.5, this shear surface is around 40% larger, compared to the shear surface for 

configuration (ii) at GLR = 0.5, which also leads to a more intense primary breakup and 

results therefore in smaller droplet sizes. 
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To sum up, the change in atomizer flow configuration from (i) over (ii) towards (iii) led to 

an atomizer concept with nearly equal resulting droplet size between liquid jet and liquid 

sheet. Here, the configuration (i) led to smaller droplet size at high vgas (GLR), whereas 

for configuration (ii) smaller droplet sizes were measured at low vgas (GLR). Furthermore, 

the sensitivity on droplet size is significantly reduced especially for configuration (iii) at 

GLO = 0.5 compared to configuration (i) at GLR = 0.5.  
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5 Summary 

In order to conclude the main results of this work, the research questions according to 

chapter 1 are answered. 

Question 1: How are spray characteristics affected by an increase in system pressure? 

(paper I & II) 

Atomization experiments with central liquid jet atomizers (configuration (i)) were 

performed in the test rig PAT at varying gas velocity, system pressure and gas gap width 

in order to change all variables forming the gas momentum flow. Experimental data 

reveal, that for operation of one atomizer at varying system pressure, an increase in 

system pressure led to a decrease in droplet size, if also gas mass flow is increased to 

keep other influencing parameters as gas velocity constant. Additional experiments were 

conducted following the approach to keep atomizer operating conditions constant and 

independent of system pressure. This was achieved by an adaption of the gas orifice 

area. Here, first a decrease of droplet size due to the aerodynamic forces, followed by an 

increase in droplet size was observed for increasing system pressure. The significant 

increase was attributed to the decrement in gas orifice area, leading to a faster 

deceleration of the gas phase after exiting the atomizer. Knowing about the relevance of 

gas orifice area, investigations were performed varying all parameters that form gas 

momentum flow. 

Based on those data, an empirical model was derived, allowing for system pressure 

scaling of central liquid jet atomizers. With the aforementioned empirical model, a tool is 

given to calculate atomizer dimensions that are necessary to keep droplet size constant 

with increasing system pressure. In order to apply system pressure scaling, droplet size, 

system pressure, and GLR need to be specified, while gas velocity and gas gap width 

are calculated via gas momentum flow and gas mass flow. 

Question 2: How are spray characteristics affected by an increase in liquid mass flow? 

(paper IV) 

Measurements on the influence of liquid mass flow concerning primary jet breakup and 

droplet size were conducted in the test rigs ATMO and BTR with configuration (i) applying 

water. Here, liquid velocity, aerodynamic Weber number and GLR were kept constant, 

which led - for four liquid mass flow steps - to four atomizers, respectively. With increasing 

liquid mass flow a significant increase in droplet size and primary ligament length was 

detected, even though Weaero was kept constant. Both spray characteristics were 

influenced by two effects. Due to the atomization at constant aerodynamic Weber number 

and liquid velocity, an increase in liquid mass flow led to larger liquid jet diameters and 
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therefore to a decrease in gas velocity. This results in a reduction of the aerodynamic 

forces relevant for atomization. As a second effect, the higher liquid mass flow leads to 

an increase in liquid jet diameter to keep liquid velocity constant. With increasing liquid 

jet diameter the impact area of the gas phase for liquid jet disintegration to liquid volume 

ratio was shifted towards lower values, which increases the primary ligament length 

significantly. 

Question 3: How is the disintegration process of a liquid jet influenced by an angle 

between gas and liquid phase at the atomizer orifice? (proceeding II) 

Investigations on the influence of gas channel angle on liquid jet disintegration were 

performed in the test rigs PAT and ATMO applying configuration (i) with water and 

glycerol/water-mixtures. The disintegration process of a liquid jet was found to be 

influenced by destabilizing and stabilizing effects, applying a gas channel angle at the 

atomizer orifice. For a higher gas channel angle an impact of the gas stream on the liquid 

jet occurs, which results in a local increment of gas velocity. This increase correlates with 

a reduction of the cross-sectional area of the gas flow and leads to higher aerodynamic 

forces. In consequence the liquid jet is destabilized more intense, causing higher droplet 

velocity and smaller droplet size. Besides this, at the impact zone of the gas phase on 

the liquid jet, a stabilized region was observed. The region is formed and maintained by 

the equal radial force components of the surrounding gas stream and shifts the formation 

of Kelvin-Helmholtz instability towards increased gas velocities. Overall, it can be stated, 

that the influence of gas channel angle was especially observed at sufficiently small 

aerodynamic forces and in this case low gas velocity. For higher aerodynamic forces, the 

effect of gas channel angle was negligibly small. 

Question 4: Which atomizer flow configuration (liquid jet or liquid sheet) results in smaller 

droplet sizes? (proceeding I & paper III) 

The comparison of 3 different liquid flow configurations was performed in the test rig 

ATMO for (i) a central liquid jet with annular gas stream, (ii) an annular liquid sheet with 

central gas jet and (iii) an annular liquid sheet with central and outer gas streams applying 

water and glycerol/water-mixtures. The atomizer was designed with equal orifice areas to 

guarantee for constant flow conditions at constant mass flows for each operating 

configuration. The experimental data reveal, that for low viscosity and high gas velocity 

the central liquid jet atomizer achieved the smallest droplet size compared to the liquid 

sheet configurations. This result was explained by the shearing gas stream around the 

liquid jet, leading to a complete disintegration of the liquid into small droplets when 

performed in the lab scale. For atomization of liquids with high viscosity, the spray of 

configuration (i) showed large ligaments after primary breakup resulting in large droplets. 
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Here, liquid sheet atomizers and especially flow configuration (iii) applying only the outer 

gas stream, generated a spray without ligaments and comparably small droplet size. The 

formation of small droplets was induced mainly by the primary breakup morphology, 

where the liquid sheet is radially accelerated by the high velocity gas stream and the 

resulting lower local gas pressure. After passing the gas stream, the sheet is completely 

disintegrated into small droplets generating a wide spray angle. 

 

Figure 20: Context of the discussed research topics and the significance in the field of burner development. 

Following the previous research, regarding investigations on increased system pressure 

(Weaero = const and vgas = const), the discussed work from this thesis (see Figure 20) 

enables the possibility for system pressure scaling of a liquid jet atomizer, while resulting 

droplet size and liquid mass flow remain constant. In addition with the introduced model 

for mass flow scaling of liquid jet atomizers, an opportunity for burner development in 

terms of EFG is given. In order to further optimize the resulting spray characteristics and 

expand liquid mass flows, a first step into the research topic of liquid sheet atomizers was 

performed by a configuration comparison. 

Besides the contribution of this work towards the understanding of atomization 

phenomena, spray processes and atomizer design, also a basis for future research topics 

is provided. These topics are mainly focused on resulting spray characteristics of 

potentially scalable liquid sheet atomizers with inner and outer gas stream. Here, 

especially the influence of system pressure, gas orifice and velocity arrangement as well 

as liquid sheet thickness and corresponding liquid mass flow should be of major interest 

for advanced burner development in terms of entrained flow gasification.  
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Appendix 

A Additional measurements for paper I 

   

   

   

Figure A 1: vdr,z,mean as function of radial position at varying psys, vgas (GLR) and ηliq. Configuration (i), dliq = 

2 mm, Ṁliq = 20 kg·h-1. 
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Figure A 2: D32 as a function of radial position at varying psys, vgas (GLR) and ηliq. Configuration (i), dliq = 2 

mm, Ṁliq = 20 kg·h-1. 
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Figure A 3: ID32,m as function of psys at varying vgas (GLR) and ηliq. Configuration (i), dliq = 2 mm, Ṁliq = 20 

kg·h-1. 

   

Figure A 4: jgas,local as function of radial position at varying psys and ηliq. Configuration (i), dliq = 2 mm, Ṁliq = 

20 kg·h-1, vgas = 100 m·s-1 (GLR = 1.0). 
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Figure A 5: HSC images of the primary jet breakup as function of psys and vgas (GLR). Configuration (i), dliq 

= 2 mm, Ṁliq = 20 kg·h-1, ηliq = 1 mPa·s. 
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Figure A 6: HSC images of the primary jet breakup as function of psys and vgas (GLR). Configuration (i), dliq 

= 2 mm, Ṁliq = 20 kg·h-1, ηliq = 100 mPa·s. 
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B Additional measurements for paper II 

   

   

 

Figure B 1: D32 as function of radial position at varying vgas (GLR) and psys. Configuration (i), dliq = 2 mm, 

Ṁliq = 20 kg·h-1, ηliq = 1 mPa·s, sgas = 0.6 mm. 
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Figure B 2: D32 as function of radial position at varying vgas (GLR) and psys. Configuration (i), dliq = 2 mm, 

Ṁliq = 20 kg·h-1, ηliq = 1 mPa·s, sgas = 1.2 mm. 
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Figure B 3: D32 as function of radial position at varying vgas (GLR) and psys. Configuration (i), dliq = 2 mm, 

Ṁliq = 20 kg·h-1, ηliq = 1 mPa·s, sgas = 2.0 mm. 

 

Figure B 4: ID32,m as function of Jgas at varying psys. Configuration (i), dliq = 2 mm, Ṁliq = 20 kg·h-1, ηliq = 1 

mPa·s. 
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Figure B 5: HSC images of the primary jet breakup as function of psys and vgas (GLR). Configuration (i), dliq 

= 2 mm, Ṁliq = 20 kg·h-1, ηliq = 1 mPa·s, sgas = 0.6 mm. 
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Figure B 6: HSC images of the primary jet breakup as function of psys and vgas (GLR). Configuration (i), dliq 

= 2 mm, Ṁliq = 20 kg·h-1, ηliq = 1 mPa·s, sgas = 1.2 mm. 
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Figure B 7: HSC images of the primary jet breakup as function of psys and vgas (GLR). Configuration (i), dliq 

= 2 mm, Ṁliq = 20 kg·h-1, ηliq = 1 mPa·s, sgas = 2.0 mm. 
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C Additional measurements for paper IV 

   

   

Figure C 1: D32 as function of radial position at varying Ṁliq (dliq) and Weaero. Configuration (i), ηliq = 1 mPa·s, 

psys = 1 bar. 

   

Figure C 2: ID32,m as function of Weaero (GLR) at varying Ṁliq (dliq) (left) and Ṁliq (dliq) at varying Weaero (GLR) 

(right). Configuration (i), ηliq = 1 mPa·s, psys = 1 bar. 
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Figure C 3: HSC images of the primary jet breakup as function of Ṁliq (dliq) and Weaero (GLR). Configuration 

(i), ηliq = 1 mPa·s, psys = 1 bar. 
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D Additional measurements for proceeding II 

   

   

 

Figure D 1: D32 and vdr,z,mean as function of radial position at varying α, vgas (GLR), psys and ηliq. Configuration 

(i), dliq = 2 mm, Ṁliq = 20 kg·h-1. 
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Figure D 2: PIV measurements of gas velocity vabs for varying α in the atomizer nearfield. Configuration (i), 

dliq = 2 mm, Ṁliq = 20 kg·h-1, sgas = 2.0 mm, vgas = 60 m·s-1, psys = 1 bar. 

 

Figure D 3: HSC images of the primary jet breakup as function of α and vgas (GLR). Configuration (i), dliq = 

2 mm, Ṁliq = 20 kg·h-1, ηliq = 1 mPa·s, sgas = 2.0 mm, psys = 1 bar. 
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Figure D 4: HSC images of the primary jet breakup as function of α and vgas (GLR). Configuration (i), dliq = 

2 mm, Ṁliq = 20 kg·h-1, ηliq = 100 mPa·s, sgas = 2.0 mm, psys = 1 bar. 

 

Figure D 5: HSC images of the primary jet breakup as function of α and vgas (GLR). Configuration (i), dliq = 

2 mm, Ṁliq = 20 kg·h-1, ηliq = 1 mPa·s, sgas = 0.5 mm, psys = 11 bar. 
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E Additional measurements for proceeding I and paper III 

   

Figure E 1: D32 as function of radial position at varying vgas (GLR) for configuration (i) (left) and 

configuration (ii) (right). Ṁliq = 30 kg·h-1, ηliq = 1 mPa·s, psys = 1 bar. 

   

 

Figure E 2: D32 as function of radial position at varying GLO and GLR. Configuration (iii), Ṁliq = 30 kg·h-1, 

ηliq = 1 mPa·s, psys = 1 bar. 
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Figure E 3: D32 as function of radial position at varying ηliq, configuration and GLO. Ṁliq = 30 kg·h-1, ηliq = 1 

mPa·s, psys = 1 bar, GLR = 0.5. 
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F Free jet theory 

In this chapter the behavior of the gas free jet is described once the gas phase is leaving 

the atomizer orifice with diameter d0. Three regions, namely core region, transition region 

and self-similar region can be distinguished for characterization according to Figure F 1. 

 

Figure F 1: Scheme of an emerging gas free jet with self-similar velocity profiles and classification of the 3 

characteristic regions [71,72]. 

The core region is characterized by a gas velocity of v(z) = vgas in the jet center (radial 

component y = 0 mm), which remains constant until an axial distance of z ≈ 4·d0 is 

reached. Beginning with the self-similar region at z ≈ 6·d0 – 8·d0, turbulent momentum 

exchange between the quiescent surrounding gas phase and the gas jet occurs [73–75]. 

Therefore, surrounding gas phase entrains into the gas jet, which leads to an increase in 

moving mass (according to equation (9)) and decrease in gas velocity under the terms of 

momentum conservation [76,77]. As shown in Figure F 1, self-similar, Gaussian shaped 

gas velocity profiles are formed with further distance from the origin z = z0 [74]. Here, z0 

represents the virtual jet point source, which is not discussed in further detail here. The 

self-similar region is typically characterized by the spread of the emerging gas phase in 

18° angle. 

�̇�𝑔𝑎𝑠(𝑧)

�̇�𝑔𝑎𝑠

= 0.32 ∙
𝑧 − 𝑧0

𝑑0
 (9) 

Equation (10) defines the center gas velocity as a function of axial orifice distance z and 

the orifice diameter d0, disregarding differences between emerging and surrounding gas 

density. δ represents an empirical constant, which is typically set to δ = 0.017 in 

accordance with [78]. 

v(𝑧)

v𝑔𝑎𝑠
=

√3

16 ∙ 𝛿
∙

𝑑0

𝑧 − 𝑧0
 (10) 
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As in this work, the gas phase is mostly emerging through annular gaps, the orifice 

diameter d0 is replaced by the equivalent diameter deq, calculated according to equation 

(11) [79]. This equivalent diameter represents a circular area, which equals the size of 

the prementioned annular gap. 

𝑑𝑒𝑞 = √
4 ∙ 𝐴𝑔𝑎𝑠

𝜋
 (11) 

G Detection of measurement position for mass flow scaled 

atomizers 

 

Figure G 1: HSC images of the primary jet breakup for all investigated Ṁliq and in a distance of z = 130 / 

930 mm downstream the atomizer orifice. 

In order to find a comparable measurement position several criteria relevant for PDA 

droplet detection must be fulfilled: (i) adequate number density to avoid shading and 

Gaussian beam effect errors, (ii) high droplet sphericity and (iii) completed secondary 

breakup. In order to find this measurement position, the lowest Weaero was chosen for all 

atomizers at the corresponding Ṁliq as liquid fragments will remain over the longest 

distance from the atomizer orifice, until round droplets are formed. Figure G 1 shows HSC 

images of the primary jet breakup for varying Ṁliq at z = 0 mm, as well as images at the 

axial positions z = 130 / 930 mm. 

In order to achieve a comparable and valid data base in droplet size, the measurement 

plane was derived in a fixed distance of z·deq
-1 according to the free jet theory [72,78] and 

equation (11). For Ṁliq = 20 kg·h-1, a distance of z·deq
-1 = 26 (z = 130 mm) was found to 

be sufficient for droplet detection via PDA, as all necessary criteria were fulfilled. As 

shown in Figure G 1, the transfer of this result to Ṁliq = 500 kg·h-1, led also to a reliable 
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measurement plane at z·deq
-1 = 26 (z = 930 mm), which was thus chosen for all operating 

conditions of this investigation. 
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a b s t r a c t 

The present work aims for the isolated investigation of the influence of system pressure on spray quality 

of twin-fluid atomizers. An approach of pressure adapted nozzles was applied, allowing for constant mass 

flows, gas-to-liquid ratio as well as fluid velocities at the nozzle orifice independent of system pressure. 

Two Newtonian liquids featuring viscosities of 1 and 100 mPa · s were used, varying the system pres- 

sure from 1 to 16 bar for gas velocities of 60, 80 and 100 m · s −1 . A phase doppler analyzer was applied 

for measurement of resulting drop size and velocity. Primary breakup morphology was detected by a 

high-speed camera. Two regions with different dependencies of spray quality on system pressure were 

identified. Applying pressure adapted nozzles while increasing system pressure, first results in a decrease 

of droplet size followed by an increase. A maximum of the dynamic pressure of the gas phase was deter- 

mined at minimum droplet size, which is explained based on the theory of a free jet. The observations 

are underlined by images of the high-speed camera. Here, a change in breakup morphology from fiber 

type to a mixture of fiber type and non-axisymmetric Rayleigh type breakup at high system pressure was 

observed. 

© 2020 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

Although spraying processes are often used in industrial appli-

ations, the influence of process conditions and liquid properties

s not yet fully understood. Especially knowledge of the twin-fluid

tomization process at high system pressure relevant for energy

onversion systems is scarce. Investigations on the liquid disinte-

ration process in gas turbines ( Lefebvre, 1998 ) and rocket propul-

ion ( Haidn and Habiballah, 2003 ) at high system pressure were

arried out, with varying nozzle geometries and under different

rocess conditions. Mostly, low viscosity liquids ( ηliq < 50 mPa · s)

ere used, without consideration of high viscosity fuels. Typically,

igh viscosity liquids or suspension fuels featuring viscosities up

o 10 0 0 mPa · s and complex rheological behaviour (e.g., non-

ewtonian flow, viscoelasticity) are applied in entrained flow gasi-

cation systems (EFG), which are operated at elevated system pres-

ure (absolute pressure up to 80 bar) ( Fleck et al., 2018 ). Oxygen is

sed as gasification agent and at the same time serves as atom-

zation agent, i.e. stoichiometry and gas-to-liquid mass flow ratio
∗ Corresponding author. 

E-mail address: simon.wachter@kit.edu (S. Wachter). W

ttps://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmultiphaseflow.2019.103189 

301-9322/© 2020 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
 GLR ) are directly coupled. Based on the required low stoichiome-

ry of the gasification reaction, the spray nozzle has to be operated

t GLR ≤ 1. For optimization of the atomization process at condi-

ions relevant for an EFG or for design and scale-up of burner noz-

les applied in an EFG, it is an essential research objective to gain

undamental knowledge concerning the atomization behaviour of

igh viscosity liquids at high process pressure ( Jakobs et al., 2012 ).

Theoretical and experimental investigations regarding the atom-

zation of low viscosity liquids using twin-fluid atomizers at atmo-

pheric system pressure are common ( Marmottant and Villermaux,

004 ). An overview comparing different twin-fluid nozzle concepts

s given by Hede et al. (2008) . Chigier and Faragó (1992) used a

igh-speed camera to investigate the primary breakup of a water

et applying twin-fluid nozzles. A regime classification for liquid

reakup morphology was proposed for different nozzle geometries,

sing Re liq and We aero , according to Eqs. (1) and (2) to describe pro-

ess conditions: 

e liq = 

D liq · v liq · ρliq 

ηliq 

(1) 

 e aero = 

(
v gas − v liq 

)2 · ρgas · D liq 

σ
(2) 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmultiphaseflow.2019.103189
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/ijmulflow
http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.ijmultiphaseflow.2019.103189&domain=pdf
mailto:simon.wachter@kit.edu
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijmultiphaseflow.2019.103189
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Table 1 

Summary of investigations applying external mixing twin-fluid nozzles with ηliq > 50 mPa · s at p sys = 

1 bar. 

Author (year) Measurement GLR ηliq in mPa · s (I) D ab ∼ ηx 
liq 

Lorenzetto and Lefebvre (1977) LDS 2–3.67 1.3–76 (I) D 32 ∼ η1 
liq 

Jasuja (1982) LDS 2–12 1.3–74.9 (I) D 32 ∼ η0 . 8 
liq 

Walzel (1990) LDS N/A 1–100 (I) D 32 ∼ η1 
liq 

Aliseda et al. (2008) PDA, HSC 7.69 1–77.6 (I) D 32 ∼ η0 . 67 
liq 

Li et al. (2009) SZ, HSC 1–2.5 1–805 N/A 

Sänger (2018) PDA, HSC 0.4–13.8 100–400 M: (I) D 32 ∼ η0 . 47 
liq 

F: (I) D 32 ∼ η0 . 15 
liq 
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with liquid jet diameter ( D liq ), velocity ( v ), density ( ρ), dynamic

viscosity ( ηliq ), and surface tension ( σ ) as relevant process param-

eters. The subscripts gas and liq denote gas and liquid phase, re-

spectively. For low We aero , the primary atomization is character-

ized by the so-called Rayleigh type regime, where the liquid jet

disintegrates into large droplets on the centerline of the spray.

With increasing We aero , the membrane type breakup is reached,

where gas-filled membranes near the nozzle orifice can be de-

tected. These membranes break into tiny droplets at the thinnest

position, whereas the accumulated rim disintegrates according to

Rayleigh-Plateau-instabilities. At high We aero , the fiber type regime

leads to a complete disintegration of the liquid jet into fibers

near the nozzle orifice. These ligaments typically disintegrate into

small droplets according to the Rayleigh-Plateau-instability. The

fiber type regime is divided into the submodes pulsating and su-

perpulsating; the latter is characterized by a fluctuation of droplet

number density in the spray. Lasheras and Hopfinger (20 0 0) in-

cluded the effect of dynamic pressure ratio of gas and liquid phase

for the characterization of the fiber type breakup. 

The effect of liquid viscosity on primary jet breakup of

suspensions applying twin-fluid nozzles was investigated by

Zhao et al. (2012) . The authors used the Ohnesorge number,

see Eq. (3) , to expand the previous regime classification towards

viscosity-effects of liquid jets. As a comparison of their work with

coal-water slurries, the liquid breakup morphology was described

by Oh and We aero , classifying the regimes into Rayleigh type, fiber

type, and atomization. 

Oh = 

ηliq √ 

ρliq · σ · D liq 

(3)

There is a large number of publications that focus on the drop size

distribution, whereby most investigations were conducted for low

viscosity liquids ( ηliq < 50 mPa · s) and at atmospheric system

pressure. Commonly scarce are investigations on the influence of

liquid viscosity and system pressure on the atomization. A sum-

mary of investigations performed with external mixing twin-fluid

nozzles applying high viscosity liquids ( ηliq > 50 mPa · s) at atmo-

spheric system pressure is given in Table 1 . 

Lorenzetto and Lefebvre (1977) and Jasuja (1982) investigated

the atomization of heavy crude oil with viscosities up to ηliq =
76 mPa · s for gas turbines and combustors. With decreasing gas

velocity as well as increasing dynamic viscosity, an increasing drop

size was detected with a laser diffraction system (LDS). First in-

vestigations on model fuels like mixtures of glycerol/water with

1 < ηliq < 100 mPa · s were carried out by Walzel (1990) , deducing

a correlation for drop size estimation based on an energy balance,

which shows a linear dependency of the integral Sauter mean di-

ameter on dynamic viscosity. This was in good agreement with the

work of Lorenzetto and Lefebvre (1977) and Jasuja (1982) . GLR was

not given by Walzel. Aliseda et al. (2008) first used a high-speed

camera (HSC) visualizing the jet breakup and a phase doppler ana-

lyzer (PDA) system for measurements of drop size and velocity ap-

plying viscous liquids with up to ηliq = 78 mPa · s. The comparison
f liquids with different viscosities showed damping effects on the

ormation of liquid jet instabilities with increased viscosity, result-

ng in larger droplet sizes. Further investigations applying high vis-

osity liquids were performed by Li et al. (2009) . The authors used

iquids with a dynamic viscosity up to ηliq = 805 mPa · s applying a

hadowsizer (SZ) for local droplet size measurement and a HSC for

isualization of the primary breakup. A negligible effect of dynamic

iscosity between ηliq = 147 mPa · s on droplet size was detected,

hereas for a liquid viscosity of ηliq = 805 mPa · s no jet disinte-

ration occurred anymore. Sänger (2018) applied different liquids

ith viscosities up to ηliq = 400 mPa · s. A dependency of droplet

ize on primary breakup morphologies, like membrane type (M)

nd fiber type (F) was reported. Summing up, the previous inves-

igations showed that increasing dynamic viscosity dampens the

nstabilities relevant for jet breakup, resulting in increased primary

et length and droplet size. Detailed experiments on the external

win-fluid atomization of high viscosity liquids ( ηliq > 50 mPa · s)

t pressures above ambient are even more scarce. An overview is

iven in Table 2 . 

One of the first studies on the atomization of low viscosity liq-

ids applying a twin-fluid nozzle was carried out by Rizkalla and

efebvre (1975) , applying a prefilming atomizer. A laser diffrac-

ion system was used for measurement of drop sizes, varying the

ystem pressure between p sys = 1 − 8 . 5 bar. System pressure p sys 

tands in the following for the ambient pressure in the atomiza-

ion chamber. A pressurized pipe with an internal nozzle enabling

onstant liquid mass flow and constant gas velocity v gas defined

t the nozzle orifice was used. A decrease of drop size with in-

reasing pressure was detected. The atomization of viscous liquids

 ηliq < 75 mPa · s) at pressure conditions up to p sys = 14 . 2 bar,

sing external mixing twin-fluid nozzles with a swirling gas flow,

as performed by Jasuja (1982) . For different system pressures, the

LR and gas velocity at the nozzle orifice were set to be constant,

hile the liquid mass flow was adapted. The authors report that

ncreasing system pressure leads to smaller Sauter mean diame-

ers ( D 32 ). With increasing liquid viscosity, this effect decreases.

lkotb et al. (1982) used a coated glass plate (CGP) and optical

easurement techniques for detection of droplet sizes from the

tomization of low viscosity liquids at elevated pressures p sys =
8 bar. Due to simultaneous changes in system pressure and gas

elocity, specific influences on atomization cannot be separated. In-

estigations on the influence of liquid physical properties and vary-

ng system pressure were carried out by Rizk and Lefebvre (1984) .

LR and relative exit velocities at the nozzle orifice were kept con-

tant by variation of the gas and liquid mass flows. No informa-

ion concerning the distance between measuring plane and nozzle

rifice was given by the authors. With increasing system pressure

rom p sys = 1 . 3 − 18 . 3 bar, a decreasing Sauter mean diameter was

etected, using two external mixing twin-fluid nozzles with dif-

erent liquid orifice diameters. Risberg and Marklund (2009) con-

ucted experiments using external mixing twin-fluid nozzles to at-

mize high viscosity liquids ( ηliq = 1 − 500 mPa · s). A HSC was

sed for qualitative investigation of large droplets and velocity.
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Table 2 

Summary of investigations applying external mixing twin-fluid nozzles with ηliq > 1 mPa · s at p sys > 1 bar. 

Author (year) Measurement ηliq in mPa · s p sys in bar (I) D ab ∼ p x sys 

Rizkalla and Lefebvre (1975) LDS 1–44 1–8.5 (I) D 32 ∼ p −1 
sys 

Jasuja (1982) LDS 1.3–43.5 1–14.2 (I) D 32 ∼ p −0 . 45 
sys 

Elkotb et al. (1982) CGP 33.5 1–8 (I) D 32 ∼ p −0 . 29 
sys 

Rizk and Lefebvre (1984) LDS 1.3–18.3 1–7.7 (I) D 32 ∼ p −0 . 4 
sys 

Risberg and Marklund (2009) HSC 1–500 1–10 N/A 

Gullberg and Marklund (2012) HSC 25 1–5 N/A 

Sänger (2018) PDA, HSC 100–400 1–21 M: (I) D 32 ∼ p −0 . 88 
sys 

F: (I) D 32 ∼ p −0 . 47 
sys 
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Table 3 

Nozzle data (Nozzle 1 - 5) for each system pressure step. 

p sys in bar D liq in mm D gas in mm A gas in mm 

2 

Nozzle 1 1 2.00 7.96 45.94 

Nozzle 2 2 2.00 5.84 22.97 

Nozzle 3 6 2.00 3.82 7.66 

Nozzle 4 11 2.00 3.19 4.18 

Nozzle 5 16 2.00 2.91 2.87 
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A  
he variation of system pressure was carried out at constant GLR .

 dependency of system pressure on droplet size was not found.

ontinuing experiments were conducted by Gullberg and Mark-

und (2012) , applying pyrolysis oil as low viscosity fuel. The liq-

id supply was realized via an annular gap of the external twin-

uid nozzle. For increasing system pressure, gas velocities at the

ozzle orifice and GLR were kept constant. To achieve these con-

tant conditions while varying the system pressure, liquid and

as mass flow were adapted. An increase in primary jet length,

ractions of larger droplets and droplet number density were de-

ected with increasing system pressure by high-speed camera im-

ges. Further investigations on the atomization of high viscosity

iquids at elevated system pressure p sys = 21 bar were performed

y Sänger (2018) . With increasing system pressure and constant

as velocity, a decreasing Sauter mean diameter was found. In or-

er to achieve these constant conditions, GLR was increased from

.4 at p sys = 1 bar up to 13.8 at p sys = 21 bar. Furthermore, it was

eported that increasing the dynamic pressure of the gas phase

gas · v 2 gas by either variation of gas density or gas velocity shows

ifferent results on droplet size. 

Summing up the literature review, it must be stated that previ-

us investigations cannot provide a comprehensive picture on local

ata for sprays under high system pressure conditions using high

iscosity liquids. On the one hand, some studies mentioned show

nconsistent results. On the other hand, the investigated parame-

ers influencing the spray quality cannot be separated completely.

dditional, previous investigation applying elevated system pres-

ure were typically performed with one single nozzle, which re-

ults for high system pressures and constant gas velocity in high

LR values. As an example for water measurements at increased

ystem pressure, Mayer (1994) gives a good overview. These con-

itions are not relevant for an application like gasification, where

ow GLR is required ( Fleck et al., 2018 ). 

To get a better insight in the disintegration process of liq-

id jets applying twin-fluid nozzles and the initiating instabili-

ies under high pressure conditions, more detailed data such as

ualitative measurements of primary jet breakup and local high-

esolution measurements of drop size and velocity distributions

re required. Due to this deficit of knowledge, the present study

ocuses on external mixing twin-fluid atomization of high viscos-

ty liquids at elevated system pressure. As previous investigations

f Jakobs (2015) and Sänger (2018) show, liquid velocity, gas ve-

ocity, and GLR are important parameters influencing the droplet

ize distribution of the spray. In order to investigate only the influ-

nce of system pressure on the atomization, these parameters were

ept constant. To maintain constant boundary conditions, pressure

dapted nozzles are used in the present study, i.e. nozzles with

educed cross section of the gas outlet are applied for every sys-

em pressure increment (see Table 3 ). With this approach, increas-

ng system pressure results in constant GLR , momentum flow ratio,

e liq , as well as gas velocity, while We aero and Re gas increase with

ystem pressure. Applying this set of nozzles is the first investiga-

ion of geometrical scaling to higher system pressure. 
. Experimental setup 

As described by Sänger et al. (2015) , the experimental setup

onsists of the pressurized atomization test rig (PAT), a PDA, a

hadow sizing measurement system, and a high-speed camera. For

he experiments, 5 pressure adapted external mixing twin-fluid at-

mizers with similar geometry were used for the atomization of

ater and a glycerol/water - mixture. A scheme of the spray test

ig PAT with exhaust air system and a horizontal cross-sectional

iew (A-A) is given in Fig. 1 . The pressure chamber has an inter-

al diameter of 300 mm and a total height of 30 0 0 mm. It is de-

igned for operation at system pressures up to p sys = 21 bar. The

xternal mixing twin-fluid atomizer is mounted on the axially ( z -

irection) movable twin-fluid lance, which is fed by one of the

wo eccentric screw pumps with liquids featuring viscosities up

o ηliq = 10 0 0 mPa · s. Liquid mass flow can be controlled in the

ange of P1: ˙ M liq = 10 − 60 kg · h 

−1 / P2: ˙ M liq = 60 − 200 kg · h 

−1 

sing different screw pumps. Liquid mass flow and density are

easured by a Coriolis flow meter with an uncertainty of < 0.5%

nd controlled by FIRC (flow indication recording control) systems.

he compressed air volume flow 

˙ V gas is detected by a turbine

eter measuring in a range of ˙ V gas = 0 . 85 − 25 m 

3 · h 

−1 with an

ncertainty of < 0.5% and controlled by an FIRC system. A re-

alculation of volume to mass flow is done using the local mea-

ured gas temperature and pressure at the measurement turbine.

ystem pressure control in the pressure chamber was made by a

IRC (pressure indication recording control) system and three cor-

esponding valves after the gas/liquid separator. The liquid height

n the separator tank was controlled by a LCA (level control alarm)

ystem. To ensure well-defined nozzle inlet conditions, the liquid

an be stirred and tempered in a range of T = 10 °C - 50 ◦C. The

est rig is equipped with three glass windows (no inclusions or

ords) that allow for optical access to the spray chamber and avoid

ny disturbances of the laser beam. Two optical ports are located

t �R = 0 ° and 70 ◦ to enable Phase Doppler measurements in

cattering mode with preferably highest intensity (first-order re-

raction) ( Albrecht, 2003 ). The third optical port is positioned at

R = 180 ° to allow for spray investigations in backlight mode with

ptical measurement systems. To ensure the protection from win-

ow deposits at the �R = 70 ° window location, a wiper was used

etween the measurements, using compressed air for movement.

 flow straightener (honeycomb structure) is located below the
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Fig. 1. Scheme of the experimental setup - Pressurized Atomization Test Rig (PAT). 

Fig. 2. Scheme of the external mixing twin-fluid nozzle. 
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measuring plane to avoid influences on the measurement due to

recirculation of droplets into the region of interest. 

All investigations were conducted with 5 pressure adapted ex-

ternal mixing twin-fluid nozzles as shown in Fig. 2 . The liquid

(blue) is supplied through a circular central tube ( D liq = 2 mm)

at the nozzle axis. The liquid jet is surrounded by a coaxial gas

stream (green). The nozzle has parallel flow channels to avoid dis-

turbance of the liquid jet due to gas flow angle. In addition, the

influence of the tube separating gas and liquid at the nozzle ori-

fice was minimized by reduction of the wall thickness b to 0.1 mm.

This configuration results in an undisturbed gas flow at the exit of

the nozzle. For every system pressure, the related area of the an-

nular gas orifice was adapted in order to achieve a constant gas
elocity, GLR and mass flows, resulting in 5 different nozzles 1 - 5,

eometries given in Table 3 . Those special nozzle configurations al-

ow for solely varying the system pressure while keeping all other

perating conditions ( v gas , GLR , ˙ M liq ) constant. Exemplary follows

or a system pressure of p sys = 16 bar, a nozzle area ratio between

ozzle 1 and nozzle 5 of A gas, 1 /A gas, 5 = 16 . 

To investigate the influence of dynamic viscosity on the atom-

zation process, water ( ηliq = 1 mPa · s) and a glycerol/water -

ixture ( ηliq = 100 mPa · s) were used. The physical properties of

hese Newtonian fluids were measured at T = 20 ◦C and p = 1 bar,

ee Table 4 . Dynamic viscosity was measured using a Searle-type

 GFG, 1912 ) rheometer. Surface tension was determined using the

u Noüy ring method ( du Noüy, 1925 ) with a tensiometer, and
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Table 4 

Physical properties of the investigated fluids at T = 20 ◦C and p = 1 bar. 

ηliq in mPa · s σ in N · m 

−1 ρ liq in kg · m 

−3 Oh 

water 1 0.0719 998 0.0026 

glycerol/water (84.3 wt. %) 100 0.0649 1220 0.2513 
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Table 5 

Settings of the fiber PDA evaluated by the sensitivity 

analysis. 

Parameters Values Unit 

Transmitter focal length f T 1000 mm 

Receiver focal length f R 1000 mm 

Beam expander ratio E 1 –

Receiver slit width (physical) l S 200 μm 

Laser wavelength λL 514.5 nm 

Laser power (transmitter exit) 25 mW 

Off-axis angle �R 70 ◦

Frequency shift 40 MHz 
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iquid density by the weighing method. The influence of system

ressure on both, dynamic viscosity ( Mezger, 2006 ) and surface

ension ( Massoudi and King, 1974 ) is negligible for the investigated

iquids. 

A high-speed camera for qualitative investigation of the primary

reakup process was applied in the nozzle nearfield. The camera

eatures a frame rate of 3.6 kHz operation at 1024 × 1024 pixel

esolution and frame rates up to 500 kHz at reduced resolution. A

ens with focal length of f HG = 105 mm was used to capture pri-

ary breakup morphologies. In this case, images have dimensions

f 40.0 × 30.0 mm 

2 or 40.0 × 48.0 mm 

2 with a spatial resolution

f 62.5 μm · pix −1 . The frame rate was set to 12 kHz or 7.5 kHz,

espectively. The images were captured by backlight illumination

f the region of interest with a special lighting setup. An array of

 high-power light-emitting diodes (LED) with total luminous flux

f 9 × 4500 lm was used. The position of each single LED within

he LED array was optimized for best light spread. Due to the high

ntensity and the homogeneous distribution of the light, very short

xposure times ( t Exp ~ 7 μs) could be applied. This light setup al-

owed for a sharp representation of the droplets even in case of

ast flow conditions. To guarantee for representative data of the

iquid disintegration process, a set of 40 0 0 high-speed images was

ecorded at every operating condition as well as a background ref-

rence image without liquid flow. 

For observation of single droplets within the spray, a shadow-

izer was employed and used (i) to optimize the PDA hardware

ettings (receiver mask), (ii) to determine the measuring plane

here reliable measurements with the PDA system can be con-

ucted (spherical droplets), (iii) to qualitatively confirm the ten-

encies measured by the PDA, and (iv) as a validation tool for the

DA system to remove deviations arising from the Gaussian beam

ffect ( Araneo et al., 2002 ). The shadow sizing system consists of

 CCD camera operating in backlight mode with a high efficiency

iffuser that is powered by an Nd:YAG laser for illumination. The

ar-field microscope mounted on the camera allows for very small

easuring volume of 2.8 × 2.8 × 0.8 mm 

3 . The measuring vol-

me, in combination with the camera resolution of 4 megapixels,

esults in a spatial resolution of ~ 1.4 μm/pixel and allows for the

etection of all relevant droplet sizes. The accuracy of the shadow

izing system was checked using a calibration target with points of

nown size (10 μm). The biggest measurement error was < 10 μm.

ue to the fact that the shadow sizing system was used for qualita-

ive investigations of large droplets only, the accuracy was consid-

red as adequate. In order to obtain a reliable amount of droplets,

 set of 10 0 0 shadow images at an axial distance of z = 200 mm

rom the nozzle orifice was recorded and analyzed. Droplets with-

ut detectable contour were rejected. 

Droplet size and velocity were measured with high spatial and

emporal resolution within the spray cone by a fiber PDA system

y Dantec Dynamics. For data collection, the PDA was operated in

orward scattering arrangement and refraction mode ( 1 st order).

he receiver was set to an off-axis angle of �R = 70 °. In order

o (i) get a well-defined detection volume dimension, (ii) to ensure

or high data rates at dense spray conditions and (iii) to enable flux

alculation, a slit with a physical length of l S = 200 μm was used,

o reduce the length of the measurement volume. To guarantee for

he detection of large droplets as expected by the atomization of

igh viscosity liquids and avoid sizing errors due to the Gaussian

eam effect, lenses with a focal length of 10 0 0 mm were used for
oth, transmitter f T and receiver f R ( Araneo et al., 2002 ). In addi-

ion, the asymmetric Mask B was mounted in the receiver to elimi-

ate possible measurement errors due to the Gaussian beam effect

trajectory effect). With this optical configuration, the PDA system

llowed for detection of droplets with minimum size of 1 μm and

aximum size of 1307 μm for water and 1330 μm for the glyc-

rol/water - mixture, depending on the refractive index of the liq-

id ( Albrecht, 2003 ). To improve the PDA instrument settings to-

ards small droplets (e.g. data rate and validation rate), the opti-

um PDA user settings were evaluated in advance by a sensitivity

tudy ( Kapulla and Najera, 2006 ). The PDA settings are given in

able 5 . 

To enable drop size measurements at different positions within

he spray cone, receiver and transmitter were mounted on a 3D

raverse system, which guarantees for spatially operation with a

eproducibility < 0.1 mm. Data were obtained by moving the de-

ection volume relatively to the nozzle position. The measurements

ere taken at several radial (traverse along x- axis) positions with a

adial increment of �x = 2 mm. According to the orientation of the

oordinate system as indicated in Fig. 2 and the alignment of the

ringes of the laser beam couple ( λL = 514 . 5 nm - green), the axial

roplet velocity component v z could be measured. To ensure a re-

iable database for every radial position during PDA measurements,

he sample size was set to 50,0 0 0 droplets. Only for the outer-

ost radial measuring position, the sample size of 50,0 0 0 droplets

as not reached for all operating conditions. Nevertheless, at least

0 0 0 droplets were detected at the boundary of the spray cone.

he raw data from the manufacturer software were used to com-

ute arithmetic means, statistical data, as well as additional infor-

ation (i.e. mass flux and ID 32,m 

, etc.) using the toolbox SprayCAT

 Sänger, 2018 ). For global characterization of the spray, the compu-

ation of a global characteristic diameter, i.e. mass-weighted inte-

ral Sauter mean diameter ID 32,m 

, was carried out by a weighted

verage, including all measurement positions of a radial profile at

 fixed axial position z . The integral Sauter mean diameter ID 32 , m 

s calculated according to Eq. (4) , based on the local volume mean

iameter D 30,i and local surface mean diameter D 20 , i . These diam-

ters are weighted by local mass flux ˙ m i and the annulus area A i 

see Fig. 2 ), corresponding to the measurement position i along the

adial axis x 1 ≤ x i ≤ x N with N measurement positions. The outer-

ost point x N for each operating condition is defined by a min-

mum of the ratio of data rate f i divided by maximum data rate

f max along the radial profile, which was set to 0.1. 

D 32 , m 

= 

∑ N 
i =1 D 

3 
30 ,i 

˙ m i A i ∑ N 
i =1 D 

2 
20 ,i 

˙ m i A i 

(4) 
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Table 6 

Operating conditions of the experiments. 

p sys in bar ˙ M gas in kg · h −1 v gas in m · s −1 GLR 

1 / 2 / 6 / 11 / 16 12 / 16 / 20 60 / 80 / 100 0.6 / 0.8 / 1.0 
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Further information concerning computation of global size distri-

bution and drop size moments can be obtained from DIN SPEC

91325 as well as from Albrecht (2003) . The mass flux ˙ m i was calcu-

lated from PDA data according to Albrecht (2003) using the toolbox

SprayCAT. All PDA measurements were conducted at an axial dis-

tance of z = 200 mm from the nozzle orifice and repeated at least

3 times. For each operating condition and nozzle, rotational sym-

metry of the spray cone was proven, taking a full radial profile in

a first set of experiments. After rotational symmetry was proven,

the following repetition measurements were performed taking half

profiles from the spray edge to the center at x = 0 mm. The results

of those sets of experiments were afterwards mirrored to get full

profiles. Therefore, all radial Sauter mean diameter distributions

are shown as mirrored profiles at x = 0 mm and the plotted and

mirrored data points are shown as open symbols. 

3. Results and discussion 

In order to investigate the influence of (i) gas velocity v gas , (ii)

system pressure p sys and (iii) dynamic viscosity ηliq on resulting

droplet size and primary breakup at constant liquid mass flow of
˙ M liq = 20 kg · h 

−1 , pressure adapted nozzles were applied as a scal-

ing approach. This results for every system pressure step in con-

stant operating conditions, named 

˙ M gas , ˙ M liq , GLR, v gas . Additional,

to examine the effect of gas velocity, three different gas mass flow

rates ˙ M gas were chosen for the five system pressure settings p sys .

The operating conditions for all measurements are presented in

Table 6 . The atomization agent in all experiments was pressur-

ized air at T = 20 ◦C. The supplied liquids were also tempered at

T = 20 ◦C. 

3.1. Influence of gas velocity, system pressure and dynamic viscosity 

on droplet velocity 

In the following section the investigation on the influence of

gas velocity on local axial droplet velocity are discussed for dif-
Fig. 3. Radial measurements of the number-averaged axial droplet velocity distributions a

at v gas = 60 m · s −1 and b) a comparison of water ( ηliq = 1 mPa · s) and glycerol/water - m
erent system pressure and dynamic viscosity of the liquid. The

easurements were performed at an axial distance of z = 200 mm

ownstream the nozzle exit, applying a PDA system. Exemplarily

esults for glycerol/water - mixture ( ηliq = 100 mPa · s) at v gas =
0 m · s −1 ( Fig. 3 a) and a comparison of water ( ηliq = 1 mPa · s)

nd glycerol/water - mixture ( ηliq = 100 mPa · s) for v gas = 100 m ·
 

−1 ( Fig. 3 b) are shown. 

Fig. 3 shows the number-averaged axial droplet velocity

 dr, z , mean for gas velocities of v gas = 60 m · s −1 ( Fig. 3 a) and v gas =
00 m · s −1 ( Fig. 3 b) for system pressure of p sys = 1 − 16 bar, z =
00 mm downstream the nozzle orifice. Additionally, Fig. 3 b shows

he influence of liquid viscosity on v dr, z , mean ( ηliq = 1 mPa · s / left

nd ηliq = 100 mPa · s / right). The typical Gaussian shaped radial

rofile of external mixing twin-fluid atomizers was detected. All

elocity profiles show rotational symmetry with deviations smaller

han �v dr ,z = 1 m · s −1 between left and corresponding right side

f the centerline. In addition, the error bars plotted in Fig. 3 in-

icate the repeatability of the experiments. It was detected that

roplets of a size range between 1 - 5 μm at z = 200 mm show

elocity deviations smaller than �v dr ,z = 0 . 8 m · s −1 towards the

umber-averaged droplet velocity of all droplets shown in Fig. 3 ,

.e. slip between droplet and gas phase can be neglected, secondary

reakup of droplets is finished, thus z = 200 mm is a reasonable

easuring position to characterize droplet size of the spray. 

For increasing gas velocity at the nozzle orifice, higher axial

roplet velocities are detected, see Fig. 3 a at v gas = 60 m · s −1 com-

ared to Fig. 3 b at v gas = 100 m · s −1 . Applying pressure adapted

ozzles at increasing system pressure, the axial droplet velocity

ver the whole spray width decreases for all gas velocities and liq-

id viscosities. This can be explained by the free jet theory and

q. (5) for calculation of the gas free jet, which is based on the

ssuming of conservation of momentum ( Schlichting et al., 2006 ).

v (z) 

v gas 
= 6 . 37 · d eq 

z 
·
√ 

ρ0 

ρ
(5)

ere, v gas is the gas velocity at the nozzle orifice, v ( z ) is the gas ve-

ocity at distance z on the spray axis, ρ0 is the gas density at the

ozzle orifice, ρ is the density of the ambient gas phase and d eq is

he equivalent diameter of the gas exit of the nozzle. With increas-

ng system pressure the gas outlet area A gas of the nozzle is re-

uced due to the pressure adapted scaling approach (see Table 3 ).
s a function of system pressure a) for glycerol/water - mixture ( ηliq = 100 mPa · s) 

ixture ( ηliq = 100 mPa · s) at v gas = 100 m · s −1 . 
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Fig. 4. Calculation of the gas free jet velocity on central axis for v gas = 100 m · s −1 

applying pressure adapted nozzles at p sys = 1 − 16 bar. The core length of constant 

gas velocity is marked as arrows for p sys = 1 bar and p sys = 16 bar. 
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 decrease in the gas orifice area leads to smaller equivalent di-

meter of the gas exit d eq . The ratio ρ0 over ρ does not depend

n system pressure, due to the small and therefore negligible dif-

erence between ambient gas and atomizing air density. Smaller

 eq values lead, according to Eq. (5) , towards lower values of the

as velocity v ( z ) at same distance z , while the exiting gas velocity

t the nozzle orifice remains constant. Physically, this deceleration

f gas velocity downstream the nozzle can be explained by the

ntrainment of ambient gas into the atomization gas jet emerg-

ng from the nozzle. As system pressure is increased and pressure

dapted nozzles are applied, the entrainment increases, due to the

ecreasing equivalent diameter d eq . This change in nozzle geome-

ry affects the gas jet core length, which is characterized by con-

tant gas velocity, as shown exemplarily for v gas = 100 m · s −1 in

ig. 4 ( Schlichting et al., 2006 ). 

For increasing system pressure while applying the pressure

dapted scaling approach, a decrease in the gas velocity v ( z ) for
ig. 5. Radial distribution of Sauter mean diameter at z = 200 mm below the nozzle orifi

t a) v gas = 60 m · s −1 and b) v gas = 100 m · s −1 (open symbols denote mirrored positions)
very distance z is calculated. This results in a shorter core length,

here the slow liquid phase is exposed to the fast atomization

as jet. As a consequence, this decreased core length leads to a

ecrease in gas-liquid-interaction and therefore to droplets with

ower velocities. 

.2. Influence of gas velocity, system pressure and dynamic viscosity 

n Sauter mean diameter 

For quantitative investigation, the influence of gas velocity, sys-

em pressure, and dynamic viscosity on spray quality was detected

y a PDA system using D 32 as a characterization criterion. Sauter

ean diameter profiles across the whole spray cone at an axial

istance of z = 200 mm downstream the nozzle orifice for water

 ηliq = 1 mPa · s) and glycerol/water - mixture ( ηliq = 100 mPa · s)

ere performed. The results for the high viscosity liquid ( ηliq =
00 mPa · s) are presented in Fig. 5 as radial profiles. 

.2.1. Influence of gas velocity on Sauter mean diameter 

Fig. 5 shows exemplarily the radial distribution of D 32 for sys-

em pressure of p sys = 1 − 16 bar at v gas = 60 m · s −1 ( Fig. 5 a) and

 gas = 100 m · s −1 ( Fig. 5 b) for the glycerol/water mixture with vis-

osity of ηliq = 100 mPa · s. An increase of gas velocity leads to a

ecrease of Sauter mean diameter for each system pressure. The

nfluence of gas velocity on the resulting D 32 is more pronounced

or system pressures p sys > 6 bar. The various shapes of the D 32 

rofiles are discussed in detail in the following sections. 

.2.2. Influence of system pressure on Sauter mean diameter 

For v gas = 60 m · s −1 increasing system pressure up to p sys =
 bar results in a slight reduction of the Sauter mean diame- 

er, a further increase of the system pressure p sys > 6 bar shows

arger droplet sizes, especially near the spray axis. Similar depen-

encies were found for v gas = 100 m · s −1 , where the influence of

ystem pressure for p sys < 6 bar is less pronounced compared to

 gas = 60 m · s −1 . 

.2.3. Shape of the Sauter mean diameter profiles 

Fig. 5 clearly shows a change in shape of the Sauter mean di-

meter profiles with increasing system pressure and gas veloc-

ty. For v gas = 60 m · s −1 the flat D 32 profiles for p sys < 6 bar

urn into a profile with a pronounced peak at the spray axis for
ce as a function of system pressure for glycerol/water - mixture ( ηliq = 100 mPa · s) 

. 
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Fig. 6. High-speed camera images of primary jet breakup for glycerol/water - mixture ( ηliq = 100 mPa · s) at a) p sys = 1 bar, v gas = 60 m · s −1 , b) p sys = 1 bar, v gas = 100 m ·
s −1 , c) p sys = 11 bar, v gas = 60 m · s −1 and d) p sys = 16 bar, v gas = 100 m · s −1 . 
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p sys = 11 bar. For v gas = 100 m · s −1 the uniform profile is main-

tained up to p sys = 11 bar, but a further system pressure increase

to p sys = 16 bar leads to a significant increase in drop size with

a pronounced M-shape radial profile. However, a M-shaped pro-

file is observed by the measurement, due to the PDA measurement

limit mentioned in the description above, see also Albrecht (2003) .

Without this measurement limit, the radial profile would also be

inverse V-shaped. In order to understand the physical effects re-

sponsible for these findings, additional high-speed camera images

were taken. Fig. 6 shows primary jet break-up for different process

conditions, indicating that the shape of the profiles results from

different breakup morphologies of the primary jet. In Fig. 6 only

the glycerol/water - mixture with ηliq = 100 mPa · s is shown in

sense of simplicity, referring to Re liq = 35 and Oh = 0 . 2513 . Further-

more, breakup morphologies are classified and compared towards

the findings of Lasheras and Hopfinger (20 0 0) , noting that the noz-

zle geometry was similar, but with different dimensions and liquid

properties. 

Fig. 6 a ( p sys = 1 bar, v gas = 60 m · s −1 , W e aero = 128 ) shows a

membrane type breakup; small droplets are formed by the dis-

integration of membranes and are partly accelerated in radial di-

rection away from the spray axis, while larger droplets, originated

from membrane rims, stay in the center of the spray. This results

in the W-shaped radial distribution of D 32 as shown in Fig. (5) a.

For this atomization conditions ( We aero , Oh ) the membrane type

breakup was also proposed by Lasheras and Hopfinger (20 0 0) and

Zhao et al. (2012) . 

Fig. 6 b ( p sys = 1 bar, v gas = 100 m · s −1 , W e aero = 361 ) shows a

fiber type breakup situation. As a consequence of the higher rela-

tive velocity in the spray center compared to the boundary of the

spray, liquid fragments in the center are disintegrated into smaller

droplets. Liquid fragments at the spray boundary form droplets

without further disintegration due to the low shear rate, leading to

a U-shape distribution according to Fig. 5 b. For this operating con-

ditions Zhao et al. (2012) still estimate a membrane type breakup,

whereas Lasheras and Hopfinger (20 0 0) predict a transition region

between membrane and fiber breakup, which is in good accor-

dance to the prevailing breakup. 

In Fig. 6 c ( p sys = 11 bar, v gas = 60 m · s −1 , W e aero = 1395 ) the

aerodynamic force of the gas jet is not sufficient to disintegrate

the whole liquid jet. This leads to the peel off of some fibers from

the primary jet close to the nozzle orifice, whereas the center

of the jet is not affected. Finally, the liquid core breaks up into

large droplets by Kelvin-Helmholtz and Rayleigh-Plateau instabil-

ities. This explains the inverse V-shape of the radial D 32 profile

with maximum on the spray axis shown in Fig. 5 a. For this oper-

ating conditions, Zhao et al. (2012) as well as Lasheras and Hopfin-

ger (20 0 0) predict a fiber type breakup, due to the high aerody-

i  
amic We number calculated with values at the nozzle orifice. Due

o the increased deceleration of the gas velocity with increased

ystem pressure and the applied pressure scaling of the nozzles,

ear the nozzle orifice a fiber type breakup can be detected, while

he liquid core remains constant and disintegrates according to the

on-axisymmetric Rayleigh type breakup. This effect stays for sys-

em pressures p sys > 6 bar in contrast to previous regime classifi-

ations. 

The spray shown in Fig. 6 d ( p sys = 16 bar, v gas = 100 m ·
 

−1 , W e aero = 5882 ) corresponds to the M-shaped D 32 -profile in

ig. 5 b. Due to the partly prevailing non-axisymmetric Rayleigh-

ype breakup of the primary jet, droplet diameters d > D liq are

ound near the spray center shown in Fig. 6 d. From shadowsizer

mages the maximum detected droplet diameter on the centerline

f the spray was d max = 3072 μm. This leads to the conclusion that

he local Sauter mean diameter would actually even be higher than

redicted by the PDA measurements and form a Gaussian shaped

rofile. The minimum of Sauter mean diameter in the spray center

s only detected, due to some smaller detectable droplets formed

ear the nozzle orifice and the exceeding droplet size over the

easurement limit of the PDA system. Regarding regime classifi-

ation the prediction of breakup morphology from both authors

asheras and Hopfinger (20 0 0) and Zhao et al. (2012) show same

eviations as for Fig. 6 c, due to the incomplete breakup detected

t even higher aerodynamic We number. 

Concluding the regime classification, for increase of v gas , re-

ults were in good accordance to the literature. Applying the

ressure adapted nozzles at increased system pressure, results at

 sys > 6 bar were not comparable with both authors Lasheras and

opfinger (20 0 0) and Zhao et al. (2012) . One possible reason could

e the fact that commonly used dimensionless numbers ( We, Oh )

o not include all relevant nozzle geometry parameters. 

.2.4. Influence of dynamic viscosity on sauter mean diameter 

The influence of dynamic viscosity is discussed in detail on

ass-weighted integral Sauter mean diameter, see in section be-

ow. Experimental data on Sauter mean diameter profiles, not given

n this paper, show that increase in dynamic viscosity leads to the

ormation of membranes and ligaments due to the damping effect,

s described by Zhao et al. (2012) . Those ligaments disintegrate

nto large droplets which result in an increase of droplet size for

ll operating conditions. This effect is also shown by HSC images

s shown in Fig. 11 . 

.3. Influence of gas velocity, system pressure and dynamic viscosity 

n mass-weighted integral sauter mean diameter 

In order to compare the spray quality at different operat-

ng conditions for both viscosities, local drop sizes measured at
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Fig. 7. Mass-weighted integral Sauter mean diameter as a function of system pressure p sys and gas velocity v gas for a) water ( ηliq = 1 mPa · s) and b) glycerol/water - mixture 

( ηliq = 100 mPa · s). 

Fig. 8. High-speed camera images of primary jet breakup for water ( ηliq = 

1 mPa · s) at a) p sys = 6 bar, v gas = 60 m · s −1 and b) p sys = 6 bar, v gas = 100 m · s −1 

and glycerol/water - mixture ( ηliq = 100 mPa · s) at c) p sys = 6 bar, v gas = 60 m · s −1 

and d) p sys = 6 bar, v gas = 100 m · s −1 . 
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 = 200 mm were used to calculate the ID 32,m 

according to Eq. (4) .

or different gas velocities and system pressures, the values of

D 32,m 

are plotted as function of system pressure in Fig. 7 . Fig. 7 a

hows the ID 32,m 

for water with ηliq = 1 mPa · s and Fig. 7 b for

lycerol/water - mixture with ηliq = 100 mPa · s, respectively. 

.3.1. Influence of gas velocity on mass-weighted integral Sauter 

ean diameter 

A decrease of ID 32 , m 

with increasing gas velocity can be de-

ected for all system pressures and liquid viscosities, see Fig. 7 .

or higher system pressure p sys ≥ 6 bar and higher liquid viscos-

ty, the influence of gas velocity is even more pronounced. This ef-

ect is confirmed by the high-speed camera images of primary jet

reakup shown in Fig. 8 . Large ligaments are found in the nozzle

earfield for v gas = 60 m · s −1 , see Fig. 8 a and Fig. 8 c, whereas only

ew small liquid fragments are detected for v gas = 100 m · s −1 in

ig. 8 b and Fig. 8 d. In addition, a reduction of the primary liga-

ent length can be seen with increased gas velocity. 
.3.2. Influence of system pressure on mass-weighted integral Sauter 

ean diameter 

With increasing system pressure, a minimum in the ID 32 , m 

can

e detected for the glycerol/water - mixture at p sys = 6 bar for all

as velocities, for water this effect is less pronounced at p sys =
 bar (see Fig. 7 ). The high-speed camera images in Fig. 9 , where

rimary jet breakup is shown at v gas = 100 m · s −1 for water at sys-

em pressure of p sys = 1 bar ( Fig. 9 a), 6 bar ( Fig. 9 b) and 16 bar

 Fig. 9 c) and for glycerol/water at system pressure of p sys = 1 bar

 Fig. 9 d), 6 bar ( Fig. 9 e) and 16 bar ( Fig. 9 f) confirm these findings.

One possible explanation of this effect is the difference in the

ynamic pressure of the gas jet ρgas · v 2 gas , which describes the

erodynamic force on the liquid jet according to We gas ( Lasheras

nd Hopfinger, 20 0 0; Sänger, 2018; Kumar and Sahu, 2018; Xiao

t al., 2014 ). The gas velocity in the jet is reduced due to the en-

rainment of ambient gas (free jet behaviour, see Eq. (5) ). This en-

rainment shows a higher effect on the deceleration of the gas

hase, when increasing system pressure and applying pressure

dapted nozzles, see Fig. 4 . In order to quantify this assumption,

he measured velocity of droplets in the size range from 1 - 5 μm

as used to describe the local v gas at z = 200 mm ( Tropea et al.,

007 ). The derived radial distribution of the dynamic pressure of

he gas jet is shown in Fig. 10 for glycerol/water - mixture at

p sys = 1 , 6 and 16 bar and v gas = 100 m · s −1 . For constant gas ve-

ocity at the nozzle exit, a maximum of the dynamic pressure of

he gas phase can be detected for p sys = 6 bar on the spray axis.

his maximum could lead to the formation of smaller droplets.

or significantly increasing system pressure at p sys > 6 bar, the

ynamic pressure of the gas phase is decreasing, see Fig. 10 . The

aximum of the dynamic pressure of the gas phase can be ex-

lained by opposite effects: 

• With increasing system pressure, the density of the gas phase

increases. This leads to increased aerodynamic forces between

liquid and gas phase as well as higher dynamic pressure of the

gas jet resulting in smaller droplets. According to this, the cor-

relations listed in Table 2 show a decrease of droplet size with

increasing system pressure. 
• Applying the pressure adapted nozzle design at elevated system

pressure an increased deceleration of the atomization jet veloc-

ity is detected which is described by Eq. (5) . As described pre-

viously, the increased deceleration of the gas phase is caused

by the reduction of A gas ( d eq ). As the reduction of the gas phase
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Fig. 9. High-speed camera images of primary jet breakup at v gas = 100 m · s −1 for water ( ηliq = 1 mPa · s) at a) p sys = 1 bar, b) p sys = 6 bar and c) p sys = 16 bar and for the 

glycerol/water - mixture ( ηliq = 100 mPa · s) at d) p sys = 1 bar, e) p sys = 6 bar and f) p sys = 16 bar. 

Fig. 10. Influence of system pressure p sys on the radial distribution of dynamic 

pressure of the gas jet (calculated out of the velocity of droplets with a size of 

1 - 5 μm at z = 200 mm) for glycerol/water - mixture ( ηliq = 100 mPa · s) and 

v gas = 100 m · s −1 . 

Fig. 11. High-speed camera images of primary jet breakup at p sys = 1 bar and v gas = 

60 m · s −1 for a) water ( ηliq = 1 mPa · s) and b) glycerol/water - mixture ( ηliq = 

100 mPa · s). 
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velocity along the spray axis (see Fig. 4 ) shows little effect at

p sys < 6 bar, for p sys > 6 bar the reduction of gas phase veloc-

ity outside the nozzle affects the dynamic pressure of the gas

jet and therefore the primary breakup, leading to a significant

increase of droplet size. 

Due to the fact, that for the calculation of the dynamic pres-

sure of the gas jet the gas velocity is weighted by the power of

2, whereas gas density is weighted by the power of 1, for the

given operating conditions in Fig. 10 the maximum is found at

p sys = 6 bar. 
.3.3. Influence of dynamic viscosity on mass-weighted integral 

auter mean diameter 

For increasing dynamic viscosity, bigger droplets were detected

ndependent of system pressure and gas velocity, see Fig. 7 . This

s also confirmed by high-speed camera images of the primary jet

reakup as exemplarily shown for p sys = 1 bar and v gas = 60 m ·
 

−1 in Fig. 11 . For higher system pressure p sys > 6 bar and v gas =
00 m · s −1 , the droplet size increases with a steeper gradient at

igher dynamic viscosity, see Fig. 7 a and Fig. 7 b. This can be ex-

lained by enhancing effects of the damping liquid and the low

ynamic pressure of the gas jet and is in good accordance to the

orrelations shown in Table 1 . 

. Conclusion 

In the present study, the influence of system pressure and liq-

id viscosity on jet breakup and spray quality ( D 32 , ID 32 , m 

) for two

ewtonian liquids (1 and 100 mPa · s) was investigated. Nozzle

eometry was adapted to the system pressure in order to keep all

ther operating conditions ( v gas , GLR , ˙ M gas ) constant, independent

f system pressure. Liquid mass flow was kept constant at 20 kg ·
 

−1 while the gas velocity was varied between 60 and 100 m · s −1 ,

hich resulted in a variation of GLR from 0.6 to 1.0. High-speed

amera images were classified according to the breakup regimes

efined by Chigier and Faragó (1992) and discussed with regard to

ocal measurements of droplet size. The following conclusions can

e drawn: 

1. Increasing the gas velocity always leaded to a decrease in

droplet size independent of system pressure and liquid viscos-

ity. 

2. Increasing the liquid viscosity always leaded to an increase in

droplet size independent of system pressure and gas velocity. 

3. Increasing the system pressure while applying pressure adapted

for constant gas velocity leads to a minimum in droplet size: 

(a) For the given nozzle geometry and operating conditions, the

droplet size minimum is detected at 6 bar for 100 mPa · s,

60 − 100 m · s −1 and 2 bar for 1 mPa · s, 60 m · s −1 . A fur-

ther increase of the system pressure above 6 bar leaded to

an exponential increase of droplet size. 

(b) High-speed camera images revealed a change in primary jet

breakup morphology from fiber type towards a mixture of

fiber type and non-axisymmetric Rayleigh type breakup at

high system pressures. This effect was observed for both liq-

uid viscosities (1 and 100 mPa · s) and seems responsible for

the trend observed. 
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(c) One possible explanation for this effect is the maximum of

the dynamic pressure of the gas jet. With higher system

pressure, gas density increases, while the smaller gas orifice

area due to the pressure adapted nozzles approachindicates

an increased deceleration of the gas phase according to the

free jet theory. Overlapping of both effects results in an in-

crease of dynamic pressure of the gas phase for low sys-

tem pressure towards a maximum, followed by a decrease

for high system pressure. 
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The present study investigates the influence of system pressure, gas velocity, and annular gas gap width on the 

resulting droplet size. Three external-mixing twin-fluid atomizers are operated at a constant liquid mass flow. 

The nozzle geometry is kept similar, except that the annular gas gap width is changed. At every system pressure 

level (1 – 21 bar), three different gas velocities were investigated by changing the gas mass flow. High-speed 

camera images are used for observation of primary breakup and discussed with regard to local measurements of 

droplet size performed by a phase Doppler anemometer. The gas momentum flux as well as the gas momentum 

flow were applied to describe the atomization process under varying operating conditions. Finally, an empirical 

model is derived, enabling the system pressure scaling of external-mixing twin-fluid atomizers for the range of 

gas momentum flow under investigation. 
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. Introduction 

Spray processes are often utilized in industrial production; however,

he influence of process conditions on atomization is not yet fully un-

erstood. In particular, limited literature is available on twin-fluid atom-

zation at increased system pressure that is commonly applied in high-

ressure entrained flow gasifiers (EFGs). These large-scale energy con-

ersion systems can play a key role in future resource and energy supply.

n EFGs, highly viscous liquid or suspension fuels with complex flow be-

avior (e.g., non-Newtonian) are typically atomized at elevated system

ressures (in the range of 40–80 bar) [1] . Oxygen and steam serve as

tomization media to guarantee high-quality syngas. Using oxygen as

 gasification agent and at the same time as atomization agent, leads

o a coupling of process stoichiometry and nozzle operating conditions

ith respect to the gas-to-liquid mass flow ratio (GLR). Based on the low

toichiometry required for the gasification reaction, the burner nozzle

ust be operated at GLR ≤ 1 [ 2 , 3 ]. For the optimization of the atomiza-

ion process under relevant conditions for EFG and scale-up of burner

ozzles, it is essential to gain fundamental knowledge concerning atom-

zation behavior at high system pressures [4] . 

In this study, the influence of gas velocity, system pressure, and noz-

le geometry on spray formation is investigated for varying GLRs, con-

erning droplet size and jet breakup. The study aims to develop a sys-

em pressure scaling approach for external-mixing, twin-fluid atomizers

ased on gas momentum flow. 
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Many investigations concerning primary breakup and resulting spray

uality in terms of Sauter mean diameter at atmospheric system pressure

re reported in the literature by Marmottant and Villermaux [5] , Hede

t al. [6] and Faragò and Chigier [7] applying coaxial gas-assisted atom-

zers. A morphological study on primary jet breakup was performed by

aragò and Chigier [7] for water applying different nozzle geometries.

s a result, the different breakup regimes were classified with regard to

e liq and We aero , as per Eqs. (1) and (2) : 

 e liq = 

D liq ⋅ v liq ⋅ ρliq 
ηliq 

(1) 

 e aero = 

(
v gas − v liq 

)2 
⋅ ρgas ⋅ D liq 

σ
(2)

ith liquid jet diameter (D liq ), velocity (v), density (ρρ) , dynamic viscos-

ty ( η), and surface tension ( σ) as relevant process parameters. The sub-

cripts gas and liq denote the gas and liquid phases, respectively. For in-

reasing We aero , the primary breakup regimes of a liquid jet change from

ayleigh-type breakup to membrane-type breakup and finally fiber-type

reakup. The latter can be devided into the submodes pulsating and su-

erpulsating as described in detail by Faragò and Chigier [7] . The effect

f dynamic pressure ratio (in the following called momentum flux ratio)

f the gas and liquid phase, according to Eq. (3) , was added in a later
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nvestigation by Lasheras and Hopfinger [8] . 

 = 

j gas 
j liq 

= 

v 2 gas ⋅ ρgas 
v 2 liq ⋅ ρliq 

(3)

As the nozzle geometry and gas density were kept constant in the

nvestigations by Lasheras and Hopfinger [8] , the results on the primary

reakup length and spray angle were assigned only on the basis of the

omentum flux ratio, which is therefore only a function of the gas phase

elocity. Moreover, the momentum flow ratio as outlined in Eq. (4) , is

ften used for spray characterization [9–12] . 

 = 

J gas 
J liq 

= 

v 2 gas ⋅ ρgas ⋅ A gas 

v 2 liq ⋅ ρliq ⋅ A liq 
(4)

Typically, investigations of twin-fluid atomization explain the influ-

nce of gas velocity on the primary breakup and droplet size distribu-

ion by changing the gas mass flow and thereby, the GLR. The increase

n gas velocity generally leads to a decrease in droplet size across the

ntire spray cone [ 13 , 14 ] due to an increase in the aerodynamic forces.

he influence of the gas velocity and GLR on the droplet size decreases

t GLR >> 1, as reported by many researchers [15–17] . 

Several authors have studied the influence of system pressure on the

esulting spray with respect to droplet size [18–23] . Reducing the liter-

ture overview on publications, which aim for the scaling of twin-fluid

tomizers yields the following. Jakobs et al. [24] investigated the in-

uence of the absolute system pressure on the resulting droplet size of

 water spray between a p sys = 1 – 21 bar for one nozzle at constant

e aero . To achieve a constant aerodynamic Weber number with increas-

ng system pressure (i.e., ρgas ), the gas velocity at the nozzle orifice was

educed. This led to an increase in the droplet size at higher system

ressures and constant We aero , and thus to the conclusion that the gas

elocity is an essential parameter in the scaling of twin-fluid atomizers.

ontinuing these experiments, Sänger et al. [25] investigated the influ-

nce of system pressures between p sys = 1–21 bar at constant gas veloc-

ty and different liquid viscosities ( ηliq = 1–400 mPa ∙s) by applying one

ozzle. Here, with increasing system pressure, the gas mass flow (i.e.,

LR) was increased to keep the gas velocity constant. This approach led

o a finer spray i.e., decreased droplet size with increase in the system

ressure, owing to the increase in the aerodynamic forces. Additionally,

or increasing j gas , different dependencies of the resulting droplet size

n system pressure and gas velocity were detected at ηliq = 100 mPa ∙s.
änger [26] explained this by the influence of different induced liquid

nstabilities on the corresponding primary breakup morphology. To in-

estigate the influence of system pressure at constant GLR, gas mass

ow, and gas velocity, Wachter et al. [27] performed experiments at

 sys = 1–16 bar using pressure adapted twin-fluid atomizers. To increase

he system pressure, the annular gap width (s gas = 0.35–2.88 mm) was

educed to achieve constant operating conditions with respect to gas and

iquid velocities and mass flows at the nozzle orifice, independent of the

ystem pressure. As a result, for low system pressures (p sys < 6 bar), a

light decrease in droplet size was detected owing to the higher aero-

ynamic forces. For higher system pressures, a sharp increase in the

esulting droplet size was detected. The small gas gap width resulted

n a fast deceleration of the gas phase, even close to the nozzle orifice,

ue to the entrainment of the gas phase. This investigation revealed the

ignificant influence of the gas gap width on the resulting droplet size. 

Further qualitative investigations of changes in the gas gap width

 gas were performed by Zhao et al. [28] at atmospheric system pressure

n the range of s gas = 1.9–10 mm and j = 0.01–620 using a high-speed

amera. As a result, the authors represented a breakup regime classifica-

ion depending on a modified momentum flux ratio j m 

and aerodynamic

eber number We m 

, as shown in Eqs. (5) and (6) , below. 

 m = 

j 

1 + 50 ⋅
A liq 
A gas 

(5)
 e m = 

We 

1 + 1 . 4 ⋅
A liq 
A gas 

(6)

Leroux et al. [29,30] published research on the scaling of twin-fluid

tomizers at atmospheric system pressure. These investigations were

ategorized into the nozzle nearfield (dense core zone) [29] and noz-

le farfield (diluted zone) [30] . Applying several twin-fluid atomizers,

he liquid jet diameter was varied between D liq = 0.4–2 mm and the

as gap width between s gas = 0.25–3.5 mm. Investigations of the dense

ore zone of the liquid jet were performed with a shadowgraph system

o determine the breakup regimes as per Lasheras et al. [8] and correla-

ions for the liquid core length and spray angle were derived depending

n the momentum flux ratio j. The measurements led to the conclusion

hat the liquid core length is not a function of the spray regime and

ecreases with increasing momentum flux ratio. In contrast, the spray

ngle depends on the spray regime. The angle first increases within the

ber-type pulsating submode, whereas a further increase in j leads to

 decrease within the superpulsation submode [29] . Measurements of

roplet size distributions in the diluted spray zone were performed with

 Phase Doppler Analyzer (PDA) at different axial positions ( z = 14, 42,

nd 140 mm) and radially from − 20 mm < x < 20 mm. As a result,

wo correlations for the pulsating and superpulsating submodes are pre-

ented, leading to the conclusion that the droplet size increases as D liq 

ncreases and decreases with higher v gas [30] . An approach considering

ncreased mass flows, for twin-fluid atomizer scaling was not outlined. 

As the literature review shows, no scaling approach considering in-

reased system pressure for twin-fluid nozzles has been reported by pre-

ious investigations. Furthermore, empirical correlations for the calcu-

ation of the resulting droplet size at increased system pressure for varia-

ions in the parameters forming J gas have not been derived. In summary

s per past research, the gas velocity at the nozzle orifice and the gas

rifice area (i.e., the gas gap width) have a distinct influence on the

esulting droplet size of twin-fluid atomizers. 

Therefore, this work investigates the influence of gas velocity, sys-

em pressure, and gas gap width on spray formation. A high-speed cam-

ra was used to detect the primary breakup and PDA for measuring

he local droplet velocity and size. Three different nozzles with a con-

tant liquid jet diameter but varying gas gap widths were operated at

ncreased system pressure and constant gas velocity. To achieve a con-

tant gas velocity with increasing system pressure, the gas mass flow was

ncreased. Experiments were performed with three different gas veloci-

ies at each system pressure level. An empirical model for the calculation

f the resulting droplet size at varying system pressure, depending on

tting parameters and gas momentum flow J gas was developed based

n the experimental results. This model allows for the system pressure

caling of twin-fluid atomizers in the investigated range of J gas . 

. Experimental setup 

As described by Wachter et al. [27] , the experimental setup consists

f the pressurized atomization test rig (PAT), a PDA and a high-speed

amera. Three external-mixing twin-fluid atomizers having identical liq-

id orifice area, but different gas orifice area (varying gas gap width)

ere used to atomize water with pressurized air. 

A schematic and a horizontal cross-sectional view (A-A) of the PAT

pray test rig with an exhaust air system is shown in Fig. 1 . The pres-

ure chamber has an internal diameter of 300 mm and a total height

f 3000 mm. It is designed for operation at system pressures up to

 sys = 21 bar. The external-mixing twin-fluid atomizer is mounted on

he axially (z-direction) movable twin-fluid lance, which is fed by one

f the two eccentric screw pumps with liquids featuring viscosities up

o ηliq = 1000 mPa . s. The liquid mass flow can be controlled in the

ange of P1: Ṁ liq = 10–60 kg . h − 1 / P2: Ṁ liq = 60–200 kg . h − 1 using dif-

erent screw pumps. The liquid mass flow and density were measured

sing a Coriolis flow meter with an uncertainty of < 0.5%. The com-
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Fig. 1. Schematic of the experimental setup –

Pressurized Atomization Test Rig (PAT). 
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Table 1 

Nozzle data (Nozzle 1–3) with similar geometry and varying gas 

gap widths s gas . 

D liq in mm s gas in mm D gas in mm A gas in mm 

2 

Nozzle 1 2.00 2.00 6.20 26.42 

Nozzle 2 2.00 1.20 4.60 13.02 

Nozzle 3 2.00 0.60 3.40 5.25 
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s  
ressed air volume flow V ̇gas was measured by a turbine meter with a

easuring range of V ̇gas = 0.85–25 m 

3 . h − 1 and uncertainty of < 0.5%.

 recalculation of the volume to the mass flow was performed using the

easured local gas temperature and pressure at the turbine. To ensure

ell-defined nozzle inlet conditions, the liquid temperature can be ad-

usted in the range of T = 10–50 °C. The test rig is equipped with three

igh-quality glass windows that allow for optical access to the spray

hamber. Two optical ports are located at ΦR = 0° and 70° to enable

hase Doppler measurements in scattering mode with the highest inten-

ity (first-order refraction) [31] . The third optical port is positioned at

R = 180° to allow for spray investigations in backlight mode with opti-

al measurement system. A flow straightener (honeycomb structure) is

ocated below the measuring plane to avoid influences on the measure-

ent owing to the recirculation of droplets into the region of interest. 

All investigations were conducted with 3 external-mixing twin-fluid

ozzles, as shown in Fig. 2 . The liquid (blue) was supplied through a cir-

ular central tube (D liq = 2 mm) at the nozzle axis. D liq was kept constant

or all nozzles. The liquid jet was surrounded by a coaxial gas stream

green), the width of the gas gap was adjusted between s gas = 0.6–

.0 mm, as listed in Table 1 . The nozzle has parallel flow channels in

rder to avoid disturbance of the liquid jet owing to the gas flow angle

nd turbulence effects. In addition, the influence of the tube separating

he gas and liquid at the nozzle orifice was minimized by reducing the

all thickness b to 0.1 mm. This configuration results in an undisturbed

as flow at the exit of the nozzle [32] . 

s  
A high-speed camera for the qualitative observation of the primary

reakup of the liquid jet was utilized in the nozzle nearfield. The cam-

ra features a frame rate of 3.6 kHz operation at 1024 × 1024-pixel

esolution and frame rates of up to 500 kHz at reduced resolution. A

ens with a focal length of f HG = 105 mm was used to capture primary

reakup morphologies. In this study, the frame rate was set to 7.5 kHz

t a reduced resolution of 768 × 640 pixel. Thus, the images have di-

ensions of 41.4 × 34.4 mm 

2 with a spatial resolution of 54 μm 

. pix − 1 .

he images were captured through backlight illumination of the region

f interest with a special lighting setup. An array of 9 high-power light-

mitting diodes (LEDs) with a total luminous flux of 9 × 4500 lm was

sed. The position of each single LED within the LED array was opti-

ized to achieve the best possible light distribution. Owing to the high

ntensity and homogeneous distribution of the light, very short expo-

ure times (t Exp ~ 7 μs) were employed. This light setup allowed for a

harp representation of droplets even at fast flow conditions. To ensure
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Fig. 2. Scheme of the external-mixing twin- 

fluid nozzle. 

Table 2 

Settings of the fiber PDA evaluated by the sensitivity analysis. 

Parameters Values Unit Parameters Values Unit 

Transmitter focal length f T 1000 mm Laser wavelength λL 561 nm 

Receiver focal length f R 1000 mm Laser power (transmitter exit) 40 mW 

Beam expander ratio E 1 – Off-axis angle ΦR 70 °

Receiver slit width (physical) l S 200 μm Frequency shift f Λ 80 MHz 
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ppropriate recording of representative data of the liquid disintegration

rocess, a set of at least 2000 high-speed images was recorded at every

perating condition along with a background reference image without

iquid flow. 

For the observation of single droplets within the spray at z = 200 mm

rom the nozzle orifice, also the high-speed camera was applied. In ad-

ition, the same camera was used: (i) to optimize the PDA hardware

ettings (receiver mask); (ii) for sphericity check of the droplets in the

easuring plane to ensure reliable PDA data; (iii) to qualitatively con-

rm the tendencies measured by the PDA; and (iv) as a validation tool

or the PDA data in order to eliminate deviations arising out of the Gaus-

ian beam effect [33] . For the detection of droplets across the entire

pray cone, 10 000 images were recorded over the radial measurement

rea x = ± 44 mm at z = 200 mm downstream of the nozzle orifice in

he measuring plane. The largest measurement error concerning droplet

ize was Δd p < 30 μm. Because the droplet measurement with the high-

peed camera setup was only used for qualitative investigations of large

roplets, the accuracy was considered to be adequate. Droplets without

etectable contours were rejected from recording. 

The droplet size and velocity were measured at a high spatial

nd temporal resolution within the spray cone using a fiber PDA and

prayExplorer system by Dantec Dynamics. For data collection, the PDA

as operated in a forward scattering arrangement and refraction mode

1 st order). The receiver was set to off-axis angle of Ф R = 70°. A slit with

 length of l S = 200 μm was used in order to (i) obtain a well-defined de-

ection volume dimension; (ii) ensure high data rates under dense spray

onditions; and (iii) to enable flux calculation. To guarantee the detec-

ion of large droplets and minimize sizing errors due to the Gaussian

eam effect, lenses with a focal length of 1000 mm were used for both

ransmitter f T and receiver f R [33] . In addition, the asymmetric Mask

 was chosen for the receiver to eliminate possible measurement errors

ue to the Gaussian beam effect (trajectory effect). With this optical

onfiguration, the PDA system allows for the detection of water droplets

ith a minimum size of 1 μm and maximum size of 1357 μm [31] . To

mprove the PDA instrument settings with respect to small droplets (e.g.,

ata rate and validation rate), the optimum PDA user settings were eval-

ated in advance by a sensitivity study [34] . The final PDA settings are

isplayed in Table 2 . 
t  
To enable drop size measurements at different positions within the

pray cone, a receiver and transmitter were mounted on a 3D traverse

ystem, which guarantees spatial reproducibility of < 0.1 mm. Data were

btained by moving the detection volume relative to the nozzle posi-

ion. The measurements were taken at several radial (traverse along the

-axis) positions with a radial increment of Δx = 2–4 mm, depending

n the position in the spray. The axial droplet velocity component v z 
as measured using the orientation of the coordinate system, as indi-

ated in Fig. 2 , and the alignment of the fringes of the laser beam couple

 λL = 561 nm – yellow). To ensure a reliable database for every radial po-

ition during the PDA measurements, the sample size was set to 50 000

roplets. For the outermost radial measuring position, a sample size of

0 000 droplets was not reached under all operating conditions. Nev-

rtheless, at least 5000 droplets were detected at the boundary of the

pray cone, which is still a statistically reliable number [26] . The raw

ata from the manufacturer software were used to compute the arith-

etic mean, statistical data, and additional information (i.e., mass flux

nd ID 32,m 

) using the toolbox SprayCAT [26] . For the global charac-

erization of the spray, a global characteristic diameter was computed

.e., a mass-weighted integral Sauter mean diameter (ID 32,m 

) including

ll measurement positions of a radial profile, at a fixed axial position

. The integral Sauter mean diameter ID 32,m 

was calculated according

o Eq. (7) and based on the local volume mean diameter D 30,i and lo-

al surface mean diameter D 20,i . These diameters were weighted by the

ocal mass flux ṁ i and the annulus area A i (see Fig. 2 ), corresponding

o the measurement position i along the radial axis x 1 ≤ x i ≤ x N with

 measurement positions. The outermost point x N for each operating

ondition was set to x = ± 44 mm. 

 D 32 , m = 

∑N 
𝑖 =1 D 

3 
30 , i ṁ i A i 

∑N 
𝑖 =1 D 

2 
20 , i ṁ i A i 

(7)

Further information regarding the computation of the global size dis-

ribution and drop size moments can be obtained from DIN SPEC 91,325

35] , and Albrecht [31] . The mass flux ṁ i was calculated from the PDA

ata according to Albrecht [31] , using the SprayCAT toolbox. All PDA

easurements were conducted at an axial distance of z = 200 mm from

he nozzle orifice and repeated at least 3 times. For each operating condi-
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Fig. 3. Radial distribution of the Sauter mean diameter at z = 200 mm with s gas = 1.2 mm as a function of the gas velocity at p sys = 1 bar (open symbols denote 

mirrored positions); High-speed camera images of primary jet breakup at p sys = 1 bar and v gas = 60 m 

. s − 1 (left) / v gas = 100 m 

. s − 1 (right). 

Table 3 

Operating conditions of the experiments. 

s gas in mm s gas in mm s gas in mm 

2.0 1.2 0.6 

v gas in m 

. s − 1 v gas in m 

. s − 1 v gas in m 

. s − 1 

60 / 80 / 100 60 / 80 / 100 60 / 80 / 100 

p sys in bar �̇� gas in kg . h − 1 �̇� gas in kg . h − 1 �̇� gas in kg . h − 1 

1 6.9 / 9.2 / 11.5 3.4 / 4.5 / 5.6 - / - / - 

3 20.7 / 27.6 / 34.5 10.2 / 13.5 / 16.8 4.1 / 5.6 / 6.9 

6 41.4 / 55.2 / 69.0 20.4 / 27.0 / 33.6 8.2 / 11.1 / 13.8 

11 75.9 / 101.2 / - 37.4 / 49.5 / 61.6 15.1 / 20.4 / 25.3 

16 - / - / - 54.4 / 72.0 / 89.6 21.9 / 29.6 / 36.8 

21 - / - / - 71.4 / 94.5 / - 28.8 / 38.9 / 48.3 
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ion and nozzle, the rotational symmetry of the spray cone was checked,

aking a full radial profile in the first set of experiments. After the ro-

ational symmetry was proven, the following repetition measurements

ere performed taking half-profiles from the spray edge to the center at

 = 0 mm. The results of these sets of experiments were then mirrored

o obtain full profiles. Therefore, the following figures show all radial

auter mean diameter distributions as mirrored profiles at x = 0 mm,

hile the plotted and mirrored data points are shown as open symbols.

. Results and discussion 

In order to investigate the influence of (i) gas velocity v gas , (ii) system

ressure p sys and (iii) gas gap width s gas on primary breakup and result-

ng droplet size at a constant liquid mass flow of Ṁ liq = 20 kg . h − 1 , the

hree nozzles described in Table 1 were subjected to three different gas

elocities and six different system pressures. The operating conditions

or all the measurements are presented in Table 3 . In all experiments,

ressurized air at T = 20 °C was used as atomization agent. The sup-

lied water was maintained at T = 20 °C. All PDA measurements were

erformed at an axial distance of z = 200 mm downstream of the noz-

le exit. The dashed operation points in Table 3 indicate a spray beyond

he scope of the PDA measuring system because of the detectable droplet

ize being out of range and shading effects. 

i) Influence of gas velocity on Sauter mean diameter at constant

system pressure and gas gap width 

In this section, the results regarding the influence of the gas velocity

n the local Sauter mean diameter profiles at constant system pressure

nd gas gap width are discussed. The gas velocity was changed by vary-

ng the gas mass flow (i.e., GLR). The results for the nozzle with a slit
idth of s gas = 1.2 mm at a p sys = 1 bar are shown in Fig. 3 (left). Fur-

hermore, high-speed camera images of primary jet breakup under these

perating conditions are presented in Fig. 3 (right) for v gas = 60 m 

. s − 1 

nd v gas = 100 m 

. s − 1 . 

The PDA data in Fig. 3 show that an increase in the gas velocity

i.e., GLR) leads to a decrease in the Sauter mean diameter. This is in

ccordance with the findings reported in the literature [ 15 , 36 ]. This ten-

ency is identified for each system pressure and all the nozzles under

nvestigation. This can be explained by an increase in the aerodynamic

orce of the gas phase (with increasing gas velocity, i.e., GLR), leading

o improved disintegration of the liquid jet and liquid fragments. For

he maximum gas velocity of v gas = 100 m 

. s − 1 , the produced spray is

omogeneous (see high-speed camera image in Fig. 3 (right)), which

orresponds to the measured radial profile with small standard devia-

ions. Larger Sauter mean diameters were detected at the spray bound-

ry due to smaller aerodynamic forces in this area. For a low gas velocity

v gas = 60 m 

. s − 1 ), larger fragments even farther downstream from the

ozzle orifice were detected. This results in a radial D 32 -profile with a

igher standard deviation (see Fig. 3 (left)). The effect of gas velocity

n the Sauter mean diameter decreases with increasing system pressure,

wing to the already significantly high aerodynamic forces at increased

ystem pressure, as discussed in the following section. 

ii) Influence of system pressure on Sauter mean diameter at con-

stant gas velocity and gas gap width 

This section focuses on the influence of system pressure (i.e., gas

ensity) on the local Sauter mean diameter profiles at constant gas ve-

ocity and gas gap width. The change in system pressure at constant gas

elocity for constant nozzle geometry leads to an increase in the gas

ass flow (i.e., GLR) owing to the higher gas density. The results of the

ozzle with a slit width of s gas = 1.2 mm at v gas = 60 m 

. s − 1 are shown

n Fig. 4 (left). In addition, high-speed camera images of primary jet

reakup under these operating conditions are presented in Fig. 4 (right)

or p sys = 1 bar and p sys = 21 bar. 

An increase in the system pressure at constant gas velocity results

n an increase in the GLR. For s gas ≥ 1.2 mm and v gas = 60–100 m 

. s − 1 ,

he increase in the system pressure results in smaller Sauter mean di-

meters for all radial positions and a more homogeneous spray without

arger droplet size deviations. The system pressure dependency of the

auter mean diameter decreases with increasing system pressure until

 sys = 11 bar (s gas = 1.2 mm), which can be seen in Fig. 4 and is consis-

ent with findings reported in the literature [ 9 , 18 , 26 ]. This dependency

an also be determined for s gas = 0.6 mm at v gas = 80–100 m 

. s − 1 and

 gas = 2 mm at v gas = 60–100 m 

. s − 1 . 

High-speed camera images confirm these measurements, as shown

n Fig. 4 . Both operating conditions are in the fiber-type breakup mode,
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Fig. 4. Radial distribution of the Sauter mean diameter at z = 200 mm with s gas = 1.2 mm as a function of the system pressure at v gas = 60 m 

. s − 1 (the open symbols 

denote the mirrored positions); High-speed camera images of the primary jet breakup at v gas = 60 m 

. s − 1 and p sys = 1 bar (left) / p sys = 21 bar (right). 

Fig. 5. Mass-weighted integral Sauter mean diameter at z = 200 mm with s gas = 1.2 mm and s gas = 0.6 mm as a function of the system pressure for v gas = 60 m 

. s − 1 

and v gas = 80 m 

. s − 1 ; High-speed camera images of the primary jet breakup applying s gas = 0.6 mm and v gas = 60 m 

. s − 1 at p sys = 3 bar (left) and p sys = 21 bar (right). 
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ccording to [7] . Here, the disintegration at increased system pressure

eads to the formation of a homogeneous spray with an increased droplet

umber density. This is caused, due to the higher aerodynamic forces

nd increased gas mass flow (i.e., GLR). 

For s gas = 0.6 mm and v gas = 60 m 

. s − 1 , only a negligible influence

f the system pressure on the resulting Sauter mean diameter was ob-

erved between the p sys = 3–21 bar ( Fig. 5 (left)). To gain a deeper

nsight, Fig. 5 (right) shows the corresponding high-speed camera im-

ges at p sys = 3 bar and p sys = 21 bar, which both reveal a fiber-type

reakup. As illustrated, at increased system pressure the formation of

iny droplets, at the boundary of the spray cone, out of the fibers im-

roves. After the primary breakup, the gas velocity is decelerated ow-

ng to the entrainment of the surrounding gas phase, inhibiting further

reakup via secondary atomization. Therefore, large droplets are de-

ected by the PDA, leading to an almost constant Sauter mean diameter

nd only a slight reduction with increasing system pressure for the noz-

le with s gas = 0.6 mm and v gas = 60 m 

. s − 1 . 

The influence of system pressure on the droplet size for different gas

ap widths shows that with increasing s gas , the plateau of the Sauter

ean diameters is reached at lower system pressures. 

One explanation of this finding can be given by the theory of a gas-

ree jet. A free jet can be described as a shear flow into free space, where

he gas jet is in contact with quiescent air. Owing to the velocity gra-

ient, surrounding gas entrains the emerging jet, whereby the moving

ass increases in conjunction with a decrease in velocity, while the over-

ll momentum is conserved [37] . 

o  
Here, a decrease in the gas orifice area (i.e., s gas ) leads to lower val-

es of the gas velocity at the same distance to the nozzle orifice. This

eceleration in the gas velocity can be explained by the entrainment of

mbient gas into the atomization gas jet emerging from the nozzle, ac-

ording to the free jet theory. This effect was studied in detail for similar

tomizers at various s gas values by Wachter et al. [27] . Additionally, the

as mass flow (i.e., GLR) is increased for wider gas gaps to keep the gas

elocity constant, enhancing the previously discussed effect. 

ii) Influence of gas gap width on Sauter mean diameter at constant

gas velocity and system pressure 

In this section, the influence of the gas gap width on the local Sauter

ean diameter profiles at constant gas velocity and system pressure is

iscussed. Increasing the gas gap width at constant gas velocity results

n an increase in the gas mass flow (i.e., GLR) owing to the larger gas

rifice area. The results of all three nozzles (s gas = 0.6 / 1.2 / 2.0 mm)

or v gas = 80 m 

. s − 1 and p sys = 3 bar are shown in Fig. 6 . In addition,

igh-speed camera images are also presented in Fig. 6 for s gas = 0.6 mm

left) and s gas = 2.0 mm (right). 

As illustrated in Fig. 6 for p sys = 3 bar and v gas = 80 m ∙s − 1 , an in-

rease in the gas gap width (i.e., GLR) at a constant gas velocity and sys-

em pressure leads to a decrease in the Sauter mean diameter. A similar

ependency was detected under all operating conditions investigated in

his study. This can be explained by two effects: (i) for wider gas gaps,

he gas phase emerging from the nozzle remains at a higher velocity

ver a longer distance from the nozzle orifice in accordance with the
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Fig. 6. Radial distribution of the Sauter mean diameter at z = 200 mm as a function of the gas gap width at p sys = 3 bar and v gas = 80 m 

. s − 1 (open symbols denote 

mirrored positions); High-speed camera images of the primary jet breakup at p sys = 3 bar and v gas = 80 m 

. s − 1 applying s gas = 0.6 mm (left) and s gas = 2.0 mm (right). 

Fig. 7. Mass-weighted integral Sauter mean diameter at z = 200 mm as a function of gas momentum flux j gas for different gas velocities and system pressures, 

applying s gas = 1.2 mm (left) and s gas = 0.6 mm (right). 

Fig. 8. High-speed camera images of the primary jet breakup applying s gas = 1.2 mm at p sys = 1 bar and v gas = 60 m 

. s − 1 (left), p sys = 1 bar and v gas = 100 m 

. s − 1 

(middle) and p sys = 3 bar and v gas = 60 m 

. s − 1 (right). 
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Table 4 

Resulting parameters A, B and C as a function of the 

system pressure for p sys = 3, 11 and 21 bar. 

p sys in bar A(p sys ) in μm B in N C(p sys ) in μm 

3 250 0.19 70 

11 600 0.19 80 

21 1500 0.19 90 
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ree-jet theory; (ii) a higher gas mass flow leads to a higher aerody-

amic force being available for the disintegration of the liquid jet. The

iscussed dependency is qualitatively proven by the high-speed cam-

ra images presented in Fig. 6 (right). The high deviations in the local

auter mean diameter at s gas = 0.6 mm can be explained by compara-

ly large droplets across the entire spray cone. In contrast, the small

eviations in the local Sauter mean diameter for s gas = 2.0 mm can be

xplained by the homogeneity of the spray. As seen in the high-speed

amera image for s gas = 2.0 mm, no large liquid fragments remain in the

pray, leaving the detection area at z = 42 mm. This is consistent with

he results of Zhao et al. [28] , where a morphological study of the pri-

ary breakup was presented, showing that an increase in the gas orifice

rea A gas leads to a fiber-type breakup with small droplets and a more

omogeneous spray. 

In the literature, the momentum flux ratio j or the correspond-

ng aerodynamic Weber number We aero were used: (i) to scale nozzles

ithin the investigated limits [29] ; (ii) to describe the spray morphol-

gy [38] ; or (iii) to explain the Sauter mean diameter dependencies [39] .

he effect of the gas momentum flux on resulting ID 32,m 

is discussed in

he next section. 

v) Dependence of integral Sauter mean diameter on the gas mo-

mentum flux j gas 

In order to compare the influence of gas velocity and system pressure

n the integral, mass-weighted Sauter mean diameter for a distinct gas

ap width, the gas momentum flux (i.e., We aero ) was used. The results

f two different gas gap widths (s gas = 1.2 mm, left and s gas = 0.6 mm,

ight) at v gas = 60–100 m 

. s − 1 and p sys = 1–21 bar are shown in Fig. 7 .

ere, each system pressure is represented by a specific colored line,

hereas the same colored symbols represent a specific gas velocity. 

With increasing gas momentum flux j gas , the droplet size decreases

or both the constant system pressure and constant gas velocity. This

ffect was observed for all gas gap widths, except for s gas = 0.6 mm at

 gas = 60 m 

. s − 1 . For a gas gap width of s gas = 1.2 mm in Fig. 7 (left),

he gas velocity at the nozzle orifice exhibits a greater influence on the

roplet size compared to the system pressure. With increasing system

ressure, the dependency of gas velocity decreases significantly, lead-

ng to a plateau in the droplet size for j gas > 5 × 10 4 N 

. m 

− 2 . In contrast,

or lower gas gap widths (s gas = 0.6 mm), the influence of gas veloc-

ty on droplet size is even higher at increased system pressure and gas

omentum flux. 

Additionally, the influence of the gas velocity or system pressure on

he droplet size can be discussed when changing the gas momentum

ux by a fixed value [26] . As an example, Fig. 8 (left) shows the high-

peed camera images of primary breakup with the gas momentum flux

 gas = 4.3 kN 

. m 

− 2 under the conditions, s gas = 1.2 mm, p sys = 1 bar, and

 gas = 60 m 

. s − 1 . When the gas momentum flux is increased by ∆j gas ≈
 kN 

. m 

− 2 , different results are detected, using the system pressure or gas

elocity for the increment of j gas . The primary breakup of Fig. 8 (middle)

esults from changing the momentum flux by a variation in the gas ve-

ocity from v gas = 60 m 

. s − 1 to v gas = 100 m 

. s − 1 . In contrast, Fig. 8 (right)

hows the primary breakup for the same gas momentum flux difference

pplied by a variation in system pressure from p sys = 1 bar to p sys = 3 bar.

omparing the results owing to variation in the gas velocity, and varia-

ion in system pressure, a difference in the spray characteristics can be

een from the high-speed camera images and is confirmed by the data

lotted in Fig. 7 (left) (see gray colored frames in the diagram and corre-

ponding high-speed camera images). The spray, resulting from the vari-

tion of j gas through changes in gas velocity, is more homogeneous and

esults in smaller droplets. In contrast, the variation through changes

n system pressure led to a slight reduction in droplet size, and several

arger droplets remaining after completion of the primary atomization

rocess. 

v) Dependence of integral Sauter mean diameter on the gas mo-
mentum flow J gas and scaling approach a  
Finally, the gas momentum flow J gas is applied to interpret the exper-

mental results as this variable includes all the investigated parameters

A gas , v gas , and ρgas ). Fig. 9 (left) shows the results of ID 32,m 

at different

ystem pressures, p sys = 3, 11, and 21 bar, considering all gas gap widths

nder investigation s gas = 0.6 mm ● / 1.2 mm ▴ / 2.0 mm ■ and gas

elocities at the nozzle orifice v gas = 60 / 80 / 100 m 

. s − 1 . 

With increasing gas momentum flow J gas at a constant system pres-

ure, a decrease in the droplet size was observed owing to increase in

he gas velocity and/or an increase in the gas gap width. Increments in

ystem pressure at a constant gas momentum flow lead to an increase in

roplet size because of a shift in either the gas gap width or gas veloc-

ty towards smaller values. For large gas momentum flows, the ID 32,m 

IT-curves exhibit a plateau at all system pressures, indicating that a

urther increase in the gas momentum flow causes only minor changes

n the droplet size. At high GLR values (GLR >> 1), the same effect was

bserved by several authors at atmospheric system pressure [15–17] . 

With the objective of pressure scaling for external-mixing twin-fluid

tomizers and considering the importance of the influence of gas mo-

entum flow on Sauter mean diameter, an empirical model was derived

o explain the droplet size behavior. The potential fit was chosen consid-

ring the shape of the plot of Sauter mean diameter results plotted as a

unction of the gas momentum flow (see Fig. 9 (left)). Eq. (8) shows the

mpirical model, which describes ID 32,m 

as a function of system pressure

nd gas momentum flow. 

 D 32 , m = 𝐴 

(
p sys 

)
⋅ e − 

J gas 
B + 𝐶 

(
p sys 

)
(8)

For different system pressures, a constant variable B and two

ressure-dependent parameters A and C were applied and correlated

sing a least-square method. The parameters for the pressure steps (as

hown in Fig. 9 ) are listed in Table 4 . 

Based on the fact, that the parameters A and C are dependent on

ystem pressure, Eqs. (9) and (10) are obtained. 

 

(
p sys 

)
= 3 . 0 ⋅ p 2 sys + 220 (9)

 

(
p sys 

)
= 1 . 1 ⋅ p sys + 67 (10)

In order to demonstrate the accuracy of the model, a parity plot

howing the measured versus calculated ID 32,m 

values is shown in

ig. 9 (right). Across all measurement conditions, the parity plot shows

ood agreement between the calculated ID 32,m 

and the measured val-

es. The maximum deviation of 12.7% was observed for p sys = 3 bar,

 gas = 100 m 

. s − 1 and s gas = 1.2 mm, leading to a difference of

ID 32, m 

= 11 μm. 

To evaluate this model with respect to the calculated integral Sauter

ean diameters against different system pressures, the measurements of

roplet size at p sys = 6 and 16 bar (as shown in Fig. 10 as a function of the

as momentum flow and plotted as dots) were used as assessment crite-

ia. The curves representing the model approach (see Eqs. (8) , (9) , and

10) ) for the respective system pressures are plotted as lines. For all of

he assessment criteria, the deviation is below 12% except for the point

t p sys = 6 bar and J gas = 0.69 N, where the deviation is ∆ID 32, m 

= 18 μm,

hich equals 22%. 

The evaluation of the model for p sys = 6 and 16 bar showed that the

eviation between the calculated and measured ID 32,m 

values is small

nd generally within the accuracy at low J gas . As a result, the applica-
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Fig. 9. Mass-weighted integral Sauter mean diameter at z = 200 mm as a function of gas momentum flow J gas for different system pressures, applying different gas 

gap widths (s gas = 0.6–2.0 mm) and gas velocities (v gas = 60–100 m 

. s − 1 ). As lines, an empirical model is presented for different system pressures (left). Parity plot 

comparing the calculated ID 32,m via an empirical model with the measured ID 32,m (right). 

Fig. 10. Mass-weighted integral Sauter mean diameter at z = 200 mm as a 

function of the gas momentum flow J gas for different system pressures, apply- 

ing different gas gap widths (s gas = 0.6–2.0 mm) and gas velocities (v gas = 60–

100 m 

. s − 1 ). The lines indicate the results of the empirical model for system 

pressures p sys = 6 bar and 16 bar. 
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ility of the model for system pressures between p sys = 1–21 bar and

 gas = 0.07–2.5 N is proven for Ṁ liq = 20 kg . h − 1 . 

Extrapolations of the model approach towards higher system pres-

ures, as commonly applied in EFG (i.e., p sys = 40 or 80 bar), allow for

n estimation of the expected droplet size. 

Conversely, to achieve a specific droplet size, the nozzle gas orifice

rea and the required operating conditions can be calculated as follows:

i) for a requested ID 32,m 

value and a given system pressure, the neces-

ary gas momentum flow is calculated by means of the empirical corre-

ation (see Eq. (8) ); (ii) with a required GLR for the demanded process

onditions, the related gas velocity, and thereby, the gas gap width for

he twin-fluid atomizer is obtained. 

. Conclusion 

This study investigated the influence of system pressure, gas velocity,

nd gas gap width on spray quality (D 32 , ID 32,m 

) for twin-fluid atomizers

perated at liquid mass flow of Ṁ liq = 20 kg . h − 1 . The nozzle geometry
as kept similar, except that the gas gap width was changed. At every

ystem pressure level between p sys = 1–21 bar, three different gas veloc-

ties (v gas = 60 / 80 / 100 m 

. s − 1 ) were investigated by changing the gas

ass flow (i.e., GLR). High-speed camera images were used to observe

he primary breakup, and to explain local measurements of droplet size

erformed by a phase Doppler anemometer. Thereafter, the gas momen-

um flux as well as the gas momentum flow were applied to describe the

tomization process. Finally, an empirical model was derived, enabling

he system pressure scaling of twin-fluid atomizers for the range of gas

omentum flow under investigation. The results of the experiments can

e summarized as follows: 

• Increasing the gas velocity leads to a decrease in the droplet size at

a constant system pressure and gas gap width. 
• Increasing the system pressure leads to a decrease in the droplet size

at constant gas velocity and gas gap width. This effect was observed

under all operating conditions except for the smallest gas gap width

and low gas velocity. The droplet size was nearly constant with in-

crease in the system pressure at smallest gas gap width and low gas

velocity. 
• Increasing the gas gap width leads to a decrease in the droplet size

at constant gas velocity and system pressure. 
• A distinct change in the gas momentum flux via either changes in

the gas velocity or system pressure leads to different results in spray

quality (ID 32,m 

). This indicates that the gas momentum flux alone

is not sufficient for describing the spray quality at varying system

pressures. 
• By using the gas momentum flow for the characterization of atom-

ization behavior, an empirical model was derived, which enables

system pressure scaling across the investigated range of the gas mo-

mentum flow. 
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Abstract: This study aims to derive basic principles for liquid mass flow scaling of gas-assisted
coaxial nozzles. Four liquid mass flow steps were investigated in the range of Ṁliq = 20–500 kg · h−1,
applying four atomizers with similar geometry designed at Weaero = const. High-speed camera
and phase Doppler anemometer were utilized to detect the local droplet size distribution. To estimate
a reliable measurement plane, a detection method and determination according to the free jet theory
was used. The resulting droplet size was analyzed, applying the aerodynamic Weber number, as well
as the gas momentum flow. An empirical model was derived out of the measured data, which allows
for liquid mass flow scaling when process parameters such as GLR, liquid mass flow, and required
Sauter mean diameter are specified. The model was developed as a first step towards liquid mass
flow scaling of gas-assisted coaxial atomizers within the investigated range of operating conditions.

Keywords: mass flow scaling; gas-assisted nozzles; Weber number; empirical model

1. Introduction

Gas-assisted coaxial atomizers with central liquid jets are commonly utilized in indus-
trial applications such as spray drying and coating [1], food-processing [2], combustion [3],
and gasification processes [4]. Despite the noted variety of possible applications, physical
as well as atomization phenomena forming a droplet collective from a liquid jet through
a high-velocity gas stream are not yet fully understood. As this topic is of fundamental
interest in the field of two-phase flows, extensive research was already performed on the
morphological classification of liquid jet breakup [5], the secondary breakup of liquid
fragments [6,7], or spray characterization [8,9]. Research in the field of gas-assisted atom-
ization was mostly performed at the laboratory scale. Here, the utilized atomizers were
mainly operated at low liquid and gas mass flows to identify subsequent effects more
clearly [10,11]. After adjustment of the lab-scale atomizer to produce an adequate spray
for the later process, the upscaling step of mass flows toward industrial conditions was
performed empirically in most cases, as discussions on scaling rules in literature are scarce.

Against this background, the present work aims to derive key principles of scaling
regulations from experimental data. The experimental work is focused on the scale-up of the
liquid mass flow of coaxial gas-assisted atomizers with central liquid jets without changes
in droplet size. Typically, dimensionless numbers are used for scale-up [12]. In atomization
literature, several dimensionless numbers, such as gas-to-liquid ratio, momentum flow
and flux ratio, aerodynamic Weber number, Reynolds numbers for gas and liquid phase,
Ohnesorge number as well as nozzle dimension ratios, are used for description of spray
processes. As the increase in liquid mass flow affects dimensionless numbers to a different
extent, an approach that keeps the most common dimensionless numbers constant (Weaero,
GLR) while increasing liquid mass flow and adapting nozzle geometry (dliq, sgas) was
selected for this study.
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2. Theoretical Background

As previously noted, various studies investigated the effects of liquid properties,
nozzle geometries, and operating conditions on the primary jet breakup of coaxial gas-
assisted atomizers (see Figure 1) at lab-scale. In the following, several relevant studies
addressing the atomization of liquid jets with high-velocity gas streams, which describe jet
breakup and parameters influencing spray characteristics, are summarized. A classification
of different primary breakup regimes was performed by Faragò and Chigier for different
nozzle geometries at dliq = 1–1.5 mm [13].

Figure 1. Schematic of a gas-assisted coaxial atomizer with central liquid jet (blue) and annular gas
stream (green).

The jet breakup morphologies were classified using the dimensionless numbers Reliq
and Weaero, in accordance with Equations (1) and (2), in which the liquid jet diameter
dliq, velocity v, density ρ, dynamic viscosity η, and surface tension σ were used for the
calculations. The subscripts gas and liq represent the gas and liquid phase, respectively:

Reliq =
dliq · vliq · ρliq

ηliq
(1)

Weaero =

(
vgas − vliq

)2
· ρgas · dliq

σ
(2)

The Rayleigh-type breakup leads to the disintegration of a liquid jet into large droplets
close to the center line of the spray, and it occurs at Weaero < 25. For 25 < Weaero < 70,
the membrane-type breakup is detected. In this regime, gas-filled membranes near the
nozzle orifice are formed, which disintegrate into small droplets and an accumulated liquid
rim. For Weaero > 100, the fiber-type breakup is divided into two submodes; namely,
pulsating and superpulsating. In the pulsating submode, small fibers are peeled off the
liquid jet near the nozzle orifice, and the liquid jet is atomized into small liquid fragments.
Superpulsating results in droplet number density fluctuations in the resulting spray, while
the liquid jet is atomized immediately after the nozzle discharge [13]. In subsequent
investigations, Lasheras and Hopfinger [14] used the momentum flux ratio j, presented in
Equation (3), to distinguish between the fiber-type breakup submodes:

j =
jgas

jliq
=

v2
gas · ρgas

v2
liq · ρliq

(3)
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As the dynamic viscosity ηliq significantly affects the primary jet breakup, due to
the damping effects of the liquid, investigations on primary jet breakup of high-viscosity
liquids were performed inter alia by Zhao et al. [15] and Sänger et al. [16].

The resulting spray after the primary and secondary breakup is characterized in the
literature concerning influencing parameters such as liquid properties, nozzle geometry,
and operating conditions. Most investigations of liquid properties regarding spray forma-
tion have focused on changes in liquid viscosity by either the application of Newtonian
liquids [17] or shear-thinning fuels [18–21] at increased viscosities. A common result when
utilizing high-viscosity liquids is an increased droplet size, primary ligament length, and
spray angle. Wachter et al. [22] performed investigations intended to specify the influence
of particles on the resulting droplet size by comparing pure liquids and suspensions at
constant viscosity. An increase in droplet size was reported in the presence of particles,
which could be explained by the tensile strength approach reported by Mulhem et al. and
Capes [23,24].

The effect of nozzle geometry on the resulting droplet size can be structured in studies
of liquid jet diameter, gas gap width, gas/liquid wall thickness, and gas channel an-
gle. Liquid jet diameter between dliq = 2–17 mm at Agas = 248 mm2 was investigated by
Liu et al. [25], which revealed a nonmonotonic trend on the resulting droplet size with a
minimum that moves for small GLR ≈ 0.27, from dliq = 2 mm to dliq = 10 mm at GLR = 5.48.
Kumar et al. [26] performed atomization experiments with dliq = 4/6/8 mm and constant
dgas = 15 mm. The investigations focused on the instability frequencies, primary breakup
morphology, and ligament length. By comparing the results at constant j = 2.8 and
decreasing J (see Equation (4)), a significant increase in the primary breakup length was
identified [26]:

J =
Jgas

Jliq
=

v2
gas · ρgas · Agas

v2
liq · ρliq · Aliq

(4)

The effect of an increase in the gas gap width from sgas = 0.6–2 mm was investigated
by Wachter et al. [27], which led to a decrease in the droplet size, and was explained by the
free jet theory and Equation (5), with equivalent diameters of the gas orifice deq and axial
distance z [28]:

v(z)
vgas

= 6.37 ·
deq

z
·
√

ρ0

ρ
(5)

According to this theory, for increased gas gap width, the velocity of the gas phase
exiting the nozzle orifice remains high over a longer distance, due to the decreased gas
mass flow entrainment of the surrounding gas phase [28]. This effect results in a longer and
more intense interaction between gas and liquid phase, which results in smaller droplet
size. Tian et al. [29] conducted investigations concerning the gas/liquid wall thickness.
For increasing wall thickness, the interaction point between the emerging phases was
shifted to a higher distance from the nozzle orifice, which results in a recirculation zone [29]
and enhances the formation of flapping instabilities [30]. The effect of an increase in the gas
channel angle was analyzed by several authors, leading to the conclusion that aerodynamic
forces are enhanced and droplet size is reduced for low gas velocities [31–33].

Variations in operating conditions and exiting velocities (mostly Ṁgas and correspond-
ing vgas) were extensively addressed in the literature by GLR variations (see (6)):

GLR =
Ṁgas

Ṁliq
(6)

For increasing gas velocity or gas mass flow, a decrease in the resulting droplet size
was detected by many authors for a variety of different liquid properties and nozzle
geometries [34–37]. At high gas velocities, the effect of further gas velocity increments on
droplet size decreases. According to Lefebvre [8], an increase in the liquid jet velocity or
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liquid mass flow-applying one nozzle-leads to an increase in the resulting droplet size,
mostly due to a decrease in the relative velocity between the two emerging phases.

Even though there are many studies that deal with the effects of single parameters on
the atomization process and spray characteristics, literature focusing on nozzle scaling is
scarce. Leroux et al. [10] considered the effects of nozzle scaling for three primary jet thick-
nesses dliq = 0.4/1/2 mm and gas gap widths dgas = 3.5/6/8 mm. The authors choose the
approach of comparing nozzles of different primary jet thickness with a constant Reliq and
momentum flow ratio J (see Equation (4)) with respect to the primary breakup morphology.
For constant dimensionless parameters, different breakup morphology was detected, as the
application of a small dliq led to prompt atomization, whereas a large dliq resulted in long
primary ligaments and large droplets [10]. In a second study, Leroux et al. [11] performed
droplet size measurements, and concluded, that droplet size is most affected by the primary
breakup morphology. A scaling rule, concerning nozzle geometry or process parameters,
for increased liquid mass flows, leading to constant droplet sizes for variable liquid mass
flows, was not specified.

The literature review reveals that many investigations were performed at lab-scale,
concerning the influence of specific parameters as liquid properties, nozzle geometry, and
operating conditions on primary jet breakup or resulting droplet size. In contrast, for nozzle
scaling towards increased liquid mass flows, only a few studies were published, but no
scaling rules were established. To reduce this knowledge gap in the domain of nozzle
scaling, the present study focuses on liquid mass flow scaling. The first set of experiments
was performed with one nozzle that was applied at high gas velocity while increasing the
liquid mass flow. Thereafter, experiments keeping Weaero constant were conducted, as this
dimensionless number is most relevant in the field of atomization and was also used for
morphology characterization [13]. Therefore, the following three steps were applied:

• The liquid velocity vliq was kept constant for increasing Ṁliq, which requires an
increase in dliq;

• GLR was kept constant, which requires in an increase in Ṁgas for increasing Ṁliq;
• Weaero was kept constant, which requires a decrease in vgas for increasing dliq

The experiments were conducted at Ṁliq = 20/50/100/500 kg · h−1 and Weaero = 250/500
/750/1000.

3. Experimental Setup

As the experiments were carried out over a wide range of liquid mass flows (Ṁliq = 20–
500 kg · h−1), two different spray test rigs were employed. The ATMOspheric spray test
rig (ATMO), which is described in detail in Wachter et al. [38], was utilized for liquid mass
flows at the lab-scale between Ṁliq = 20–100 kg · h−1.

The burner test rig (BTR), which is shown in Figure 2, was applied for the investigation
of the nozzles featuring liquid mass flows on the industrial scale of Ṁliq = 500 kg · h−1.

The nozzle was mounted on a twin-fluid lance, that was supplied with liquids from
a storage tank. The liquid mass flow was adjusted by a Coriolis mass flow and density
meter and pumped through an eccentric screw pump with a mass flow range of Ṁliq = 400–
1300 kg · h−1. Pressurized gas was provided by a screw compressor with a 5 m3 pressure
vessel at psys = 11 bar. The measurement and regulation of the gas mass flow (Ṁgas =
50–400 kg · h−1) was performed by a hot wire anemometer with a coupled valve.
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Figure 2. Schematic of experimental setup—Burner Test Rig (BTR).

The nozzle dimensions are given in Table 1. As the central tube thickness between
liquid and gas phase b has a significant influence on the resulting spray [26], b was reduced
to a minimum size of b = 0.1 mm. According to Tian et al. [29], b has to be minimized to
avoid disturbances at the exit of the nozzle. To enable a comparison with earlier studies, all
applied nozzles feature parallel flow channels of the gas and liquid phase.

Table 1. Dimensions of applied atomizers at nozzle orifice for vliq = 1.7 m · s−1.

Nozzle Number Ṁliq in kg · h−1 dliq in mm b in mm dgas in mm

N1 20 2.0 0.1 5.3
N2 50 3.2 0.1 9.2
N3 100 4.5 0.1 14.1
N4 500 10.0 0.1 37.3

Water was used at T = 20 ◦C and psys = 1 bar, with ηliq = 1 mPa · s, σ = 0.0719 N · m−1

and ρliq = 998 kg ·m−3.
For the detection of primary jet breakup and for validation of the droplet size results,

a high-speed camera was used in all experiments. An appropriate illumination of the
images was achieved by a 9 × 4500 lm light-emitting diodes (LED) array in a backlight
configuration. For every operating condition, a set of 2000 images was recorded near the
nozzle orifice, as well as in the measuring plane of the phase Doppler anemometer to
guarantee a high-quality data base. The camera enabled images with 1 megapixel at a
3600 Hz frame rate. A more detailed description of the setup is given in [22].

At the industrial scale, the high-speed camera was also used to investigate the droplet
size distribution. For each operating condition, 2000 images in the measurement plane
were recorded, whereas every 20th image was applied for the droplet size calculation to
avoid the double determination of droplets. The calculation was performed by means of
an algorithm with a global threshold method by Otsu [39]. Out of 100 images, at least
29,000 droplets were analyzed per operating condition, achieving a reliable data base [40].
The lowest detectable droplet size was ddrop = 225 µm, which equaled three pixels in
the high-speed camera sensor. As the droplet size at the industrial scale was expected to
be significantly above the measurement limitation, the resolution was considered to be
sufficient.

For spray characterization at the lab-scale, a fiber phase Doppler anemometer (PDA)
with a SprayExplorer was utilized in a forward scattering arrangement (first-order refrac-
tion) to investigate the droplet diameter locally. The settings of the setup were optimized in
accordance with [41], which led to a measuring range of droplet diameter from 2–1357 µm
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for water, respectively [42]. The settings, evaluated by means of a sensitivity analysis
adapted from Kapulla et al. [43], are presented in Table 2.

Table 2. Evaluated settings of fiber PDA for application in labscale experiments.

Parameters Values Unit

Transmitter focal length fT 1000 mm
Receiver focal length fR 1000 mm
Beam expander ratio E 1 -
Receiver slit width (physical) lS 200 µm
Laser wavelength λL 561 nm
Laser power (transmitter exit) 40 mW
Off-axis angle ΦR 70 ◦

Frequency shift 80 MHz

For each operating condition, radial measurements of droplet size and velocity were
performed between−30 mm ≤ x ≤ 30 mm with ∆x = 2–4 mm. To ensure high-quality data
sets, radial measurements were conducted three times (with one full profile for a symmetry
check and two mirrored profiles from the spray boundary to the spray center after symmetry
was proved). At each radial position, a measurement of 50,000 droplets or for the duration
of 60 seconds was applied. The toolbox SprayCAT utilized the calculation of arithmetic
means as the mass-weighted integral Sauter mean diameter ID32,m in Equation (7):

ID32,m =
∑N

i=1 D3
30,i · ṁi · Ai

∑N
i=1 D2

20,i · ṁi · Ai
(7)

Further information on the computation of the mass flux ṁi, global size distribution,
and size moments are summarized in DIN SPEC 91325 [44] and in Albrecht [42].

4. Results and Discussion

For an illustration of the necessity of liquid mass flow scaling rules, in an initial set
of experiments, nozzle N1 (see Table 1) was operated at varying liquid mass flows of
Ṁliq = 20/35/50 kg · h−1 (i.e., vliq = 1.7/3.1/4.4 m · s−1). The gas mass flow was kept
constant at Ṁgas = 14 kg · h−1 (i.e., Weaero = 1000 and gas velocity vgas ≈ 178 m · s−1).

In a second set of experiments, the four mass flow steps at four different Weaero
values were investigated. The operating conditions and relevant calculated dimensionless
numbers for the respective nozzle are listed in Table 3.
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Table 3. Operating conditions and calculated dimensionless numbers.

Nozzle Number Ṁliq in kg · h−1 GLR Weaero vgas in m · s−1 j J

N1 20 0.36 250 88 2.99 29.80
N2 50 0.36 250 70 1.98 24.27
N3 100 0.36 250 59 1.38 20.23
N4 500 0.36 250 40 0.62 13.54
N1 20 0.50 500 124 5.93 41.99
N2 50 0.50 500 98 3.89 33.98
N3 100 0.50 500 83 2.73 28.46
N4 500 0.50 500 56 1.21 18.96
N1 20 0.61 750 151 8.80 51.13
N2 50 0.61 750 120 5.83 41.61
N3 100 0.61 750 101 4.04 34.63
N4 500 0.61 750 68 1.78 23.03
N1 20 0.70 1000 174 11.68 58.92
N2 50 0.70 1000 138 7.71 47.85
N3 100 0.70 1000 117 5.42 40.11
N4 500 0.70 1000 79 2.41 26.75

4.1. Significance of Liquid Mass Flow Scaling Rules

Figure 3 depicts the effect of an increase in the liquid mass flow on the resulting droplet
size as a radial distribution (left) and high-speed camera images (right) while operating
nozzle N1.

Figure 3. Radial distribution of Sauter mean diameter (left) and high-speed camera images at
z = 130 mm (right) utilizing nozzle N1 at Ṁgas = 14 kg · h−1, Weaero = 1000 applying
Ṁliq = 20/35/50 kg · h−1.

As expected, for an increment in the liquid mass flow Ṁliq, the Sauter mean diam-
eter is increased significantly over the entire measured radial distribution. In particular,
an increasing droplet size was detected near the centerline of the spray. The high-speed
camera images shown in Figure 3 (right) underpin the results of the quantitative measure-
ment technique, as the centerline of the spray reveals a huge quantity of large droplets at
high liquid mass flows, even though a high gas velocity of vgas ≈ 178 m · s−1 is applied.
The remaining large liquid droplets originate from the incomplete primary breakup of the
liquid jet near the nozzle orifice, due to the insufficiently high aerodynamic forces of the gas
phase [17]. To reduce the droplet size for high liquid mass flow, two different approaches
can be selected: (i) increasing the gas velocity up to sonic speed for a constant nozzle
geometry; or (ii) adaptation of the nozzle geometry without significant further increase in
gas velocity. The first approach is limited by sonic speed. Additionally, relevant process
conditions, e.g., reaction zone position, residence time, and flow field should not be affected
by nozzle scaling to guarantee reliable process operation. Beyond that, the effect of gas
velocity on resulting droplet size levels off with increasing gas velocity [9,45].
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Those drawbacks can be avoided over a large range of liquid mass flow rates by
adapting the nozzle geometry, as described in Section 2.

4.2. Evaluation of the Relevant Measurement Position for Coaxial Nozzles

To estimate the ideal measurement position for droplet size detection, primary breakup
was investigated using high-speed camera images. When performing droplet size measure-
ments, the measurement plane must fulfill various criteria: (i) the secondary breakup of
liquid droplets and fragments must be completed; (ii) droplets must be spherical, which
enables the application of quantitative measurement techniques such as PDA; and (iii)
droplet number density must be adequate to minimize measurement errors via shading
and the Gaussian beam effect from consideration [42]. As shown in Figure 4, these crite-
ria were fulfilled for Ṁliq = 20 kg · h−1 and also for the lowest investigated Weaero at
z = 130 mm. For increasing Weaero the atomization process was even finished at lower z
values. In contrast to this, the primary breakup of the nozzle N4 at Ṁliq = 500 kg · h−1

and Weaero = 250 reveals that at z = 130 mm, none of the mentioned criteria is achieved,
as the primary breakup length in particular significantly increases with increasing liquid
mass flow. To guarantee the best possible comparability of the data, the measurement plane
was chosen based on the theory of similarity at constant dimensionless ratio z/deq based
on the equivalent diameter deq of free jet theory [46]. This method is commonly applied
for gas flame length calculation and is based on momentum conservation, as described
in further detail in Hotz et al. [47]. Here, this concept was utilized for two phase free jets
emerging from coaxial atomizers, where the equivalent diameter deq was calculated using
Equation (8) for each nozzle:

deq =

√
4 · Agas

π
(8)

For nozzle N1 operated at Ṁliq = 20 kg · h−1, the measurement plane was set to
z = 130 mm, which represents z/deq = 26. The application of nozzles N2–N4, which
have higher deq values, leads to a constant z/deq = 26 in measurement positions of
z = 220/340/930 mm. The verification of this concept was performed with high-speed
camera images, which revealed that all of the mentioned criteria for measurement positions
were fulfilled for the respective measurement plane. As an example, the measurement plane
of nozzle N4 is shown in Figure 4, when applying Ṁliq = 500 kg · h−1 at Weaero = 250.

Figure 4. High-speed camera images of primary breakup at Weaero = 250 at varying liquid mass
flows and different axial positions z = 0, 130, 930 mm.

Following the evaluation of the concrete measurement positions for each nozzle,
measurement techniques were applied to detect the resulting droplet sizes as described in
Section 4.3.
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Finally, for all liquid mass flows Ṁliq = 20–500 kg · h−1 and Weaero = 250 primary
breakup is always in fiber type mode (see Figure 4), which is characterized by small liquid
fibers that are peeled off the liquid jet, according to [13]. As for further experimental
investigation, Weaero was further increased up to 1000, and primary breakup was in fiber
type for the whole set of experiments.

4.3. Mass Flow Scaling

In the following, all integral results of the experiments listed in Table 3 are presented in
Figure 5 as a function of the liquid mass flow (left) and Weaero (right). The quadratic symbols
represent calculations of the integral mass-weighted Sauter mean diameter according
to Equation (7) derived from radial measurements with PDA. The triangular symbols
represent droplet size based on measurements from high-speed camera analyzed with the
detection routine for droplets described in Section 3.

Figure 5. Integral Sauter mean diameter for varying liquid mass flow (or liquid tube diameter)
(left) and aerodynamic Weber number (or GLR) (right); symbols: � stands for data from PDA, 4
represents data from high-speed camera.

For an increase in liquid mass flow and constant GLR, an increase in the resulting
droplet size can be detected. This effect can be explained by a decrease in gas velocity,
which leads to lower aerodynamic forces for the atomization of higher liquid mass flows.
In contrast to this, an increase in the Weaero led to a decrease in the droplet size due to the
higher aerodynamic forces available for atomization and increased GLR. As presented in
Figure 5 (right), with increasing Weaero, the effect of Weaero on droplet size is significantly
decreased. Solely keeping Weaero and GLR constant for liquid mass flow scaling is not
sufficient to achieve a constant resulting droplet size. However, to obtain constant droplet
size of ID32,m = 140 µm, such as between Ṁliq = 20 kg · h−1 and Ṁliq = 100 kg · h−1,
Weaero must be increased by a factor of four, whereas gas velocity needs an increase of about
30%. As previous studies of the authors focused on the gas momentum flow to achieve a
scaling principle for system pressure [27], in the following section, the measurements are
plotted over this parameter.

4.4. Empirical Model for Liquid Mass Flow Scaling

To derive a liquid mass flow scaling principle for gas-assisted coaxial nozzles, the droplet
size results were plotted over the gas momentum flow Jgas as presented in Figure 6 (left).
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Figure 6. Integral Sauter mean diameter for varying gas momentum flow as symbols for measure-
ments and lines as calculation of proposed scaling model (left); parity plot for deviation observation
between measured and calculated droplet sizes via proposed model (right). Symbols: � stands for
data from PDA;4 represents data from high-speed camera.

The diagram shows that for an increase in the liquid mass flow, an offset in droplet
size to higher values occurs. This implies that achieving a constant droplet size with an
increased liquid mass flow requires increased gas momentum flows. The gas momentum
flow is defined by the factors of gas velocity, gas density, and the gas orifice area of the
nozzle. As gas density is a typical process condition, a potential nozzle scaling approach
must enable the calculation of the gas velocity and gas orifice area. With this objective for a
liquid mass flow scaling approach, a potential fit with the dependence of Ṁliq and Jgas was
selected, according to Equation (9), due to the shape of the Sauter mean diameter plots.

ID32,m = A
(

Ṁliq

)
· e
− Jgas

B(Ṁliq) + C
(

Ṁliq

)
(9)

For varying liquid mass flows Ṁliq, three mass flow dependent parameters A, B,
and C were applied and correlated via the least-square method. The dependence on
liquid mass flows was kept linear to maintain the model’s simplicity, as is reflected in
Equations (10)–(12):

A
(

Ṁliq

)
= 4.6 · Ṁliq + 91 (10)

B
(

Ṁliq

)
= 0.006 · Ṁliq + 0.03 (11)

C
(

Ṁliq

)
= 0.67 · Ṁliq + 45 (12)

The parity plot in Figure 6 (right) depicts the accuracy of the model, as the mea-
sured and calculated droplet sizes are compared. For all measurement conditions, good
agreement between the measured and calculated values was achieved. The maximum
percentage deviation with 13.2 % (∆D32 = 17.6 µm) was observed at Ṁliq = 100 kg · h−1

and Weaero = 250. In contrast, the maximum deviation in absolute droplet size was
∆D32 = 55.5 µm (3.3 %) at Ṁliq = 500 kg · h−1 and Weaero = 250.

Thus, the model approach presented in Equation (9) is considered adequate for the
mass flow scaling of gas-assisted nozzles with central liquid jets in the range of Ṁliq = 20–
500 kg · h−1 for vliq = 1.7 m · s−1.

The principle must be applied as follows: (i) using Equation (9), the applied liquid
mass flow, requested droplet size, and necessary gas momentum flow can all be calculated;
(ii) GLR must be specified as process condition and gas mass flow calculation; (iii) as the
liquid velocity remained constant in the investigation, the liquid tube diameter can be
determined; and (iv) with the definition of the gas mass and momentum flows, the gas
velocity and gas gap width are provided.
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5. Conclusions

This study aims to lay the groundwork for liquid mass flow scaling of gas-assisted
coaxial atomizers. An approach that keeps the most relevant dimensionless parameters
constant (Weaero, GLR) was chosen. Four liquid mass flow steps (20/50/100/500 kg · h−1),
each operated at Weaero = 250/500/750/1000, were investigated in terms of spray quality
(D32, ID32,m) and primary breakup. For each liquid mass flow, a specific nozzle was
designed. A high-speed camera as well as a phase Doppler anemometer were utilized for
spray investigation. The following conclusions can be drawn:

1. Comparable measurement planes for varying liquid mass flows based on the free jet
theory were determined;

2. An increase in liquid mass flow led to an increase in droplet size while keeping Weaero
and GLR constant;

3. An increase in Weaero led to a reduction in droplet size at constant liquid mass flow;
4. An empirical model for liquid mass flow scale-up of gas-assisted coaxial nozzles was

derived, based on gas momentum flow Jgas.
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Abstract 

The research work of the present study is focused on the detailed comparison of two external mixing twin fluid 

nozzle concepts: (i) a central liquid jet with annular gas stream, (ii) an annular liquid sheet with central gas jet. Both 

nozzle types are applied in high pressure entrained flow gasifiers (EFG), where atomization is characterized by low 

Gas-to-liquid ratio (GLR) and high fuel viscosity. In order to compare spray formation as well as atomization 

efficiency in terms of Sauter mean diameter, a nozzle with equal orifice area of the gas and liquid exit is investigated. 

The nozzle enables equal atomization conditions concerning GLR, liquid mass flow, velocity of liquid and gas, as 

well as momentum flow ratio for both nozzle configurations. 4 Newtonian liquids: water and three glycerol/water 

mixtures with viscosity of 1mPas, 50mPas, 100mPas and 200mPas are used for the experiments in both nozzle 

configurations at various GLR. For spray analysis, a high speed camera, a shadowgraphy system as well as a 

phase-doppler analyzer are applied. The use of three different measuring techniques allows for characterization of 

primary breakup as well as local drop size distribution. With the high speed camera the breakup regime morphology 

is detected and classified for both operating configurations. Radial measurements of the local Sauter mean diameter 

are conducted with the phase-doppler analyzer. Furthermore, the spray angle is detected and the integral Sauter 

mean diameters for all operating conditions is compared for both nozzle configurations to evaluate atomization 

efficiency. 

 

Keywords 

External mixing twin-fluid atomization; comparison jet vs sheet nozzle; breakup morphology; drop size distribution 

 

Introduction 

High pressure entrained flow gasification (EFG) is a key technology to enable a future carbon neutral circular 

economy, by closing the carbon cycle through conversion of biomass and waste based feedstocks to syngas (CO 

+ H2). EFG typically uses oxygen as gasification agent, which also serves as atomization agent, in consequence 

Gas-to-Liquid ratios (GLR) < 1 are applied [1]. Commonly external mixing twin-fluid atomizers are used, due to their 

advantages concerning abrasion and clogging. Experimental and theoretical investigations regarding external 

mixing twin-fluid atomization, can be divided into two different configurations. The first configuration provides the 

liquid via a central tube surrounded by a concentric high-velocity annular gas sheet. Detailed investigations on liquid 

jet breakup morphology of this configuration using water were performed by Faragò, Chigier [2] and expanded by 

Lasheras and Hopfinger [3]. The breakup was classified into spray regimes showing with increasing Weber number 

at constant liquid Reynolds number a transition from the Rayleigh type to Membrane and fiber type breakup with 

the submodes pulsating and superpulsating. Studies on drop size resulting from this configuration applying 

Newtonian viscous liquids in a viscosity range of ηliq = 1 – 100mPas and GLR = 1 - 12 were conducted by Lorenzetto 

[4], Jasuja [5], Rizk [6] and Walzel [7]. For GLR < 1 and various liquid viscosities, Sänger [8] reported integral drop 

sizes and detected moreover two different new primary instability modes influencing the resulting drop size. The 

second nozzle configuration provides the liquid through an annular gap forming a liquid sheet with a high-speed 

gas jet emerging from a central tube. Applying this configuration, Leboucher et al. [9] and Zhao et al. [10] reported 

morphological studies on liquid sheet disintegration for water, using different diagrams for interpretation of their 

results. The authors classified the breakup regimes bubble type, Christmas tree and fibre-type breakup with 

increasing Weber number depending additionally on the geometry of the nozzle orifice. Experimental work including 

drop size measurements of water were conducted by Li et al. [11], applying gas velocities vgas > 180ms-1 and 

Leboucher et al. [9], using different system pressures and swirl configurations.  

Summing up, for atomization using external mixing twin-fluid atomizers with liquid supplied through an annular gap 

most experimental investigations were performed using low viscous liquids and GLR > 1, which is not relevant for 

EFG operation. Additionally, previous studies do not allow for a comparison of primary breakup and drop size 

between the two nozzle configurations, due to different measurement and operating conditions or nozzle designs. 

In this context, the present research applies both nozzle configurations, with equal orifice areas leading to constant 
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operating conditions in terms of GLR, ṁliq, vgas and momentum flux ratio in both operating modes. Measurements 

were conducted for liquids with different dynamic viscosities and GLRs relevant for EFG, using a high-speed camera 

for visualization of primary jet breakup, a shadowsizer for validation purpose and a phase doppler analyzer for local 

drop size measurements with high radial resolution. 

 

Experimental setup 

The experimental setup used in the present work consists of an atmospheric spray test rig (ATMO), a phase doppler 

analyzer (PDA), a shadowgraphy system and a high-speed camera. For spray generation an external mixing twin-

fluid atomizer was applied for atomization of water and several glycerol/water-mixtures.  

The spray test rig ATMO is schematically shown in Figure 1. The atomizer is mounted on the twin-fluid lance with 

liquid supply from a tempered tank. The liquid is delivered by an eccentric screw pump (mass flow range 5 – 40kgh-

1) and controlled by a Coriolis mass flow meter. Liquid viscosity ηliq can be applied in a range of 1 to 1000mPas. 

Compressed air in the range of 1-20kgh-1 is fed to the top of the lance, the air mass flow ṁgas is controlled by a 

mass flow controller. A honeycomb structure at the inlet of the collection tank serves as flow conditioner, a suction 

of exhaust air prevents recirculation of small droplets. Fully optical access to the spray enables the use of different 

laser based measurement systems as well as a high-speed camera. 

Experiments were carried out using the external mixing twin-fluid atomizer shown in Figure 1, which can be operated 

in both configurations discussed above, due to the equal area of the inner and outer orifice. For the discussion of 

the results, the following nomenclature is used: 

(i): Liquid in central tube, gas flow through concentric annular gap. 

(ii): Gas in central tube, liquid flow through concentric annular gap. 

The central tube has a diameter of Dinner = 5.4mm and is surrounded by an annular gap with a width of 1.09mm, 

which leads to identical orifice areas. For minimization of the area between inner and outer orifice, the wall thickness 

b was set to 0.1mm. In addition, to reduce the influence of flow induced disturbances, as well as to enable 

comparability towards experimental results of Faragò, Chigier [12] and Zhao et al [10], the nozzle has parallel flow 

channels. 

           

Figure 1. Schematic of the experimental setup applying nozzle configuration (i) – atmospheric spray test rig (ATMO) (left); 

Schematic of the nozzle geometry and orifice view applying nozzle configuration (i) (right) 

 

Table 1. Physical properties of all used liquids at 20°C and 1atm 

 ηliq [mPas] σ [kgs-2] ρliq [kgm-3] 

water 1 0.0728 998 

glycerol/water (78.5 wt.%) 50 0.0656 1204 

glycerol/water (84.5 wt.%) 100 0.0649 1220 

glycerol/water (89.5 wt.%) 200 0.0642 1233 

 

For the investigation of liquid viscosity ηliq on the primary spray breakup and drop size, water and three different 

glycerol/water – mixtures were used. Surface tension and density of the four liquids applied are almost constant 

(see Table 1). Liquid viscosity was quantified applying a Physica MCR 101 rheometer from Anton Paar with Searle 
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type measuring system [13]. Surface tension and density were measured with an EasyDyne tensiometer from Krüss 

using the Du Noüy ring method [14] and the weighing method, respectively. Mass ratio, viscosity, surface tension 

and density for all liquids are shown for 20°C and 1atm in Table 1. 

 

A Photron SA4 high speed camera for qualitative investigation of the primary breakup process was employed close 

to the nozzle orifice. The camera features a frame rate of 3.6kHz at a resolution of 1024 x 1024 pixel and frame 

rates up to 500kHz at reduced resolution. The images were captured by backlight illumination with a special lighting 

setup, including an array of 9 high-power light-emitting diodes (LED) with total luminous flux of 9 x 4500lm. To 

guarantee for a qualitative investigation of the liquid disintegration process a set of 1000 high-speed images was 

recorded at every operating condition as well as a background reference image without liquid flow. 

To measure droplet size with high spatial and temporal resolution within the spray cone a Fiber PDA by Dantec 

Dynamics was used. For data collection the PDA was operated in forward scattering arrangement, refraction mode 

(1st – order) using the asymmetric Mask B. To guarantee for the detection of large droplets as expected by the 

atomization of high viscous liquids and avoid sizing errors due to the Gaussian beam effect according to Araneo 

[15] the PDA was set as shown in Table 2. With this optical configuration, the PDA system allows for detection of 

droplets with minimum size of 1μm and maximum size of 1307μm in case of water and 1330μm in case of the 

glycerol/water mixtures, related to the refractive index of the liquid [16]. To improve the PDA settings a sensitivity 

study as described in [17] was performed. For validation purpose towards sphericity of the droplets a shadowsizer 

was employed, recording 1000 images for each operational condition. 

 

Table 2. Settings of the Fiber PDA evaluated by the sensitivity analysis 

 

To enable drop size measurements at several horizontal positions within the spray cone, receiver and transmitter 

were mounted on a traverse, which guarantees for spatially reproducible operation < 0.1mm. Data were obtained 

by moving the detection volume relatively to the nozzle position. The measurements were taken at several radial 

(traverse along x – axis) positions with a radial increment of Δx = 2 - 4mm depending on the operating conditions. 

According to the orientation of the coordinate system as indicated in Figure 1 and the alignment of the fringes of 

the laser beam couple (λL = 514.5nm - green), axial- vz droplet velocity component could be measured. To ensure 

a reliable database for every radial position during PDA measurements as termination criterion sample size and 

measurement time were set to 50000 droplets or 60 seconds, respectively. For every radial position, at least 15000 

droplets were detected. The raw data from the manufacturer software were used to compute arithmetic means, 

statistical data as well as additional information using the toolbox SprayCAT, according to Sänger [8]. Further 

Information concerning computation of global size distribution and drop size moments can be obtained from DIN 

SPEC 91325 as well as from Albrecht [16]. All PDA measurements were conducted at an axial distance of z = 

200mm from the nozzle orifice and repeated at least 3 times. For each operating condition and nozzle configuration, 

rotational symmetry of the spray cone was proven, taking a full radial profile in a first set of experiments. After 

rotational symmetry was proven, the following repetition measurements were performed taking half profiles from 

the spray edge to the centre at x = 0mm. The results of those set of experiments were afterwards mirrored to get 

full profiles. Therefore all radial Sauter diameter distributions are shown as mirrored profiles at x = 0mm. 

 

Results and discussion 

In order to investigate the influence of the nozzle configuration on spray quality for the external mixing twin-fluid 

atomizer described above, experiments were conducted at operating conditions presented in Table 3. For all 

experiments, pressurized air at 20°C was used as atomization agent. 

 

Table 3. Operating conditions of the experiments for both nozzle configurations 

 

 

 

 

Parameters Values Unit Parameters Values Unit 

Transmitter focal length 1000 mm Laser wavelength 514.5 nm 

Receiver focal length 1000 mm Laser power (Transmitter exit) 25 mW 

Beam expander ratio 1 - Off-axis angle 70 ° 

Receiver slit width (physical) 200 μm Frequency shift 40 MHz 

ηliq [mPas] ṁgas [kgh-1] ṁliq [kgh-1] vgas [ms-1] GLR [-] 

1/50/100/200 3/6/9/12/15 30 30/60/90/120/150 0.1/0.2/0.3/0.4/0.5 
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Influence of the nozzle configuration on spray quality 

For quantitative comparison of the two nozzle configurations as well as for the description of the influence of liquid 

viscosity and GLR on Sauter mean diameter, radial measurements were performed (see Figure 2). For reasons of 

improved clarity, only data for GLR = 0.3 and 0.5 are shown as radial profiles. It has to be mentioned, that Figure 2 

shows local values for ηliq = 1mPas (x ≤ 0mm) and ηliq = 50mPas (x ≥ 0mm). 

 

 

Figure 2. Radial measurements (z = 200mm) of resulting Sauter Diameter using both nozzle configurations (i) at GLR = 0.3 and 

0.5 – liquid viscosity ηliq = 1mPas (left), liquid viscosity ηliq = 50mPas (right) 

Comparing the radial shape of droplet size distributions, nozzle configuration (i) shows an almost constant Sauter 

mean diameter over the radial profile for low liquid viscosity, whereas at higher liquid viscosity a v-shaped profile is 

detected, with higher droplet size at the outer boundary. For nozzle configuration (ii) a v-shaped profile was detected 

for both viscosities and GLR with a minimum Sauter mean diameter on the spray axis. 

 

As expected, with increasing GLR, for both nozzle configurations and both viscosities, a decreasing Sauter mean 

diameter was measured. With increasing liquid viscosity, Sauter mean diameters for all operating conditions are 

increased. For low liquid viscosity applying nozzle configuration (i) the decrease of droplet size is significantly 

higher, compared to nozzle configuration (ii), i.e. nozzle configuration (ii) is less sensitive to GLR. Comparing the 

nozzle configurations applying higher liquid viscosity, an increasing GLR leads to significant lower Sauter mean 

diameters for both nozzle configurations. 

 

In order to compare all experiments with the two different nozzle configurations (i) and (ii) regarding spray quality, 

the mass weighted integral Sauter diameter (ID32) was calculated as proposed by Sänger [8]; data are plotted in 

Figure 3. For all experiments a decrease in ID32 with increasing GLR is observed. With increasing liquid viscosity, 

the ID32 value increases significantly for both nozzle configurations for GLR < 0.4. For GLR ≥ 0.4 and different 

viscosities the deviation in the ID32 value is marginal. Comparing both nozzle configurations, the ID32 value is 

decreasing with a larger gradient using nozzle configuration (i). In contrast to this, the ID32 value for nozzle 

configuration (ii) is remarkably lower at GLR < 0.4 compared to configuration (i). At GLR = 0.5, it is worth mentioning, 

that nozzle configuration (i) has already a lower ID32 than configuration (ii). This is caused by slow droplets at the 

edge of the spray cone, resulting from the disintegrated sheet of nozzle configuration (ii), moving in a region with 

small aerodynamic forces. 

 

For additional comparison, spray angle was estimated based on 1000 high speed camera images at each operating 

condition was done, applying the method for spray angle determination according to Sänger [8]. Exemplarily and 

for improved clarity only two viscosities at different GLR are shown in Figure 4. 

 

Applying low viscosity for nozzle configuration (i) a strictly monotonic decrease of spray angle with increasing GLR 

is observed, whereas configuration (ii) shows nearly constant spray angle values for all GLR. With increased 

viscosity applying nozzle configuration (i), same dependence on GLR is detected for larger spray angles. For nozzle 
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configuration (ii) and increased viscosity, lower spray angle values are detected, showing also constant values for 

GLR variation, except for GLR = 0.5. 

 

 

Figure 3. Influence of liquid viscosity and GLR on mass weighted integral Sauter diameter comparing nozzle configurations at z 

= 200mm 

 

Figure 4. Influence of liquid viscosity and GLR on spray angle, measured by high speed camera images, comparing nozzle 

configurations 

Observed primary breakup for different nozzle configurations, liquid viscosity and GLR 

For visualization of the spray, high speed camera images of primary jet breakup applying nozzle configuration (i) at 

different GLR and liquid viscosity are shown in Figure 5. The images are framed in different colours indicating 

various spray quality. 

 

Increasing viscosity at low GLR (blue) leads to the formation of membranes at the spray centre, which result in large 

elongated ligaments after disintegration of the membrane; this is caused by the damping effects of increased liquid 

viscosity. For viscosities up to 100mPas and increasing GLR ≥ 0.3 (green) the jet disintegration occurs close to the 

nozzle orifice due to the fast surrounding gas flow, producing a homogeneous spray according to Figure 2(left) with 

a decreasing spray angle as shown in Figure 4. Applying liquid viscosities up to 200mPas and GLR ≥ 0.3 (red) the 
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primary jet is disintegrated into partly radial elongated ligaments, which move out of the spray centre, leading to 

larger droplets at the spray outer boundary and an increased spray angle as also shown in Figure 4. 

 

According to the regime classification of Lasheras et al. [3] and Zhao et al. [10], for low gas velocities at the nozzle 

orifice (GLR = 0.1), the liquid jet is slightly elongated and reduced in diameter due to aerodynamic forces, which 

leads to Rayleigh type breakup. For increasing gas velocity (GLR = 0.2), and with increasing liquid viscosity even 

more visible, the membrane type breakup disintegrates the liquid jet, producing long ligaments and large 

membranes. Between GLR = 0.3 and GLR = 0.4 the fiber type pulsating mode occurs, which atomizes the liquid jet 

directly at the nozzle orifice into small fibres and droplets. Changes in local droplet density mark the transition region 

between the submodes pulsating and superpulsating at higher gas velocities (GLR = 0.5). 

 

 

Figure 5. High-speed camera images of the primary liquid disintegration process using nozzle configuration (i), different liquid 

viscosities and GLR (i.e. vgas) 

The corresponding high-speed camera images for nozzle configuration (ii) are shown in Figure 6. For increasing 

viscosity and low GLR (blue), a compact sheet exits the nozzle orifice and is disintegrated into large droplets or 

ligaments, due to the low gas velocity. With increasing GLR and for all viscosities (red), the liquid sheet disintegrates 

closer to the nozzle orifice into droplets. Due to the faster gas jet in the spray centre, the resulting droplets are 

smaller, whereas ligaments moving out of the spray centre are not further disintegrated, due to the slow gas flow in 

this region. For further increasing GLR and all viscosities (green), the drop size in the spray centre is decreasing, 

which leads to regions with varying droplet number density. The further decrease in drop size at the edge of the 

spray cone is marginal, due to the low gas velocity in this area. A nearly constant spray angle is detected, which is 

independent of gas velocity, due to the steady disintegration of the liquid sheet at the nozzle orifice (see Figure 4). 

 

For GLR > 0.2, the classification diagram of Zhao et al. [10] predicts the Christmas tree breakup with characteristic 

horizontal compact liquid fragments for nozzle configuration (ii); this effect cannot be seen in the high speed images 

of Figure 6. However changes of the morphology of jet disintegration for higher gas velocities (GLR ≥ 0.3), like small 

fibres near the nozzle orifice and droplet density variations in the spray centre similar to a fibre type breakup in 

pulsating or superpulsating submode according to Lasheras et al. [2,3] can be observed. 
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Figure 6. High-speed camera images of the primary liquid disintegration process using nozzle configuration (ii), different liquid 

viscosities and GLR (i.e. vgas) 

Conclusions 

In the present study two different external mixing twin-fluid nozzle configurations (central liquid jet (i) and liquid 

sheet (ii)) with equal orifice areas for liquid and gas are compared. This nozzle geometry allows for constant 

operating conditions (GLR, ṁliq, vgas and momentum flux ratio) for both configurations. Liquid viscosity and GLR 

(i.e. gas velocity) were varied and local Sauter mean diameter, mass weighted integral Sauter diameter, as well as 

spray angle and primary breakup morphology were detected. 

In general, nozzle configuration (i) achieves better spray quality (i.e. lower integral Sauter mean diameter) for 

increased GLR and low liquid viscosity. Applying nozzle configuration (ii) improved spray quality for low GLR and 

higher liquid viscosities is observed. As a drawback larger droplets at the boundary of the spray occur. Furthermore 

nozzle configuration (ii) leads to increased and constant spray angles, compared to configuration (i). Comparing 

quantitative and qualitative findings, the following detailed conclusions can be drawn: 

 

(1) For nozzle configuration (i), a nearly constant radial Sauter mean diameter profile is observed for low liquid 

viscosity and both GLRs. For all operating conditions applying configuration (ii) larger droplets at the 

boundary of the spray cone are detected. 

(2) With higher liquid viscosity for both nozzle configurations, Sauter mean diameters are increased, caused 

by the damping effects of the liquid. The sensitivity of Sauter mean diameter on GLR is higher applying 

nozzle configuration (i) than for nozzle configuration (ii). 

(3) The measured spray angle stays nearly constant for nozzle configuration (ii) over the range of investigated 

GLR. With increasing liquid viscosity, the spray angle is slightly decreased. Applying configuration (i), the 

spray angle decreases with increasing GLR for both viscosities. With higher liquid viscosity, the spray 

angle is increased, due to the radially elongated ligaments produced. 
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Nomenclature 

b wall thickness [mm] GLR Gas-to-liquid ratio [-] vgas orifice gas velocity [ms-1] 

Dinner inner diameter [mm] ID32 integral Sauter diam. [μm] x, y, z coordinate axis [mm] 

Douter outer diameter [mm] ṁgas gas mass flow [kgh-1] ηliq dy. liquid viscosity [mPas] 

D32 Sauter diameter [μm] ṁliq liquid mass flow [kgh-1] ρliq liquid density [kgm-3] 

f data rate [s-1] r length [mm] σ surface tension [Nm-1] 
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Abstract 

This study investigates the influence of gas jet angle on primary jet breakup and the resulting 

droplet size distribution for coaxial gas-assisted atomizers. In industrial applications, the gas 

jet of these atomizers are typically angled towards the liquid jet, whereas in most spray 

investigations in literature, parallel flow configurations are used. To enable a detailed analysis 

of the influence of the gas jet angle, three atomizers with angles of 0°, 15° and 30° were 

examined. Other geometric parameters, such as liquid jet diameter, gas gap width and wall 

thickness were kept constant. For each atomizer, two gas velocities at constant liquid mass 

flow were investigated i.e., two gas-to-liquid ratios (GLRs). An additional set of experiments 

was performed at increased system pressure using three atomizers with identical gas jet 

angles, but with an adapted gas orifice area in order to keep gas velocity, GLR and momentum 

flow ratio constant for all pressure levels. Water and a glycerol/water-mixture were applied in 

order to investigate the influence of liquid viscosity. The primary breakup process was 

monitored by a high-speed camera, whereas the resulting droplet size was detected using a 

phase-Doppler anemometer. For all system pressures and liquid viscosities under 

investigation, a distinct influence of gas jet angle on primary breakup as well as on resulting 

droplet size distribution was observed for low gas velocity.  
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Gas-assisted atomizer, angled gas jet, atomizer geometry, viscosity, system pressure 

 

Introduction 

High-pressure entrained flow gasification (EFG) is a key technology in the realization of a 

future, carbon-neutral circular economy, as it is an enabling technology to close the carbon 

cycle through the conversion of biomass and waste-based feedstocks into syngas (CO + H2). 

EFG typically uses oxygen as gasification agent, which also serves as atomization agent; as 

a result gas-to-liquid ratios (GLRs) < 1 are applied [1]. Coaxial gas-assisted atomizers are 

typically used, due to their advantages with respect to abrasion and clogging. Faragò and 

Chigier [2] performed detailed investigations concerning breakup morphology, where liquid 

was provided from a central tube with a concentric gas stream. The breakup of water was 

classified into spray regimes, showing a transition from the Rayleigh-type to the membrane 

and fiber type breakup with increasing Weber number at constant liquid Reynolds number. 

Lasheras and Hopfinger [3] expanded the regime classification for different momentum flux 

ratios. Studies on the droplet size that resulted from this configuration applied Newtonian 

viscous liquids in a viscosity range of ηliq = 1 – 100 mPa∙s and GLR = 1 - 12, and were 

conducted by Lorenzetto [4], Jasuja [5], Rizk [6] and Walzel [7]. For GLR < 1 and 4 liquid 

viscosities, Sänger et al. [8] detected 2 different primary instability modes (flapping and 

pulsating) that influenced the resulting drop size.  

In the aforementioned studies, high-velocity annular gas streams with a straight exit channel 

were typically utilized. Nonetheless, industrial applications typically use a converging exit 

(straight inner, angled outer wall) or an angled gas exit (inner and outer wall angled) [9–13]. 
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The change from straight to converging gas-exiting channels and its effect on the resulting 

droplet size was first reported by Hardalupas et al. [14]. In their experiments, the straight exit 

was changed to a converging angle of α = 28°. As a result, a decrease in droplet size over the 

entire spray cone, depending on the gas-to-liquid velocity ratio vgas/vliq, was identified. An 

increase in the gas-to-liquid velocity ratio above 50 revealed no further changes in droplet size 

[14]. Additionally, Varga et al. [15] compared a nozzle with a straight gas channel with a 

converging gas channel for varying vgas = 50 – 165 m∙s-1 and  constant vliq = 1.7 m∙s-1. In 

contrast to the previously-mentioned study, a constant reduction of droplet size of ∆Id32 ≈ 18 

µm was detected (variance in droplet size of 19 – 33 %) for all operating conditions when 

changing from the straight nozzle exit to a converging exit channel. Varga et al. [15] denoted 

that the reduction in droplet size could be attributed to a reduction in the boundary layer 

thickness when utilizing the converging gas channel. In the studies mentioned, straight gas 

channels were compared to converging gas channels, which feature an inner straight wall and 

outer wall with a distinct angle. Investigations of angled gas channels (inner and outer walls), 

as well as a variation and comparison of the angle with a straight gas channel have not been 

reported jet. 

In this context, this study is focused on the influence of the gas channel angle on resulting 

droplet size distribution and primary jet breakup at operating conditions relevant for EFG. A 

high-speed camera was used to detect the primary breakup and a phase Doppler analyzer 

(PDA) for measuring the local droplet velocity and size. 3 different gas channel angles were 

investigated at 2 gas velocities, 2 dynamic viscosities and 2 system pressure levels while 

applying pressure-adapted atomizers [16]. Additional measurements using particle image 

velocimetry were also performed in order to obtain a deeper insight into the gas flow field in 

the near-nozzle region.   

 

Experimental setup 

The experimental setup consists of the pressurized atomization test rig (PAT), a phase 

Doppler analyzer, a high-speed camera and 6 different atomizers. A schema of the PAT spray 

test rig with exhaust air system and a horizontal cross-sectional view (A-A) is presented in 

Wachter et al. [17]. 

The pressure chamber has an internal diameter of 300 mm and a total height of 3000 mm. It 

is designed for operation at system pressures of up to psys = 21 bar. The external-mixing twin-

fluid atomizer is mounted on the axially (z-direction) movable twin-fluid lance, which is fed by 

one of the two eccentric screw pumps with liquids that featured viscosities of up to ηliq = 1000 

mPa.s. The liquid mass flow can be controlled in the range of P1: Ṁliq = 10 – 60 kg.h-1 / P2: 

Ṁliq = 60 – 200 kg.h-1 using different screw pumps. The liquid mass flow and density are 

measured using a Coriolis flow meter with an uncertainty of < 0.5 %. The compressed air 

volume flow V̇gas is detected by a turbine meter with a measuring range of V̇gas = 0.85 – 25 

m³.h-1 and an uncertainty of < 0.5 %. A recalculation of volume to mass flow is done using the 

locally-measured gas temperature and pressure at the measurement turbine. To ensure well-

defined nozzle inlet conditions, the liquid can be stirred and tempered in the range of T = 10 

°C – 50 °C. The test rig is equipped with three glass windows (no inclusions or cords) that 

allow for optical access to the spray chamber and avoid any disturbances to the laser beam. 

Two optical ports are located at ΦR  = 0 ° and 70 ° to enable Phase Doppler measurements in 

scattering mode with – preferably – the highest intensity (first-order refraction) [18]. The third 

optical port is positioned at ΦR = 180 ° to allow for spray investigations in backlight mode using 

optical measurement systems. In order to ensure protection from window deposits at the ΦR 

= 70° window location, a wiper is used between each measurement section, which employs 

compressed air for movement. A flow-straightener (honeycomb structure) is located below the 
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measuring plane to avoid recirculation of droplets. For all experiments, pressurized air at 20 

°C was utilized as atomization agent. 

The experiments were conducted with 3 coaxial gas-assisted atomizers – for each pressure 

range investigated, as shown in Figure 1, exemplarily, for psys = 1 bar. In all cases, the central 

tube had a diameter of Dliq = 2.0 mm. To minimize flow induced turbulence, the wall thickness 

b between the inner and outer orifice was set to b = 0.1 mm. The nozzles designed for psys = 

1 bar had a gas orifice diameter of Dgas = 7.96 mm, whereas the diameter was reduced to Dgas 

= 3.18 mm for the nozzles designed for psys = 11 bar. This concept allows for solely varying 

the system pressure, keeping all other operating conditions constant (vliq, vgas, GLR, Ṁliq, Ṁgas), 

as according to Wachter et al. [16]. 

 
Figure 1. Scheme of the external-mixing atomizers for psys = 1 bar and 3 different gas channel angles α = 0, 15 

and 30°. 

Table 1. Physical properties of applied liquids at 20 °C and atmospheric pressure. 

 ηliq in mPa∙s σ in kg∙s-2 ρliq in kg∙m-3 

Water 1 0.0728 998 

Glycerol/water (89.5 wt.%) 200 0.0642 1233 

 

For the investigation of liquid viscosity ηliq on the primary jet breakup and droplet size, water 

and a glycerol/water – mixture were used. The surface tension and density of the two liquids 

applied are almost constant (see Table 1). The liquid viscosity was quantified by applying a 

Physica MCR 101 rheometer from Anton Paar with a Searle-type measuring system [19]. The 

surface tension and density were measured by means of an EasyDyne tensiometer from Krüss 

that employed the Du Noüy ring [20] and weighing methods, respectively. Table 1 displays the 

mass ratio, viscosity, surface tension and density for both liquids at 20 °C and atmospheric 

pressure. 

A high-speed camera was placed in the nozzle nearfield for the qualitative observation of the 

primary breakup of the liquid jet. The camera featured a frame rate of 3.6 kHz at a resolution 

of 1024 x 1024 pixel and frame rates of up to 500 kHz at reduced resolution. A lens with a 

focal length of fHG = 105 mm was used to capture the primary breakup morphologies. In this 

study, the frame rate was set to at least 7.5 kHz with the respective resolutions given in the 

images. The images were captured via backlight illumination of the region of interest by means 

of a special lighting setup of 9 x 4500 lm. Owing to the high intensity and homogeneous 

distribution of the light, very short exposure times (tExp ~ 7 μs) were employed. A set of at least 

2000 high-speed images was recorded at every operating condition, along with a background 

reference image without the liquid flow. 

In addition, the same camera was used at z = 200 mm in order to: (i) optimize the PDA 

hardware settings (receiver mask); (ii) for the sphericity check of the droplets in the measuring 

plane to ensure the reliability of the PDA data; (iii) qualitatively confirm the tendencies 

measured by the PDA; and (iv) as a validation tool for the PDA data in order to eliminate the 

deviations arising from the Gaussian beam effect [21]. 
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Table 2. Settings of the Fiber PDA evaluated by the sensitivity analysis. 

Parameters Values Unit Parameters Values Unit 

Transmitter focal length 1000 mm Laser wavelength 561 Nm 

Receiver focal length 1000 mm Laser power  40 mW 

Beam expander ratio 1 - Off-axis angle 70 ° 

Receiver slit width 200 µm Frequency shift 80 MHz 

 

The measurement of droplet size within the spray cone at a high spatial and temporal 

resolution was performed with a Fiber PDA by Dantec Dynamics at z = 200 mm. For data 

collection the PDA was operated in a forward scattering arrangement, with the refraction mode 

(1st – order) using the asymmetrical Mask B. To guarantee for the detection of large droplets, 

as expected by the atomization of highly viscous liquids and avoid sizing errors due to the 

Gaussian beam effect according to Araneo [21], the PDA was set as displayed in Table 2. 

With this optical configuration, the PDA system enabled the detection of droplets with a 

minimum size of 1 μm and maximum size of 1357 μm in the case of water, and 1380 μm in 

that of the glycerol/water mixtures, related to the refractive index of the liquid [18]. To improve 

the PDA settings, a sensitivity study, as described in [22], was performed. 

The receiver and transmitter were mounted on a traverse, which guarantees for spatially-

reproducible operation < 0.1 mm and enabled droplet size measurements at distinct positions 

within the spray cone. The measurements were recorded at several radial positions (traverse 

along the x – axis) with a radial increment of Δx = 2 – 4 mm depending on the measurement 

position. In order to ensure a reliable database for every radial position during PDA 

measurements as a termination criterion, the sample size and measurement time were set to 

50,000 droplets or 60 seconds, respectively. At least 5000 droplets were detected at every 

radial position. The raw data from the manufacturer software were used to compute arithmetic 

means and statistical data, as well as additional information using the toolbox SprayCAT; see 

Wachter [17]. For the global characterization of the spray, the computation of a global 

characteristic diameter, i.e., mass-weighted integral Sauter mean diameter Id32,m, was carried 

out by means of a weighted average, including all measurement positions of a radial profile at 

a fixed axial position z. The integral Sauter mean diameter Id32,m was calculated according to 

Equation (1), below, based on the local volume mean diameter D30,i and local surface mean 

diameter D20,i. These diameters were weighted by local mass flux ṁi and the annulus area Ai, 

corresponding to the measurement position i along the radial axis x1 ≤ xi ≤ xN with N 

measurement positions. 

Id32,m =
∑ D30,i

3 ṁiAi
N
i=1

∑ D20,i
2 ṁiAi

N
i=1

 (1) 

 

Further information concerning the computation of global size distribution and droplet size 

moments can be obtained from DIN SPEC 91325, as well as from Albrecht [18]. Each 

measurement series was repeated at least 3 times. For each operating condition and nozzle 

configuration, the rotational symmetry of the spray cone was proven, taking a full radial profile 

in a first set of experiments. After the rotational symmetry was proven, the following repetition 

measurements were performed, taking half profiles from the spray edge to the centre at x = 0 

mm. 

Particle image velocimetry (PIV) measurements were performed with a PIV system from 

Dantec Dynamics that consisted of a CCD camera and a Nd:YAG double-pulse laser for 
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illumination. The camera was equipped with a f = 105 mm lens and spacer rings, resulting in 

a field of view of 28 x 28 mm² at a resolution of 4 megapixels. The gas phase was seeded with 

di-ethyl-hexyl-sebacat (DEHS) droplets in the size range of dDEHS = 1 – 5 µm in order to follow 

the gas phase undisturbed [23], using a seeding generator from LaVision. As liquid flow, while 

PIV measurements, would lead to a strong reflection that overexposes the camera sensor; 

when hit by the laser sheet, a black-coloured pin with an identical diameter and 10 mm in 

length was used to replace the liquid jet for the measurements. Each resulting image was 

averaged out of 50 double images. 

 

Results and Discussion 

In order to investigate the influence of the gas channel angle on resulting droplet size and 

primary breakup for the coaxial gas-assisted atomizers described above, the experiments 

were conducted using the operating conditions presented in Table 3. As the liquid mass flow 

was set constant at Ṁliq = 20 kg∙h-1. Liquid velocity changed from vliq = 1.77 m∙s-1 for water to 

vliq = 1.45 m∙s-1 for the glycerol/water mixture with ηliq = 200 mPa∙s. The system pressure was 

varied between psys = 1 and 11 bar, applying pressure-adapted nozzles. 

 
Table 3. Operating conditions of the experiments for all of the investigated gas channel angles. 

Ṁliq in kg∙h-1 Ṁgas in kg∙h-1 vgas in m∙s-1 GLR 

20 12 / 20 60 / 100 0.6 / 1.0 

 

(i) Influence of the gas channel angle on the droplet size and primary breakup 

For the quantitative comparison of the resulting droplet size while utilizing different gas 

channel angles, radial PDA measurements were first performed for the higher liquid viscosity 

ηliq = 200 mPa∙s and angles α = 0 – 30°. Applying liquids with higher viscosity facilitates a 

better insight into the jet breakup phenomena, due to the damping effects of the viscosity. For 

the experiments in chapter (i), Agas, psys and ρgas were not changed. The measured values for 

d32 at vgas = 60 m∙s-1 and psys = 1 bar are shown in Figure 2 (left). 

An increase in gas channel angle leads to a decrease in droplet size, especially at the spray 

center. This result corresponds to the results of Hardalupas et al. [14] for converging gas 

channels, as the gas velocity ratio was vgas/vliq = 41.4 < 50. Typically, a decrease in droplet 

size is attributed to an increase in the aerodynamic forces, mostly as described by the gas 

momentum flow (Jgas = ρgas∙vgas²∙Agas). In order to understand this effect, the radial mean 

velocity profiles of the droplets are also displayed in Figure 2. For an increasing gas channel 

angle from α = 0 to 30°, a significant increase in the droplet mean velocity of ∆vz = 3 m∙s-1 

could be detected at the spray center. As the gas velocity at the nozzle orifice remained 

constant at vgas = 60 m∙s-1 for every gas channel angle, a double-pulse PIV was used to detect 

differences in the flow field of the exiting gas phase, which may be correlated to a change in 

the gas channel angle. In order to get a better impression of the flow field close to the nozzle 

orifice, in a first set of PIV measurements 50 double-pulse images for each operating condition 

were taken. Figure 2 (right) shows the resulting absolute gas phase velocity vabs for the 

different gas channel angles at vgas = 60 m∙s-1 and psys = 1 bar. As can be seen from the 

absolute gas phase velocities, the high-velocity gas phase that emerged from the nozzle with 

vgas = 60 m∙s-1 was calculated. For α = 0°, the gas stream sheared the pin without a distinct 

impact and velocity slightly decreased with further distance from the nozzle orifice. In contrast 

to this, for α = 30°, the gas phase hits the pin, whereby the cross-sectional area of the gas 

flow was reduced, resulting in an increase in velocity in the range of ∆vgas ≈ 20 m∙s-1. The 

decrease in the shear layer thickness corresponds to the findings of Varga et al. [15], who 

proposed this effect when utilizing converging nozzle geometries. 
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Figure 2. Radial measurement of d32 and vz for α = 0, 15 and 30° at vgas = 60 m∙s-1 (GLR = 0.6), ηliq = 200 mPa∙s 

and psys = 1 bar (left); PIV measurements of the seeded gas phase at the nozzle orifice for different gas channel 

angles (α = 0, 30°) at vgas = 60 m∙s-1 and psys = 1 bar (right). 

The gas velocity remains high even after the impact and the alignment over the entire 

measurement length in z-direction. The noted impact on the liquid jet, as well as the reduced 

shear layer thickness, leads to an increase in the aerodynamic forces, which increases droplet 

velocities and decreases droplet size. 

The effect of gas channel angle on primary breakup is depicted by high-speed camera images 

in Figure 3 (left) at the investigated α = 0 – 30°, vgas = 60 m∙s-1, ηliq = 200 mPa∙s and psys = 1 

bar. 

                  

Figure 3. High-speed camera images of the primary breakup at varying gas channel angles α = 0, 15 and 30°, with 

the atomizers applied at vgas = 60 m∙s-1, psys = 1 bar, with ηliq = 200 mPa∙s (left); scheme of the gas emerging from 

the nozzles with α = 15 and 30° in the respective gas channel angle and with the respective impact region (right). 

As shown in Figure 3 (left, a–c), there was no significant change in the primary breakup 

morphology of the liquid jet from α = 0° to 30°. However, the only detectable difference can be 

seen on the liquid jet near the nozzle orifice. Comparing the high-speed camera images at this 

position from Figure 3 (a) to (b), a straight emerging jet without disturbances or formation of 

instabilities near the nozzle orifice is detectable (red mark). A further increase up to α = 30°, 

results in a shorter stable liquid jet (see Figure 3 (c)). 

This effect may be explained by the gas channel angle, leading to a velocity component in 

radial direction and thus to radial forces stabilizing the jet. For α = 15°, the radial component 

is comparably low in value, but has a significant high impact area (see Figure 3 (right, 15°)). 

For increasing α to 30°, the radial force increases, but the stabilizing impact area is reduced, 

as presented in Figure 3 (right, 30°).  

The stabilization inhibits the formation of the Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities (KHIs) that normally 

develops near the nozzle orifice. In an additional set of experiments, the necessary gas mass 

flow to form a KHI within the region of the red mark was investigated.  
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Figure 4. High-speed camera images of primary jet breakup at psys = 1 bar with ηliq = 200 mPa∙s for: a) α = 0° and 

vgas,KHI = 70 m∙s-1; b) α = 0° and vgas,KHI = 72.5 m∙s-1; c) α = 15° and vgas,KHI = 87.5 m∙s-1; as well as d) α = 30° and 

vgas,KHI = 140 m∙s-1. 

The data in Figure 4 show, that with increasing gas channel angle, a higher velocity 

component stabilizes the liquid jet. As a result, a higher gas mass flow is needed to form the 

KHI for increasing gas channel angle. 

(ii) Influence of dynamic viscosity and system pressure on droplet size for different gas 

channel angles 

For a quantitative comparison of the resulting integral Sauter mean diameter utilizing 3 

different gas channel angles, radial PDA measurements were performed for varying dynamic 

viscosities, gas velocities and system pressures. In order to indicate the resulting influences 

more clearly, the calculated Id32,m values are displayed in Figure 5 (left). 

 

 

 
Figure 5. Calculated Id32,m values for varying gas channel angles α = 0, 15 and 30° as a function of the dynamic 

viscosity, gas velocity and system pressure (left); high-speed camera images of the primary jet breakup for ηliq = 1 

mPa∙s, vgas = 60 m∙s-1 at: a) psys = 1 bar, α = 0° (flapping instability1); b) psys = 1 bar, α = 30°; c) psys = 11 bar, α = 

0°; and d) psys = 11 bar, α = 30° (right). 

As presented in Figure 5 (left), for all gas channel angles it can be stated: For increasing liquid 

viscosity, an increase in droplet size was detected for both gas velocities under investigation. 

The damping effects of the liquid at higher viscosity explain this effect. 

An increase in gas velocity from vgas = 60 to 100 m∙s-1 leads to a reduction in Id32,m for both 

viscosities. This effect can be explained by the higher aerodynamic forces, enhancing the jet 

breakup and droplet formation. 

For increasing system pressure psys, when applying the pressure-adapted nozzles approach, 

an increase in the droplet size was detected (see Figure 5 (right, c)). This result corresponds 

                                                           
1 As the results of ηliq = 1 mPa∙s and vgas = 60 m∙s-1 show lower values at α = 0° compared to α = 15°, it has to be mentioned, 

that for α = 0°, a flapping primary instability was developed (see Figure 5 (right, a)), leading to a different breakup morphology 

and to smaller droplets as for α = 15°, which was in accordance with Sänger et al. [8].  
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to previous investigations concerning atomizers with straight gas channels [16]. The effect 

may be explained by the stronger deceleration of the gas phase by entrainment of surrounding 

gas with increased system pressure with the given nozzle configuration.  

In general, an increase of gas channel angle shifts the Id32,m towards smaller values for low 

gas velocity vgas = 60 m∙s-1. This effect was observed for all liquid viscosities and system 

pressures investigated. As the gas momentum flow Jgas was constant for all α, the decrease 

in the droplet size with increasing gas channel angle may also be explained by the increase 

in the local gas velocity near the liquid jet. 

For gas velocity vgas = 100 m∙s-1, the effect of the gas channel angle was found to be negligible 

for both dynamic viscosities investigated. As reported in literature, the effect of Jgas on the 

resulting droplet size weakens with increasing Jgas [24–26]. For high Jgas, the acceleration of 

axial velocity, due to an increase in gas channel angle, cannot induce a relevant effect on the 

liquid jet break up and resulting droplet size.  

 

Conclusions 

This study investigated the influence of the gas channel angle at different gas velocity (i.e. 

GLR), dynamic viscosity and system pressure (applying pressure-adapted nozzles) on the 

spray quality (d32, Id32,m) of coaxial gas-assisted atomizers operated at a liquid mass flow of 

Ṁliq = 20 kg·h-1. The atomizer geometry was kept similar, except that the gas channel angle 

was changed in steps of α = 0°, 15° and 30°. Two different gas velocities (vgas = 60 / 100 m.s-

1) were investigated by changing the gas mass flow (i.e., GLR). The dynamic viscosity was 

varied by applying water and a glycerol/water mixture with ηliq = 200 mPa∙s. The 

measurements were performed at two system pressure levels (psys = 1 / 11 bar) utilizing 

pressure-adapted nozzles in order to keep vgas, Ṁgas and GLR constant. High-speed camera 

images were used to observe the primary breakup and to explain local measurements of 

droplet size performed by a phase Doppler anemometer. The results of the experiments can 

be summarized as follows: 

 For all investigated gas channel angles, an increase in gas velocity, as well as a 

reduction of liquid viscosity resulted in smaller droplet size. The increase of system 

pressure, applying pressure adapted nozzles, led to larger droplets. 

 For increasing the gas channel angle, a decrease in the droplet size was detected for 

a gas velocity of vgas = 60 m.s-1. This is caused by the gas jet impact on the liquid jet, 

leading to increased local gas velocities and thus aerodynamic forces. 

 For all investigated gas channel angles, a stabilized region on the liquid jet near the 

nozzle orifice was detected, inhibiting the formation of Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities. 

With increasing gas channel angle, the stabilized area decreased, but the necessary 

gas mass flow to form the KHI increased significantly due to an increase in the radial 

stabilizing forces. 

 For increased gas velocity of vgas = 100 m.s-1, the influence of the gas channel angle 

was negligibly small and independent of the investigated viscosity. 
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Nomenclature 
Agas orifice area [mm2] Ai area i [mm²] b tube thickness [mm²] 

dDEHS  diameter [µm] Dgas  diameter [mm] Dliq  diameter [mm] 

GLR  Gas-to-Liquid ratio [-] Id32  diameter [µm] Id32,m  diameter [µm] 

Jgas  momentum flow [N] ṁi  mass flux [kg∙s-1∙m-2] Ṁgas  mass flow [kg∙s-1] 

Ṁliq  mass flow [kg∙s-1] psys  pressure [bar] T  temperature [°C] 

vabs  velocity [m∙s-1] vgas  velocity [m∙s-1] vgas,KHI  velocity [m∙s-1] 

vliq  velocity [m∙s-1] vz  velocity [m∙s-1] Vgas  volume flow [m³∙h-1] 

x,y,z  position [mm] α  channel angle [°] ηliq  viscosity [mPa∙s] 

ρgas  density [kg∙m-3] ρliq  density [kg∙m-3] σ  surface tension [kg∙s-2] 
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